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On the night of January 10, 1791, while Comtesse

Du Barry was in Paris celebrating Twelfth Night,

thieves broke into her chateau and made off with

a cache of jewels and valuables. The theft came

as a shock to Madame Du Barry. As she went

about the business of recovering her possessions,

it was impossible for her to know how dire the

consequences would be.

Born Jeanne Becu, an,, illegitimate child, Com
tesse Du Barry was one of the most glamorous,
talked about, and misunderstood women of her

time. Extraordinarily beautiful, she had become

Louis XV s mistress against court opposition. At
the time of his death, she was still a youngwoman,
and she retired to her beloved chateau in the

country.

But she was not forgotten. Throughout her life

she remained an enigma to her associates, frivo

lous but extremely practical, greedy -for posses
sions but generous with what she had; loved and

respected by some, scorned and despised by oth

ers; and seemingly ignorant, almost until her

death, that she had an enemy in all the world.

George Grieve, an ardent revolutionary and a

stranger to Madame Du Barry, was one such

enemy. The reasons for Grieve s hatred for the

king s former mistress have never been fully un

derstood, but in his determination to destroy her

tfcere was something of the hatred of prostitutes
tfeat motivated Jack the Ripper. Whatever the

came, he eventually succeeded

(contmwd on back flap)
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The

Household

at

Louveciennes

C/n the night of January 10, 1791, Jeanne Gomard de Vau-

bernier, Comtesse Du Barry, was in Paris celebrating Twelfth Night at

the house of the Due de Brissac in the Rue de Crenelle. In her absence,

thieves broke into her chateau at Louveciennes and made off with a large

quantity of jewels and valuables. Before that night it would have been

hard to find any village in France more peaceful than Louveciennes, where

life had continued very much as if the Revolution, then eighteen months

old, had never begun. The villagers as well as the inhabitants of the cha

teau depended to a great extent on the countess and her activities, but the

theft would change and disrupt everything, causing a treasure hunt in

which everyone was looking for gold and silver.

At that time the village of Louveciennes often spelled as it was pro

nounced, Luciennes numbered about nine hundred inhabitants. It lay

ten miles or so outside Paris, four miles north of Versailles, on a high

wooded ridge above the Seine, a pleasant place where several well-to-do

or aristocratic families had chosen to settle. Mme. Du Barry s residence

was the chateau which, with its park, had been given her by Louis XV
when she first became his mistress. She stayed there only occasionally until

1776, two years after the king s death and her own consequent disgrace.

From that date Louveciennes was her permanent residence, and she be

came deeply attached to it. She took the villagers under her wing and

they on their side took an interest in the chatelaine. In the second half of

the nineteenth century one of the oldest inhabitants remembered seeing

3



4 The Louveciennes circle: ancien regime

the countess on the terrace of the chiteau &quot;teasing
two white monkeys

which were skipping about after her handkerchief.&quot; They also remembered

her many charities.

From the main Paris-St. Germain road, which at this point runs be

side the Seine, the approach to the cMteau was through gateposts sur

mounted by stone lions and along a drive that climbed to the top of the

ridge among many varieties of trees. Near the river was a menagerie, and

the park also contained a temple and a grotto. Originally the gardens had

been laid out formally in the French style. But in the 1780 $, when English

gardens became the fashion, Mme. Du Barry had the grounds altered to

make them, as she phrased it, &quot;less formal.&quot; There were in addition well-

stocked orchards and hothouses, for Mme. Du Barry was proud of her

fruit, particularly her melons, and liked to make jams and conserves when
the preserving season came round. Formally arranged flower beds still sur

rounded the house.

Externally, it was not a remarkable building. Formerly it had housed

the engineer of the Marly waterworks, which were just outside the

chateau grounds. Their lamentable noise, as they raised the water for the

fountains of Versailles, was very disturbing to anyone staying in the cha

teau for the first time. Later owners had built on as need arose, and the

interior had finally been remodeled to accommodate Mme. Du Barry and
her household. The paneled rooms contained many treasures designed by
the best artists and craftsmen of Paris to suit the countess* taste, which
inclined to the classical and so-called Estruscan styles. This preference
was most evident in the pavilion, a separate building that had been specially
constructed on Mme. Du Barry s instructions as a place in which she could

entertain Louis XV. For this purpose the architect, Ledoux, had designed
a beautifully proportioned Grecian building containing a suite of reception
rooms all on one floor. All the most skillful painters, sculptors, and artificers

of Paris had been employed to decorate this pavilion. Fragonard had been
commissioned to paint the walls of one of the smaller drawing rooms but
had emphasized, unsuitably for a king s mistress, the ardors and miseries
of young love, so these were eventually rejected in favor of a series by
Joseph Marie Vien. There were also pictures and ceilings by Drouais,
Vernet, and Restout; marbles by Lecomte, Pajou, Vasse, Falconet, and

Allegrain; and goldsmith s work by Gouthiere even the locks were master

pieces. Indeed, works of art overflowed into the gardens, where a tombstone
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by Clodion commemorated Fifi, a cherished canary that had belonged to

Mme. Du Barry before she became Louis XV s mistress. 1

Both chateau and pavilion were full of other kinds of treasures, but to

one observer at least the portrait painter Mme. Vigee-Lebrun they

were not at all well arranged. &quot;Below my apartment,&quot; she wrote, &quot;was a

neglected gallery in which was a great disarray of busts, vases, columns,

rare marbles and numerous valuable objects. One might have thought they

belonged to the mistress of several sovereigns who had enriched her with

their
gifts.&quot;

2 Mme. Du Barry had been given and collected on her own

account so many valuables that it must often have been hard to know

how to arrange them or indeed where to put them. There were not only

the most splendid royal gifts, the service of plate by Roettiers, the Sevres

china, and of course the jewels, but also the precious trifles: the green

enameled box for toothpicks; the gold pencil holder; the blue and red

enameled lorgnettes; or the
&quot;tiny reliquary of purest gold with a small

cross mounted somewhat gothically on top and a real pearl the size of a

pea below.&quot;
3 Taken all in all Louveciennes was, as Henry Swinburne, who

was traveling the courts of Europe in 1787, described it, &quot;a costly little

country house.&quot;
4

It was not, according to Swinburne, well run or maintained: &quot;... the

house seemed in that disorder which characterises people of her former

profession dirty but magnificent.&quot; English travelers often criticized

French houses for a lack of paint and whitewash, but Swinburne s is not

the only suggestion that the household was run in a somewhat happy-go-

lucky fashion, a question of some relevance in following the story of a

theft. Even in her Versailles days there is evidence that Mme. Du Barry s

servants were sometimes out of hand. At that time, besides the petits ap-

partements in the attics of the palace, so hot in summer and correspond

ingly cold in winter, she had owned three houses.5 She lodged her rela

tions and her guests in them and distributed her very considerable number

of household servants among them.
&quot;Nothing,&quot;

wrote the Duchess of

Northumberland, who stayed in Mme. Du Barry s house in the Rue de

1 Orangerie for the wedding of Marie Antoinette and the dauphin, &quot;noth

ing can be handsomer than the clothes which [she] gives her servants. The

upper ones have a deep sand colour trimm d with silver brandenbourgs

en tresse, and the facings and waistcoat buff colour.&quot;
6 However handsome

they may have appeared, by their mistress* own later account more undis-
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ciplined servants never existed: &quot;. . . every day tales were told about their

escapades, but when it was known they were in my service the complaints

ceased.&quot; The worst offenders were six in number, and at last Mme. Du

Barry was obliged to dismiss the ringleader. Later he asked for letters of

recommendation to enable him to join the French expeditionary force then

sailing to help the American revolutionaries. He was given what he asked

and a well-filled purse besides. &quot;A year ago,&quot;
finished Mme. Du Barry,

rather to the annoyance of one of her audience who was wearing the

same decoration, &quot;he came to see me wearing the Order of Cincinnatus.&quot;
7

The three houses at Versailles were all sold when their owner was

banished at the death of Louis XV in 1774, but she kept on all her

servants, who eventually came with her to Louveciennes. Twenty years

later very few of the servants had been in her employ for fewer than

fifteen years, and many had served her for much longer. At Louveciennes,

however, she was living on a much smaller scale and, with a large staff

doing less work, it would not be surprising if there was some disorganiza

tion. That such there was is shown by a story told by Mme. Vigee-Lebrun.

A cottager in Louveciennes was expecting a child and Mme. Du Barry had

ordered linen, broth, and wine to be sent to her, but when she visited the

cottage she found nothing had been done. She returned in a rage to the

chateau, sent for her housekeeper and the other negligent servants, and,

still furious, had the provisions made ready in her presence.
8 Mme. Vigee-

Lebrun told the incident to illustrate as it does Jeanne Du Barry s chari

table nature, but it also suggests shortcomings in household management.
A letter from the countess favorite cousin, Mme. de Boisseson, bears out

this impression. In August 1788 she wrote:

Blanche has given me some news that has greatly distressed me. She

tells me you have had some linen stolen. The thieves must have

known some of your household very well and it seems highly neces

sary to find them out. Beware of your readiness to excuse shortcom

ings, which sometimes are truly important . . . .
9

Plainly Mme. Du Barry was prone to be too kind and easygoing where

her household was concerned, and it was evidently not too difficult for

thieves to break into her house. Their task would be easier if among the

servants there was one who bore a grudge against his mistress. At Versailles

in 1772 she had acquired a little page an Indian from Bengal named
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Zamor. She had had him christened in the parish church of Notre Dame,
and during his childhood he had been much in evidence, petted and

spoiled very likely to excess by the Favorite and even by the king. In

1791 he was still in her household, but by then he was twenty-six, sour,

bad-tempered, and nursing a grievance, the effect of which was to be seen

later.

Nevertheless, if visitors such as Henry Swinburne were critical of the

domestic economy of the chateau, they were full of praise for its mistress.

Many visitors came sightseeing as the reign of Louis XVI lengthened;

they looked on Mme. Du Barry &quot;as a curious relic of the last
reign.&quot;

Among these sightseers were the Austrian Emperor Joseph II, Gouverneur

Morris, and the envoys of the Indian prince Tippoo Sultan. Possibly the

last did not come entirely out of curiosity: they were seeking military

and financial help from France and may have wrongly estimated the posi

tion and influence of a former chief concubine in the royal hierarchy. All

these visitors found a handsome, middle-aged woman (in 1791 Mme. Du

Barry was forty-seven), tall and dignified. Her hair was ash blond, and

her eyes &quot;a vivid light blue&quot; had evidently not lost &quot;the most wanton

look&quot; which the Duchess of Northumberland had once remarked. Mme.

Vigee-Lebrun, painting the countess portrait at the beginning of the

Revolution while gunfire sounded in the distance, noticed that she had

a coquette s way of looking at you: &quot;her long eyes were never quite

open.&quot;

10 Another observer summed up her appearance thus: &quot;she has

put on weight and has a rather high complexion but she is still very

desirable.&quot;
n

Her manners and behavior in middle age were easy but good, somewhat

to the surprise of those who remembered the tales that had circulated while

she was Louis XV s mistress. At that time it had been said that she was

a common prostitute and that her language fitted her profession. Neither

statement was true. She had undoubtedly sold her favors but she had

never been on the streets, while her manners and language when she

chose were those she had learned during a strict convent upbringing. Her

lapses can be explained by two circumstances: there were occasions when

her informal manners amused the king; and she had a quick temper. It

was &quot;as warm as her constitution,&quot; according to the Duchess of North

umberland, who saw Mme. Du Barry in a rage and described her language

as
&quot;rough and indelicate.&quot; At Louveciennes, however, twenty years later,
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even Talleyrand, whose standards in such matters were high, admitted that

she spoke sufficiently well, and it was generally agreed that her conduct

among her intimates and in public was all that could be wished.12

She walked in her park every day, whatever the weather, and to this and

a daily cold bath she attributed her excellent health. But her chief oc

cupations at this time were said to be her toilet and reading. The former is

what might be expected of someone whose face was her fortune. Certainly

as king s mistress she had spent much time and money on her clothes,

and to great effect. One cavalry officer, who as a boy saw her at Versailles,

remembered &quot;even now as I write&quot; the dress (with garlands of roses on a

white ground) which he had seen her wearing fifteen years earlier.13

White had always been a favorite color with Mme. Du Barry, and in

middle age her usual day dresses were light wrappers of white muslin or

cambric. They looked simple, but her dressmaker, Rose Bertin (who was

also dressmaker to Marie Antoinette), charged very high for them. In

fact there were a number of Mme. Bertin s accounts outstanding at New
Year 1791.

Mme. Du Barry s preoccupation with dress and appearance went with a

passion for jewels. She valued them not only for themselves but because

they represented capital, a form of wealth she could leave to her heirs

when she died. She could not bequeath endowments of land or annuities

that had been made only for her lifetime, but her jewels were her own

property. Louis XV had given her enormous quantities, and she had

acquired others since his death. She had necklaces, bracelets, and earrings
of diamonds and pearls; diamond shoe buckles mounted in gold; gold
watches on chains set with emeralds; a blue silk purse with silver chains

and tassels set with small diamonds; rings of all kinds, one with a large

heart-shaped sapphire encircled with diamonds, another containing a por
trait of Louis XIII in onyx, his hair and mustaches worked in sardonyx.
The list seems endless and was constantly changing as the countess

jeweler, Rouen, designed new pieces or reset those that had become un

fashionable, adding or exchanging stones as the need arose.

One might expect that she would be interested in dress and jewels, but

books may seem a more surprising occupation for Mme. Du Barry, so

often regarded as a woman whose tastes were merely frivolous. But it is a

contemporary Espinchal who mentions reading as one of her main

employments in later life; he knew her well and there is no reason to

disbelieve him. The library at Louveciennes was certainly well stocked and
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books were always being added to it. If it contained such light literature

as the novels of Crebillon and the current fashionable memoirs and plays,

there were also more serious works. Among them were the Encyclopedia;

Bufifon s Natural History; Plutarch s Lives in twenty-two volumes, with

observations by Vauvilliers; a treatise by Berthoud on marine clocks, and

another in four volumes on ancient and modern music; a two-volume work

on the English Constitution; and Necker s Administration des Finances.

Also to be found in the library were a History of the League of Cambrai;

the Life of Charles V, translated from the English of Robertson by L.

Suard; a translation of Burnet s History of His Own Time; and la Con-

damine s Voyage to Measure the Earth. The last four were included among
forty-two works bought on Mme. Du Barry s special instructions, and if

this is no proof that she actually read them, it can at least be said that she

had ideas about the composition of a library and that these were books she

felt should be on her shelves.14

A further occupation, not mentioned by Espinchal, was drawing. She

had learned to draw at the convent where she had been educated, and

what talent she had may have been encouraged by the artist Mme. Labille-

Guiard, daughter of the fashionable milliner to whom she had been

apprenticed. Later on, when her rooms at Versailles were being furnished,

she put her gifts to good use and designed some of the furniture herself.

At Louveciennes she made additions to Gouthiere s designs, and com

mented on his models.15 More significantly, she endowed two scholarships

in the Royal Free School of Drawing, a foundation for working people who

needed to know how to draw for the practice of their trade. A capital sum

of 1,500 livres was set aside and each scholarship was to last for six years

at 60 livres per year, and the first two pupils were to be nominated by

the donor, and afterward by the school. There could hardly be a stronger

indication of Mme. Du Barry s interest in drawing than this endowment,

made in September 1775 during her disgrace and exile.
16

It was therefore with some practical knowledge that she became a col

lector of paintings and sculpture. The walls of Louveciennes displayed, as

we have seen, the works of many famous contemporary artists, but there

were also to be found paintings by Teniers and Ostade as well as Van

Dyck s portrait of Charles I of England, bought at the sale of the Crozat

de Thiers collection. She employed an agent to make purchases for her in

Italy, among which were two statues an Apollo Belvedere and a Venus

Callipyge. M. Boileau, an expert, advised her on the authenticity of her
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acquisitions, but Mme. Du Barry was sufficiently sure of her ground to

tease other collectors about their claims. Writing in 1782 to the Abbe

Delille, poet and designer of gardens, she says:

You are very well acquainted, my witty Abbe, with the paintings of

Albano, since you use his colouring in your delightful writings; but

M. le Due asserts that you have in your imagination jokingly as

cribed to Poussin the picture you were so proud to have bought so

cheaply as if the gardens of Le Notre were to be attributed to

Delille in order to double their value . . . ,
17

The &quot;M. le Due&quot; referred to in this letter was an even greater collector

than Mme. Du Barry; his name was Louis Hercule Timoleon de Cosse,

Due de Brissac, and for many years he had played a part of great im

portance in her life. A liaison had existed between them since 1776, soon

after she first settled at Louveciennes, but it had been conducted with such

tact on both sides that it caused little offense. Their acquaintance had begun

considerably earlier at Versailles, where Brissac, then Due de Cosse, was

colonel-capitaine of the king s Swiss Guard and occupied a suite of apart

ments next to those of the Favorite. When Louis XV died and she was

sent away from the court, Cosse was one of the first to visit her. When
he eventually won her favor, he made it clear he would tolerate no rivals

the most dangerous was Henry Seymour, living in a chateau near

Louveciennes and Mme. Du Barry, who probably set less store by fidelity

than he did, nevertheless remained faithful. By the time of the Revolu

tion their relationship had reached a point where Brissac could write to

his mistress of her kindness and &quot;the perfect agreement of moods which

makes a habitual association so delightful.&quot;
1S His frequent presence at

Louveciennes was taken for granted as was hers in the Rue de Crenelle

and Mme. Vigee-Lebrun describes him taking his siesta on the mag
nificent sofas of the pavilion: &quot;. . . the Due lived as if he were established

at Louveciennes, but nothing in his behaviour, or that of Madame Du
Barry, allowed one to suspect he was anything more than a friend of the

mistress of the house.&quot;
19

The Due de Brissac he succeeded in 1780 was the head of an ancient

and noble family. He was nine years older than Jeanne Du Barry, and in

appearance very tall and fair. By profession he was a soldier, and as well

as being colonel of the king s Swiss Guard he was hereditary Grand
Panetier of France, and like many of his forebears governor of Paris. A
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man of great honesty and uprightness of character, a certain simplicity and

directness mark him off from the subtleties and divided loyalties of many
of his time and class. He was completely loyal to the king while sympathiz

ing with the ideas that his contemporaries called
&quot;liberal,&quot;

but which in

present-day idiom might more accurately be called progressive. Indeed he

had put into effect the theories of some of the eighteenth-century agricul

tural experts on his estate of Brissac in the province of Anjou, reclaiming
a marsh where fevers had bred and forming a tract of good farmland.

Unlike many of his fellow noblemen, he took a real interest in the produce
of the estates from which he derived his revenues, and when in residence

at the chateau of Brissac he also exercised the seignorial duty of hospitality.

One of his guests was the Duke of Wellington, then plain Arthur Wesley

(as he called himself until 1798) and a cadet at the Academy of Angers.

This Duke [Wellington told Stanhope] had a very fine chateau at

no great distance from Angers and showed much hospitality to the

young men recommended to him from the Royal Academy to

priests, wandering monks, and in short anybody that came in his

way. But though his table was magnificently supplied near the

centre, where himself and the principal guests sat, it was as ill-

furnished towards both ends assigned to persons of less note. The
centre was very strong, said the Duke, but the flanks extremely

weak; not only scantily supplied with dishes, but and this was the

chief complaint of the young men with very inferior wine. One

day when the Duke was there the Due de Brissac had brought to

him the bill of fare, and seeing on it some venison which he had not

seen in reality on the table, he angrily asked the servant where it

was. The servant at last faltered out, &quot;It was in front of Father

Basil.&quot; Father Basil was immediately assailed by the Due with a vol

ley of interrogations as to where the venison was, or whether it had

resumed its legs and run away! In reply Father Basil pleaded that

he had helped one or two people whom he named, but he must

have eaten the greater part himself, and certainly there was not a

morsel remaining. But Father Basil did not escape so easily: not only

had he this breeze from the Due at table, but the young officers,

enraged and hungry, actually combined and watched their oppor

tunity after dinner to flog the poor man ! . . ,
20

It is almost a feudal scene that Wellington describes the lord in his

great hall with his household and guests and it is evident that Brissac,
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despite his progressive sympathies, remained very much a man of the

ancien regime. Perhaps his Angevin fellow countrymen recognized this,

for he was not elected, as he had hoped, to represent the nobility of the

province in the Assembly of Notables in 1787, or the Estates-General of

1789. It was as a spectator therefore that he watched the early stages of

the Revolution and the Estates-General &quot;working so slowly,&quot; as he wrote

from Anjou to Mme. Du Barry, &quot;at all those important measures for

which the whole of France is waiting and which should give her tran

quillity . . . .&quot; He was aware how much needed to be done to make France

solvent, and to reorganize her administration, but in August 1789 he did

not foresee the violence to come. In that month, again writing to Mme. Du

Barry, he alludes to three or four persons &quot;who have ruffled the calm

that reigns in these
parts,&quot;

but perhaps to avoid worrying her he does

not mention that actually his carriage had been stopped at Durtal and his

life threatened. He continues:

Liberty is so precious that it must necessarily be bought with some

suffering. Shall we be the better for it? Perhaps not. More happy

undoubtedly. Equality, a moderate fortune, a simple life provide se

curity which should render people polite and humane. Yesterday I

was wished many returns in a very loud and military fashion. It

seemed that my fellow citizens good wishes were genuinely warm
hearted. The destruction of feudalism will not prevent respect and

affection; so much assuredly is to the good . . . .
21

Even after the march on Versailles in October and the enforced return

of the royal family to the Tuileries, where Brissac was often in attendance,
he did not realize where the Revolution was heading. As late as June 1791
he told a friend:

I know few mortals more fortunate than I am. As head of his

Household troops, I may be in a position to free Paris and return it

to my King, as one of my ancestors did for Henri IV. I have an in

come of 500,000 louis and the enjoyment of a pretty woman for

she still is pretty whom I see when it suits me ... .
22

He was not to be left long in enjoyment of either illusion or reality.
It is as &quot;a courtier of the days of Louis Quinze&quot; that Wellington re

membered Brissac; like Mme. Du Barry, he was &quot;a relic&quot; of that reign.
Neither of them understood the time in which they were living and to

both the violence of the Revolution came as a shock. It was to be particu-
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larly severe to Jeanne Du Barry. Politics had never greatly interested her,

and it was against her inclination that she was concerned in them when

Louis XV first made her his mistress. The worst attacks on her reputation

had emanated from her political opponents, but when she was no longer

at court her political importance ceased and there was no need to vilify

her any longer. It was even said that the French minister Choiseul, whose

downfall she was thought to have engineered, had visited her at Louve

ciennes, pretending in order to gain admittance that he was Lord North.

It was also said that Marie Antoinette, who when dauphine had refused

to tolerate in any way the king s Favorite, had been reconciled with Mme.
Du Barry during a ball in the Paris Opera House.23 Furthermore, sup

porters of the Revolution such as Brissot and Choderlos de Laclos gave her

their approval. Unlike Mme. de Pompadour, they said, she had not sup

plied ministers for her royal lover s councils, generals for his armies, and

dungeons for those who talked indiscreetly: &quot;the walls of the Bastille

never echoed with the cries of her victims; she never dipped deep into the

royal treasury, since she lives today on benefits which will cease when

she dies.&quot;
24

Poor Mme. Du Barry had no suspicion that she had enemies or that she

would not be allowed to grow old peacefully at Louveciennes in a pleasant

society of friends and relations.

It is now time to consider who these were.



II

The

Tlecu

Family

Jeanne Du Barry never had a child. More than once gossip had

credited her with one, but as there was no foundation to build on, none

of these stories lasted long. She did have a real liking for small children,

as a number of incidents in her life show. There was Zamor. Later, there

was the
&quot;petite Laroque,&quot; the concierge s child, whose portrait by Drouais

adorned the walls of the chateau at Louveciennes. Finally there were the

Becu cousins, nieces of Mme. Du Barry s mother. They absorbed much of

Jeanne Du Barry s affection and received many kindnesses from her but,

unluckily for them, they came to expect great things from this tante a

heritage, who seemed to them as indeed to everyone else enormously
and inexhaustibly rich.

The Becus* town of origin was Vaucouleurs on the Meuse, in the prov
ince of Champagne. It was a garrison and a frontier town; many of its

inhabitants gained their living by providing for the needs and enjoyments
of the military, in spite of which it was &quot;the most melancholy place in the

whole of Champagne and consequently in the whole universe,&quot; in the

opinion of one young officer stationed there.1 Across the river was the

duchy of Lorraine, which was still, in 1743, when Jeanne Becu (the future

Mme. Du Barry) was born, an independent territory under the rule of

Stanislas Leszczynski, father-in-law of Louis XV and formerly king of

Poland. His ducal court (which Voltaire sometimes graced), with its many
officials and functionaries, offered a better chance of a career than their

home town to many residents of Vaucouleurs, and a number of them, in

cluding one at least of the Becu family, took service with the duke.
The Becus were neither well born nor rich, but they were endowed with
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the gift of beauty. In the seventeenth century, Fabien Becu was so hand

some that, although only a member of the household (a cook, some said),

he attracted and married a nobleman s widow, Mme. de Cantigny. There

after his descendants adopted this name, calling themselves Becu de

Cantigny as if they were a landowning family, whereas a very large number
of them were to be found as upper servants in various aristocratic house

holds Figaros and Susannas who might, when elderly, become Bartolos

and Marcellinas, prosperously settled, perhaps, with a pension from the

family they had served. If they had indeed prospered and their position

offered them not only perquisites but opportunities of placing their money
well they might buy a minor administrative appointment for a son or

secure a royal official as husband for a daughter. Or they might, like Anne

Becu, Jeanne Du Barry s mother, prosper by different means.

Anne Becu s father was the Fabien Becu &quot;de Cantigny&quot; already men

tioned, and she was one of a large family. (See Becu family tree, p. 16.)

One brother, Charles, was employed in the army-victualing contractor s

business; another, Jean, was in service with the Due de Gramont at Ver

sailles; yet a third, Nicolas, with the Duchesse de Boufflers; and a sister,

known as &quot;la belle Helene,&quot; was in Paris in the household of Mme. Bignon,
wife of the king s librarian. Anne Becu had the family good looks and a

pliant nature. Whether she was in fact the seducer or the seduced cannot

now be known, but by 1747 she was the mother of two illegitimate children:

Jeanne, born on August 19, 1743, and Claude, born in February, four years

later. It is not known who was the father of Claude, who probably died in

infancy. The putative father of Jeanne was Jean Jacques Gomard, a Fran

ciscan tertiary in a religious house at Vaucouleurs; his name in religion

was Brother Ange. Tertiaries were not monks in the fullest sense of the

word, although they lived in communities and were subject to quite severe

rules of conduct. In fathering a child, Brother Ange did not break the

much more solemn vows he would have made as a professed monk, and

since, later on, he took priest s orders and was ordained, it seems likely that

his superiors did not blame him too severely. The reason for this may have

been that Anne Becu, who was thirty when Jeanne was born, was more at

fault than he. This however is guesswork; what is certain is that in 1747

Anne was living in Paris under the protection of M. Billard-Dumouceaux,

an army-victualing contractor and one of a family of financiers. He was

not only rich but cultivated, a patron of the arts and himself an amateur

artist in pastel who never went on a journey without his crayons.
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Jeanne, already an exceptionally pretty child, had accompanied her

mother to Paris5 and it was M. Billard-Dumouceaux who arranged for her

education at the convent school of St. Aure in the Rue Neuve Sainte

Genevieve. He does not reappear in the later life of Mme. Du Barry, but

it was perhaps through his influence that her life took the bias it did.

Without a good education she could never have held her own for long at

the court of Versailles and, without an early experience of luxury and

beautiful things enjoyed as the reward of beauty, she might not have felt

inclined to follow her mother s example. It is ironic if this were so, since

the aim of the school that Billard-Dumouceaux had chosen was &quot;to provide

a refuge for all young persons born of a respectable family who might
find themselves in circumstances where they might be led

astray,&quot;
as many

&quot;endowed with those external attributes so often fatal to virtue are re

duced to wanting even necessities . . .&quot;

2

In 1749, at about the time Jeanne went to St. Aure, her mother married

Nicolas Ran^on, a man ten years younger than herself, with a pale face

much marked with smallpox. He was described in the marriage register as

&quot;domestique&quot;
but styled &quot;Sieur,&quot; which suggests a claim to middle-class

respectability. He might perhaps more aptly have been called an employee

of M. Billa/d-Dumouceaux. Probably this marriage marked the end of

Anne Becu s connection with Billard-Dumouceaux, and it is likely that it

was then that the newly married couple set up house in the Rue Neuve

Saint Etienne, where they are heard of next.3

If it should be thought that in coming to Paris Anne Becu lost touch

with her family, nothing could be further from the truth. It would not have

been possible to move far in eighteenth-century France, at any level of

society, without encountering the tough roots and spreading branches of

the family tree. &quot;La famille&quot; is one of the most enduring of French institu

tions, and this was even more noticeably the case in the largely rural society

of the ancien regime, A mixture of affection and self-interest held members

of a family together; when one prospered, they might all hope to share the

benefits. The process can be seen at work on many occasions in Mme. Du

Barry s life, not only where her Becu relatives are concerned, but among
her relatives-in-law, the Du Barry family, and their connections. So when

Anne Becu came to Paris she was soon in communication with the mem
bers of the family already settled there. These included her brother Nicolas,

in service with the Duchesse d Antin, and &quot;la belle Helene,&quot; lady s maid to

a merchant s wife, living in the H6tel des Indes (on the site of the Bib-
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liotheque Nationale). It was Helena who, when Jeanne left her convent

school, found her a post as lady s maid to a rich elderly woman.

But Jeanne was too pretty to remain long in such a position. She became

apprentice to a milliner and passed from there through various unknown

protectors to Jean Du Barry, a man of gentle birth but bad reputation. His

doings were reported regularly by the police and it was in a police report

that, in 1764, Jeanne first received public notice, sitting in a box at the

Theatre des Italiens with Du Barry. She was known at that time as Mile.

Vaubernier.

Her protector, Jean Du Barry, nicknamed the Roue, made his living

by providing pleasures such as gaming and pretty women (most of whom
had first been his mistresses) for young nobles prepared to pay for them.

When Jeanne Becu went to live with him she was accompanied by her

mother and stepfather, an arrangement that reflects no credit on the

Rangons but later allowed Du Barry to give an explanation of his house

hold that sounded almost respectable. &quot;Having no other concern,&quot; he wrote,

&quot;but that of overseeing the education of my son, one of the king s pages
and in a poor state of health, I confined myself to a very narrow circle of

acquaintances. And it was at that time that I asked Mme. Rangon and her

daughter, Mile, de Vaubernier, to look after the upkeep of my house and

to do the honors; which they did for some years with affection and intel

ligence . ...&quot;
4 As a reward for their services Jean Du Barry made over to

them an interest he had acquired in the lucrative business of supplying
victuals to the army in Corsica, where Paoli was resisting the transfer of

the island from Genoa to France. The business necessitated visits to the

Corsica office, and in 1768 while at Versailles on one of these occasions,

Jeanne was noticed by Louis XV. His first impressions were confirmed

when he saw her again at a dinner given presumably at the king s re

quest by Lebel, his valet de chambre (and concierge of the palace of

Versailles), who had often obliged his master in th5 way. Soon after she

became his mistress.5

It was not long before the king realized Jeanne had aroused more than

a passing inclination and wanted her installed at court so that she could

accompany him on his progresses from one royal chateau to another and
dine with him at his table. For this to be possible three conditions had to

be fulfilled: she must have a husband; she must be presented at court; and,
to qualify for presentation, her husband must be able to prove an unbroken
line of nobility since 1400. It was not going to be easy to achieve any of
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these conditions, particularly the presentation, against the many interests

combining in opposition to the new royal mistress. Du Barry, however,

had a powerful supporter in the Due de Richelieu and in any case was

equal to anything. But he needed the help of Jeanne s family, for, when it

came to arranging a marriage, there were a number of awkward circum

stances to be explained away. An odder set of discussions can hardly be

imagined than those that took place before Jeanne s marriage, involving as

they did her mother, her stepfather, her former protector, and her probable

father, Jean Jacques Gomard, with whom they had renewed or main

tained contact.

As a suitable husband, Du Barry chose his brother, Guillaume, a retired

captain of a French colonial regiment. He was thirty-six, could produce the

necessary proofs of nobility (although his claim to the title of count would

have been hard to substantiate), and he was prepared to be complaisant.

He was also quite prepared to sign a marriage contract giving his wife

full control of her personal fortune, consisting of jewels, clothes, furniture,

and linen, worth thirty thousand livres, &quot;derived from her earnings and

savings.&quot;
6

The descriptions of the parties to the civil contract of marriage required

a good deal of thought and a number of falsehoods and forgeries, all

punishable at law. First, the question of illegitimacy had to be explained

away, and this was done by inventing a legitimate but now deceased

father. Then it was necessary to account for the name of Vaubernier, by

which Jeanne was known to the king. The deceased father was accord

ingly named Jean Jacques Gomard de Vaubernier. Finally, for a reason

which is not quite clear but which may have allowed for the possibility

of the marriage being later dissolved on the grounds that the bride was

too young to know her mind, it was thought advisable to describe Jeanne

as a minor, aged twenty-two, instead of her actual age of twenty-five. This

meant the production of a document giving the consent of her mother and

stepfather to the marriage, which was done by a proxy given to her real

father, Gomard.

It was not enough to invent these stories, but the parties concerned could

never deviate from them in any particular. For this reason Jeanne Becu

was known throughout her life as Jeanne Gomard de Vaubernier, Comtesse

Du Barry, and gave her age as three years less than it actually was, remem

bering to do so even when examined by the Revolutionary Tribunal. After

her death some of these lies were to have awkward consequences, but in
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1768 they achieved their object. The falsified supporting documents an

extract from the register containing the alleged marriage of Anne Becu
and another certifying the death of her imaginary husband, with all the

necessary signatures were ready in July 1768. The civil contract was

signed on July 23 and the marriage took place in the Church of St.

Laurent very early in the morning on September i.
7

The next step was the presentation of the new Comtesse Du Barry at

court, but this raised a fresh set of difficulties. The Due de Choiseul, Louis

XV s chief minister, knew that her arrival at court, supported as she was

by his chief rivals, the Due de Richelieu and the Due d Aiguillon, was

likely to mean a change in the administration and consequently in the

king s policy. The Corsican war was unpopular, the royal treasury empty,
and meanwhile Louis XV was at loggerheads not only with the Parliament

of Paris, but other provincial parliaments. If Choiseul were dismissed,
different treatment of all these concerns might be expected and a dif

ferent set of ministers would handle affairs. Therefore the question of

whether the king s new mistress would be presented or not was watched

closely in France and abroad. If the situation had arisen in England, bets

would certainly have been laid.

At first the odds would have been on Choiseul. Earl Harcourt,
the newly appointed English ambassador, reported regularly but rather

apologetically on this event, which &quot;however trifling in itself may be of

the greatest consequence as to the effect it may have in this [the French]
Court.&quot; On January n Lord Harcourt wrote: &quot;Her cloaths and diamonds
are all ready .... Madame Barre will certainly be presented in a few

days . . . .&quot; She was to be presented by the Vicomtesse de Beam, the only
lady of suitable rank who would agree to do so, and she had only been

persuaded to do it because she was too poor to neglect any chance of

making money. But when Lord Harcourt wrote to his secretary of state

on January 25, Mme. de Beam had sprained her foot and the ceremony
had been postponed: &quot;. . . others imagine that if [the presentation] does
not take place, the Due de Choiseul had found means to prevent it.&quot;

Louis XV s daughters, Mesdames de France, deeply disapproved of Mme.
Du Barry, and Choiseul had their support. On February 2 Harcourt re

ported: &quot;I have detained the messenger as long as possible in hopes of

hearing with some certainty what passed last night at Versailles, and I am
just informed that Madame Barre was not presented but will certainly be
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presented to-night: that Madame Adelaide had wrote a letter to the King,

which had made some impression on His Majesty s mind, from which

Monsieur Choiseul s friends conceived great hopes that the affair may be

retarded . . . .&quot; Their hopes were fulfilled. Louis XV had a bad fall

while hunting and retired to bed, so once again the presentation was put

off. Then Lent began, giving his confessor and his daughters an opportunity

to attack his conscience, and during February and March Choiseul and his

supporters were hopeful. At the end of March the Abbe Billiardi, &quot;a cun

ning and intriguing fellow . . . known to be devoted to M. de Choiseul,&quot;

arrived from Spain &quot;to exert his intriguing talents to defeat Madame

Barre s schemes.&quot;

Louis XV, however, was determined on the presentation and soon the

Abbe Billiardi was telling a gentleman of Harcourt s acquaintance that

&quot;they might have saved him the trouble of a journey . . . that he was

come too late.&quot; This was indeed the case. At eight o clock on April 22,

1769, Mme. Du Barry, superbly dressed and covered with diamonds, was

presented to the king by Mme. de Beam: &quot;. . . the concourse of people

at Versailles was prodigious: she gave a supper afterwards in her own

apartment to the Due de Richelieu and several other persons . . . .&quot; Har-

court sent a special messenger to inform ministers in England of the

event, but &quot;the post horses have had so much employment today between

Paris and Versailles that my servant will not be able to get away before 5

o clock tomorrow morning for want of horses.&quot; Choiseul had been taken

unawares and only heard of the presentation the day before it took place:

&quot;. . . he expressed his surprize and astonishment in the strongest manner;

and in order to avoid being witness to so mortifying a scene ... he pru

dently took physick next
day.&quot;

8

Jeanne was now installed at Versailles. It was usual for someone who

had been presented and had les honneurs de la cour to adopt a courtesy

title, and on this ground, if not on that of her husband s rank, the Comtesse

Du Barry could justify the title by which, from this date, she was always

known. Nonetheless, her position was still insecure. The struggle between

Choiseul and Richelieu continued: it was a question of an alternative gov

ernment for France and both sides were exerting their strength. The king s

new mistress was identified with Richelieu s party: they hoped through

her to influence the king. But Choiseul had long been in power, and his

nominees held a large number of influential government posts. Whether
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Richelieu or Choiseul would prevail was still a matter of speculation among
the representatives of foreign powers in Paris, and ambassadors continued

to report the situation during 1769 and 1770.

Lord Harcourt s dispatches notice the various steps by which Richelieu s

supporters gradually acquired appointments in the administration: in Oc

tober 1769 the Due d Aiguillon was appointed Commander of the Light

Horse, which gave him direct access to the king without the intervention

of the minister of war; in February 1770 the Abbe Terray, controller

general of finance, and the chancellor, Maupeou, were both made ministers

of state, thus outnumbering Choiseul s supporters in the king s council.

Choiseul, in Harcourt s view, was overconfident and very much under

estimated the strength of the forces against him. He had great hopes of

influencing the king through the dauphine, Marie Antoinette, whose mar

riage to the Dauphin Louis in May 1770 was the result of Choiseul s

policy. The stories Marie Antoinette heard of the Favorite s low origins

and scandalous past gave the sixteen-year-old princess a horror of Mme.

Du Barry and aroused a dislike that survived the dispute between rival

politicians in which it was used as a weapon. But it did not save Choiseul.

In December 1770 he received a lettre de cachet ordering him to leave

Versailles and retire to his estate of Chanteloup.
9

It has often been said that Mme. Du Barry caused the fall of Choiseul.

It would be truer to say that she was its occasion. If Richelieu and Aiguil-

lon had not intended to change the administration, she might never have

been established at Versailles, for although the Roue Du Barry could bring

her to the king s notice, it would have been beyond his resources to give

her a position at court. The forces at work were much stronger than those

required to provide Louis XV with a new maitresse en litre.

From this position, Richelieu and Aiguillon hoped Mme. Du Barry

would show her obligation to them by furthering their interests with the

king. She had different ideas. Quite soon it began to be reported that

&quot;she attends to nothing but her dress, and thinks of nothing but pleasing

the
King.&quot; In February 1770 it was said the Due de Richelieu &quot;begins

to

suspect that Madame Du Barry s influence will never be so powerful as

Madame de Pompadour s was: he seems to despair of making her sub

servient to his ambitious views . . . .&quot;

10
Jeanne was making it plain that

she was not proposing to play politics; she relied on the king s favor, and

not on a particular set of ministers, to maintain her at court.

If this was a deliberate calculation as to where her interests lay, she was
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undoubtedly right. But in all probability she acted from a motive so simple

that it was hardly likely to occur to a set of courtiers namely, gratitude.

The distance between Vaucouleurs and Versailles was immeasurable, and

she owed her present state to the King of France. In later life, when she

spoke of the king it was always with a sense of how much she owed

him, and when during his lifetime she sometimes treated him with less

deference than his entourage expected, it was because he permitted it.

By depending solely on the support of Louis XV rather than on his

ministers, the Comtesse Du Barry came gradually to be accepted by most

of the court, since the king showed that he would resent rudeness to his

mistress as insults to himself. By 1771 the various foreign ambassadors were

finding it tactful to be polite to Mine. Du Barry. In July of that year Har-

court wrote: &quot;I went this afternoon with M. de Marmora [the Sardinian

ambassador] to pay a visit to Madame Du Barry. We found that M. de

Mercy waited upon her yesterday (which determined me to pay the same

compliment today without a moment s hesitation) and I flatter myself the

King [George III] won t disapprove of what I have done . . . .&quot; The
countess returned the courtesy with a magnificent supper for the foreign

ministers and &quot;did the honours extreamly well.&quot;
n

Only the Spanish am
bassador stayed away from this supper, and Harcourt suspected that as a

result he would not remain long at the court of France.

But there was one serious danger in Mme. Du Barry s position. Louis

XV was in his sixties and he had not led a healthy life. If he were to

fall ill, as Harcourt pointed out to the English secretary of state, the king s

confessor who was constantly reproaching him for living in a state of

concubinage would certainly persuade him to exile his mistress from

court. Jeanne well knew her danger, as another of Harcourt s dispatches

shows:

We were greatly alarmed at Madame Du Barry s at dinner the day
before yesterday [Harcourt was writing on August 6, 1772], the

Vicomte [Adolphe Du Barry], her kinsman, covered with sweat

and dust bursting into the room and announcing a dreadful acci

dent that had happened to the King, His Majesty having received

a violent kick on his leg from one of the Ecuyer s horses. It would

be difficult to describe the countenances and consternation that ap

peared . . . ,
12

On this occasion the danger proved to have been much exaggerated and

for six years the Comtesse Du Barry remained at Versailles. They were
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the six most brilliant years of her life, the time which not surprisingly

she afterward recalled with most pleasure. She was in a position to grant

favors, and there were plenty of petitioners including her relatives. Dur

ing these years, however, it was her relatives by marriage who reaped the

rewards: her own family remained in the background. Her mother was

lodged near the Temple, in the Convent of Sainte Elisabeth, which had

housed many aristocratic ladies, including some of the king s earlier mis

tresses. The former Anne Becu now lived there under the name of

Rangon de Monrabe, which sounded better than plain Madame Ranc^on.

The title had probably been bestowed by the Roue Du Barry, near whose

home town the commune of Montrabe was to be found. That there was

already a family of barons de Monrabe does not seem to have worried

anyone.

But if the Becu family was inconspicuous while Louis XV was alive, they

or rather some of them reappeared after his death in May 1774. At that

time Mme. Du Barry was disgraced and banished. During the two years

her banishment lasted, Mme. de Monrabe, as everyone now called her,

had been given by her daughter a country house at Villiers-sur-Orge, south

of Paris near Montlhery. It was known as the Maison Rouge de Long-

champ, and here the Monrabes lived in considerable luxury. They provided
a connecting link between Mme. Du Barry and other members of the

Becu family.
13

In 1776 Mme. Du Barry was allowed to return from her banishment to

Louveciennes. Once reinstalled there she liked to have her relatives about

her, especially those with children. The most frequent visitors were her

cousins Mme. Graillet and Mme. de la Neuville. Their father, Charles

Becu, had prospered and found eligible husbands for his daughters. Graillet

was a soldier, an officer in the Guards of the Comte d Artois; Neuville held

a government appointment. The Graillets and the Neuvilles each had a

daughter, nicknamed, respectively, Mimi and Aline. Mme. Du Barry was

fond of both girls, and their parents expected her to do great things for

them.14

Another child now appears for the first time little Marie Josephine, the

daughter of Nicolas, last heard of in service with the Duchesse d Antin.

Like so many of her family, Marie was very pretty, with the same almond-

shaped eyes as Mme. Du Barry. She also had extraordinarily taking ways,
and when Mme. Du Barry took her up the Graillets and the Neuvilles

became jealous. Portraits by Drouais of Marie (Betsi, as she was sometimes
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called) playing the triangle or teasing a cat were hung on the walls at

Louveciennes, where Marie herself spent much of her time. In 1781 Mme.
Du Barry arranged a marriage for Marie.

The bridegroom was Paul Mathieu Barbara de Boisseson, an acquaint

ance of the Du Barry relatives and indeed a connection of theirs, since

both families were related to Chancellor Maupeou. Like the Du Barrys he

was a southerner, and his family (which originated at Castres) was one

of those that provided the
&quot;capitouls&quot;

of Toulouse. These magistrates of

the city of Toulouse were believed to have inherited their functions from

Roman officials, and their office gave them a claim to nobility. Barbara

himself had no title, but he was heir apparent to his uncle, the Marquis-
de Boisseson. By profession he was a soldier, a major in a cavalry regiment,

the Conde Dragoons. Born in 1736 or 1737, he was considerably older than

his wife.15

The marriage took place on June 7, 1781, in the private chapel of Louve-

ciennes. It was a good one for Marie Becu, but it accentuated the feeling

of the Graillet and Neuville families that she was being favored at their

expense. Indeed, Mme. Du Barry gave her a marriage portion of 160,000

livres,* on which interest at 5 per cent was to be paid quarterly to her

husband.16 When Marie and her husband stayed at Louveciennes, as they

often did, they had their own suite of rooms, known as les appartements
Boisseson. The suite was practically self-contained; it was situated at the

end of the wing that contained the chapel and had an outside entrance

opening on a path that led to the Marly waterworks. When Marie de

Boisseson had children, they were born in these rooms, and their christen

ing took place in the chapel.

The feeling between the Boissesons and the rest of the family was at

its worst when Mme. de Monrabe died in 1788 and left everything to Marie

de Boisseson, making M. de Boisseson her executor. Neither Boisseson nor

Marie behaved tactfully, M. de Monrabe was indignant, and a family

quarrel was only prevented by Mme. Du Barry. She gave the Graillets a

house called Le Potager at Louveciennes, and persuaded them to take

M. de Monrabe to live with them; she also gave him an allowance for life

of 2,000 livres per annum. He.r object in doing this was &quot;to prove to [him]

* The livre was not a coin, but a standard of value. In terms o today s purchasing

power it would be the equivalent of about los ($1.20). The coins most often

referred to are louis d or, ecus, and sous. A louis equalled twenty-four livres, an ecu

equaled three livres, twenty sous equaled one livre.
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her recognition of the kindnesses with which he surrounded his wife, and

which he continued to have for her, as well as to show her gratitude for

the attachment he has always shown to herself. She also wishes to bear

witness to Sieur Rangon [de Monrabe s] kindness of heart, and to his

perfect probity.&quot;
17 To an outsider it might seem that Mme. Du Barry had

been exploited by her mother and stepfather. It cannot have seemed so to

her if, looking back on her youth, she could speak of her stepfather in

these terms.

As a result of the arrangements with the Graillets, Mme. Du Barry es

tablished something of a family settlement in Louveciennes, and she was

often visited by the Boissesons, who still retained their old quarters at the

chateau. There were two Boisseson children, Louis Benoit Joseph Hercule

and Anne Josephine Euphrosine Delie. The Due de Brissac was godfather
to both of them, and in his honor they received Cosse family names,
Hercule Joseph and Euphrosine Delie. They joined the now considerable

number of children who had enjoyed the pleasures of Louveciennes, the

fascinating clockwork toys in the house, and the menagerie in the park.

&quot;Not a day passes that Hercule does not ask me when we are going
back to Louveciennes,&quot; Marie de Boisseson told Mme. Du Barry in August

1788, writing from Metz, where her husband was encamped. &quot;His wish

makes him even dearer to me: it corresponds so well to the wish of my
heart, which is so tenderly and respectfully attached to

you.&quot;

18

The Graillets watched carefully all developments in the relations be

tween the Boissesons and Mme. Du Barry; they knew that she was plan

ning to do something substantial for Mimi, and a sum of 24,000 livres had
been mentioned. Mimi s parents feared that before the sum was paid Mme.
Du Barry might have parted with all her ready money. There was some

danger that this might happen, hard pressed as she always was to find

cash to settle her bills. The drawers of her elegant desks were full of ac

counts from Rose Bertin and from jewelers, goldsmiths, and cabinetmakers.

She borrowed from her brother-in-law, Dubarry-Hargicourt, and she also

borrowed from Boisseson, repaying him by an increase on his quarterly
installments of Marie de Boisseson s marriage portion. If this process went
too far, Mimi Graillet might indeed go short.

The Neuvilles were equally watchful. Their mistrust of the Boissesons

was shared by an admirer of Mme. de la Neuville, Comte Cosme de Juillac,

an impetuous cavalry officer but a faithful lover. Many years later he was
still writing to Madame de la Neuville: &quot;Dearest Friend, I have loved you
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for many years. You know it well. I am just as kind, just as sincere as I

have always been . . . .&quot;

19
Outliving his &quot;dearest friend,&quot; he survived to

befriend and advise her daughter, Aline.

Aline seemed likely to develop into a beauty, but her mother was not

sure if she was making as good an impression as she might on Mme.

Du Barry. She hoped Aline had remembered to write and thank Mme. Du

Barry for a New Year s present: &quot;I pray your indulgence for her. She is

at the age when one expresses badly what one feels most .... My New
Year s

gift,&quot;
continued Mme. de la Neuville (who does not seem to have

had a present herself), &quot;will be the sight of Aline s pleasure .... I have a

neighbour . . . who complains bitterly of you: I refrain from saying he

is justified; I content myself with thinking so, and it is only to myself I say

that if you have felt the pleasure of receiving love, you have seldom tasted

the pleasure of returning it ... .&quot;

20

The date of these New Year wishes was December 31, 1789. Would

Mme. de la Neuville have written so sourly if she had known that not only

would the Louveciennes circle soon be dispersed for good, but any prospect

of inheriting from Mme. Du Barry was out of the question? Probably not,

for in spite of family bickerings one cannot but feel that, with Mme. Du

Barry presiding, Louveciennes must have been a pleasant place; and it is

surely not altogether in the imagination that it glows with the autumn

light that Watteau sometimes caught when painting the landscape back

grounds of his fetes champetres. Louis XV, feverish and on his death

bed, was heard talking of the nightingales at Louveciennes.
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JL he relatives Mme. Du Barry acquired by marriage were as

determined as the Becus to profit by their connection with the king s mis

tress. The Becus advancement was helped by their good looks; the Du

Barrys depended on their wits. By temperament they were Gascons, al

though their estate lay outside the boundary of Gascony at Levignac, some

miles northwest of Toulouse. The family was not rich or of the highest

nobility but it could prove its descent for a good many generations and

had intermarried with similar families. In Mme. Du Barry s day the men
of the family called themselves

&quot;count,&quot;
but they had no right to do

so; their proper title was
&quot;seigneur.&quot; Probably they would never have been

heard of outside their own region if it had not been for &quot;Comte&quot; Jean

Du Barry, le Roue, and his adroitness in bringing Jeanne Becu to the

notice of Louis XV.1

Comte Jean was determined to exploit this success to the full. As soon

as Mme. Du Barry was established at Versailles the Du Barrys gathered

round, with the exception of Guillaume, the necessarily complaisant hus

band. Knowing the king s volatile nature, Comte Jean probably expected
him to tire quickly of his new mistress, about whose charms the Roue

was to say the least clearsighted. &quot;She has no wit,&quot; he once said (he spoke
or affected to speak with a Languedoc accent); &quot;her physical and mental

conditions reflected each other; on waking she was fresh as the dew and

ravishing to see; towards n o clock, she wilted, but revived by candle

light; her mental powers are just the same; she has flashes of wit, a good
28
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memory and sufficient skill to make the right use of what she hears; and

sometimes, as if from heaven, she will let fall something really delightful.&quot;
2

Viewing his sister-in-law with this modified rapture, Comte Jean probably
did not expect his good fortune to last, and his demands for money became

so heavy that he exasperated the king, and even exhausted Mme. Du
Barry s good nature. In his own words, &quot;as soon as I put that little hussy
on the throne, she turned her back on me.&quot; Indeed, one of the servants

he was paying for such reports told him that Mme. Du Barry had said to

the Abbe Terray, in the presence of the king, &quot;I forbid you to give any

thing to the Comte Du Barry, not a farthing; I am not concerned with him

and I do not want any of my relations to be a charge on the State . . . .&quot;

3

Whatever Mme. Du Barry might say about not wishing any of her

family to be a charge on the state, the fact remained that they were; even

if she paid them from her own purse, this too was filled by Louis XV.
It would take time before people forgot the way in which she had reached

her present position, and many, who expected a king of France to have a

maitresse en titre, were not prepared to accept one who had appeared
under the protection of a man of Comte Jean s reputation. Other more

noble families who might have expected to provide the king with a mistress

were annoyed to see the spoils go elsewhere, and resented the advancement

of this upstart family. In spite of such jealousy the Du Barrys prospered

and consolidated their position by two carefully arranged marriages.

On August 5, 1773, Comte Jean s brother Elie married an extremely

eligible bride. Elie was a keen soldier, &quot;no better looking than his brothers,&quot;

but well behaved and well esteemed. He was known as I honnete homme
to distinguish him from the Roue and le sac-a-vin, Mme. Du Barry s

husband. His bride was Mile, de Fumel, the heiress of a distinguished

family from Guyenne, part of whose revenues derived from the famous

vineyards of Haut-Brion and Chateau Margaux. These, said to be worth

1,200,000 livres, came to Elie as his bride s dowry, and it was also under

stood that he would succeed his prospective father-in-law as governor of

the Chateau Trompette at Bordeaux. On his side Elie contributed 500,000

livres to clear M. de Fumel s lands from debt a transaction that a con

temporary described as
&quot;yet

another drain on the king s
purse.&quot;

It was a

marriage very much above anything the Du Barrys could previously have

hoped for. To add to the couple s good fortune, Elie was made captain of

the guards of the Comte d Artois, and his wife became one of the Comtesse

d Artois s ladies-in-waiting.
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A year later, when Louis XV died and his Favorite was banished from

court, Elie was a sufficiently valuable officer to retain his position, but he

was glad when he had a chance to change his name. This opportunity oc

curred when an uncle of his wife settled on him the property of Hargi-

court, and thereafter he was known as Marquis Du Barry-Conti, Comte
d Hargicourt. He maintained his relations with Mme. Du Barry during
and after her disgrace. When he was in command of the Conde Dragoons

the regiment in which Marie de Boisseson s husband was serving Hargi-
court gave one very lavish entertainment for Mme. Du Barry, and he also

made himself obliging to her in other ways. Toward the beginning of the

Revolution he lent his sister-in-law 10,000 livres to settle a debt she owed
to Messrs. Le Normand, silk merchants of the Rue de PEchelle a transac

tion that later formed part of the story of the stolen jewels, since it gave

Hargicourt a claim on Mme. Du Barry s estate.

Another claim originated in the marriage between Comte Jean s son,

Adolphe, and Rose Marie Helene de Tournon. When the Roue went to

make his fortune in Paris, his son stayed behind at Levignac with his

mother; but at the age of fourteen, with the support of the Due de

Richelieu and after supplying proof of the necessary noble lineage, he

became one of Louis XV s pages. Later he entered the army, and on
his leaves at his father s house in the Rue de Jussienne he came to know
Jeanne Becu, then under Comte Jean s protection. Between Jeanne and

young Adolphe there was always both affection and sympathy, so that

when she became the king s mistress she was as anxious as his father to

forward the boy s interests. This was all the easier since, exceptional among
the Du Barrys, Vicomte Adolphe was not only good-looking but generally
liked. He became one of the king s equerries in 1770 and gained promotion
in his profession as well, until by November 1772 he was colonel of the

Chevau-Legers du Roi.

The next step was to find him a suitable wife; this was more difficult,

for whatever good might be said of the prospective bridegroom, most of

the fathers of brides whom Comte Jean thought suitable disliked the idea

of an alliance with his disreputable family. Young ladies of quality ap
proached unsuccessfully included Mile, de Bethune, daughter of the Due
de Charost, and Mile, de St. Andre, the illegitimate daughter of Louis XV
and Louison O Morphy, la belle Morphise.
But at last in 1773 Comte Jean found a family ready to listen to his

proposal. The Tournons, a Dauphine family, bore an old and distinguished
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name, but they were extremely poor, and it was mainly in the hope of a

good marriage settlement that they consented to marry their eldest daugh
ter, Rose Marie Helene, to Vicomte Adolphe. After his son s death, Comte

Jean thought he had made a mistake: &quot;I committed a blunder over my
son. I have had great worries over this Tournon girl; she hadn t a penny but

she was related to the Soubises. She was beautiful and the King gave her

a dowry. I had great hopes; they all vanished.&quot;
4 At the time, however, he

was delighted, and prepared to pay high for the privilege of a connection

with the Prince de Soubise. The bride s father was also delighted and con

gratulated himself on arranging for her a marriage that would secure her

&quot;a fortune far above what she might have
expected.&quot;

5

The marriage contract that so pleased the Comte de Tournon was com

pletely one-sided, the Du Barrys providing everything and the Tournons

nothing, for even the 60,000 livres dowry of the bride was entirely notional

and the groom issued an immediate discharge to his father-in-law for that

amount. Further, by Article 14 Jeanne Du Barry, the bridegroom s aunt,

&quot;made a gift of 200,000 livres to Adolphe and his wife, or the survivor of

them,&quot; to enable them to invest this sum &quot;in privileged or hypothecatory
securities or in the purchase of lands and in the meantime obliged herself

to pay interest for the same at 5 per cent and hypothecated all her property

real and personal present and future for the payment thereof . . . .&quot;

6

Twenty years later this provision was to become important in a way none

of the parties could have imagined at the time of signature.

Meanwhile, the marriage was celebrated at the church of St. Roch in

the Rue St. Honore, and afterward the young couple were presented at

court, where Vicomtesse Adolphe was very coldly received by the dauphin
and Marie Antoinette.

The Adolphe Du Barrys set up house in Comte Jean s hotel in the Rue

de Richelieu but, unluckily, the pair were not well suited; more than once

there were rifts, which became worse when Vicomte Adolphe developed a

passion for gambling. &quot;He frequented the worst society in Paris,&quot; his wife

said; &quot;he mixed only with gamblers, which is as much as to say dishonest

people; he borrowed on all hands and never paid back .... Neither

company, nor playgoing, nor any other diversion amused him .... He
came to life only at the sight of the gaming table, where he usually passed

his day and most of the night . . . .&quot;

7 His addiction became worse after

the death of the king and Mme. Du Barry s disgrace. He was first forbidden

until further notice to appear at court, and later, at the beginning of 1776,
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asked to resign his commission. He now had no settled occupation, and

among his fellow gamblers he made an exceedingly dangerous acquaint

ance.

This was Comte Rice. According to Vicomtesse Adolphe s description,

he was a tall, dry, satirical man who spoke little, gambled much, and had

fought many duels. He was more interested in gambling than women; he

never paid them compliments or flirted with them. Of Irish descent (the

son of Thomas Rice of Ballymacdoyle) but a subject of the House of

Austria, from whom he had received the title of count, he was a relation

of the Austrian Marshal Lasci, also of Irish origin. In particular, he was

well known at the English club at Spa, in the prince-bishopric of Liege,

where the frequent and ruinous losses of those who played with Rice were

beginning to arouse notice: &quot;. . . there was talk of several noblemen,

English and other, who had been plucked and ruined.&quot;
8 Vicomte Adolphe

became acquainted with Rice in 1774 when, by Rice s account, &quot;his family

were soliciting favours at Vienna, and my connexions at that court, which

[Vicomte Adolphe] thought might be serviceable to him, engaged his at

tention to me.&quot; When this explanation was given, Rice was in a position

that made him anxious to present facts in a way most favorable to himself,

for it seems far more likely that Adolphe came under Rice s influence as the

result of his passion for play. In any case, Rice very soon dominated Du
Barry.

Whatever the origins of this unlucky friendship may have been, in

September 1778 the viscount and his wife, who were then in considerable

difficulties, joined Comte Rice at Spa. With them was the viscountess sister,

Mile. Sophie de Tournon, a handsome girl of fifteen, who had just left the

fashionable and expensive convent of Panthemont.

The party was not in luck at Spa. Among the visitors was an eccentric

Anglo-Indian, General Richard Smith, a great gambler who was ap

parently very rich. Rice and Du Barry had great hopes of him but

they had miscalculated. If they had come from London they might have

been more cautious, for there General Smith was well known. According
to William Hickey (who was a boon companion of the general s son),

Smith s father was a cheesemonger in Jermyn Street. Whether this was

true or not, Smith had gone to India as a purser s mate, been commis
sioned as an ensign in the Madras establishment, and won the approval of

Clive, on whose recommendation he was appointed colonel of the 2nd

Bengal European Regiment. In 1770 he retired as brigadier general, having
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been commander in chief Bengal and made a large fortune. He played high,

spent money freely on gambling Horace Walpole described him as the

&quot;deepest
of all deep gamesters&quot; and on politics. His second attempt to

be elected to Parliament for Hindon led to bribery and corruption so

gross that he was fined 1,000 marks and imprisoned in the King s Bench.

He was a member of the Whig club, Brooks s and a founder-member of

the Savoir Vivre Club, forerunner of Boodles, the objects of which were

mainly social. There were those who said the general did not always play

fair and that he had been excluded from gambling at Almacks.

It seems odd that a professional gambler such as Rice was not better

informed about his opponent, for although Rice had not been in England,

there were plenty of English visitors at Spa aware of General Smith s

reputation. Only a year before this, in 1777, General Smith had been at

Fontainebleau, never staking less than a thousand louis on one card. He
was supposed to have won 43,000 louis, and among the losers had been

the Due de Chartres. Perhaps Rice did know this and was tempted by

the idea of so much wealth. He may have been misled by Smith s manner

(of which a satiric
&quot;portrait&quot;

in The Jockey Club noted that
&quot;pride

and

insolence [are] the most prominent features of this profligate upstart&quot;)
and

thought anyone with so many pretensions must be gullible. Without realiz

ing it, Rice had found an opponent of his own kind. It was a truly

Homeric encounter, in which Rice and Du Barry were badly beaten. Be

tween them they lost 40,000 louis.

Hoping to win it back, they followed General Smith to London, but he

was too wily to risk a further encounter. He told Rice he did not play

in England, which, of course, was quite untrue. Rice and his party were at

a loss but eventually, at the suggestion of their acquaintance Mrs. Darner,

they decided to go to Bath. At Bath they took a handsome house in Royal

Crescent, where they lived at great expense, giving suppers and parties

at which faro was played. Louis Dutens-Duchillon, a French Huguenot,
who was a naturalized English citizen and had become a clergyman, was

with the Duke of Northumberland at Bath. He was introduced to the

Du Barry party and was much taken with the Vicomtesse Adolphe. He also

took notice of Sophie de Tournon, &quot;full of grace and particularly excelling

in dancing, of which she was passionately fond.&quot; Dutens was often at Royal

Crescent, and it is he who best describes the tragedy that occurred on

Tuesday, November 17, ijjS?
That evening the viscountess was noticeably ill at ease. She said she had
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a headache, and often left the room. Her husband was said to be indis

posed, and Comte Rice was staying with him. At last the viscountess with

drew altogether and left her sister to do the honors of the house. In fact,

she knew that her husband and Comte Rice had quarreled, and she was

doing what she could to try to make peace, but in vain. At two o clock in

the morning, &quot;under pretence of going down with her into the dining-room,

they had hastily got into the street: she ran after them, calling as loud

as she could; they ran faster still and the darkness soon concealed them

from her sight .... Her valet-de-chambre, who was looking for her,

found her leaning against a wall almost senseless, and brought her back to

the house.&quot;

Rice and Du Barry, meanwhile, had taken a coach, and with OToole, an

Irish gentleman in the French service who had also been living in the

house at Royal Crescent, and another Irishman, Rogers, to act as seconds,

had driven to the downs outside Bath. Also with them was a surgeon, Mr.

Cadby. It was still dark when they reached the boundary between Claver-

ton and Hampton Down, so the party waited in the coach until daylight.
10

Du Barry slept while waiting but was the first to leap out as soon as it

was light. It had been agreed that both parties would fight till one or

the other fell, and, to quote from the Annual Register:

They took the field, each armed with two pistols and with a sword.

The ground being marked out by the seconds, the Viscount Du

Barry fired first, and lodged a ball in Count Rice s thigh, which

penetrated as far as the bone; Count Rice fired his pistol, and

wounded the Viscount in the breast. He went backwards two or

three steps, then came forward again, and both at the same time

presented their pistols to each other; the pistols flashed together in

the pan, though one only was discharged. Then they threw away
their pistols and took to their swords; when Count Rice had ad

vanced within a few yards of the Viscount he saw him fall and he

heard him cry out, &quot;I demand my life&quot;; to which Count Rice an

swered, &quot;I grant it to
you&quot;; but in a few seconds the Viscount fell

back and expired. Count Rice was brought with difficulty to

Bath ....

Since Rice could hardly return to the house of a woman whose husband he

had just killed, he was taken to lodgings in York House. Adolphe Du
Barry s body was left where it had fallen all that day and the next night.

It was some hours before anyone broke the news to his widow. Dutens
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was among the first to see her then, and, to his great surprise, found him
self asked to take a note to Comte Rice. He not only did so but, as Rice

was too weak to write, brought back a message &quot;that he had already given
orders for what she desired, and begged me to send [her] valet-de-chambre

to him as he had something to communicate with him.&quot; Dutens was not

the only one to find it strange to see, as he put it, &quot;a correspondence

promptly established between two persons who, it was thought, ought to

have so little communication
together.&quot; Nonetheless, although people criti

cized the viscountess, they also pitied her, especially since she was now

very short of money. Many came to her aid, and among the most generous
was General Smith with a contribution of 400 guineas to enable her to

settle her affairs in Bath.11

When the inquest and the funeral were over, Vicomtesse Adolphe re

turned to France and took up residence in the convent of the Filles St.

Thomas, where she did all she could to demonstrate disgust with her

husband s family. She avoided meeting her father-in-law and when she

did, although he was naturally anxious to hear details of his son s death,

she offered explanations that were vague and embarrassed.

Comte Jean was particularly concerned with a question of considerable

interest, the origin of the duel. He suspected that his son had been jealous

of his wife s relations with Rice. The viscountess denied this; Comte Rice,

she said, had no interest in women, and indeed hardly paid them the usual

courtesies. In her opinion her husband had been in such desperate financial

straits eighty creditors were waiting for him in Paris, and &quot;even if he

had succeeded in borrowing 20,000 livres from Madame Du Barry&quot;
he

could not have satisfied them that he had actually wanted to die: &quot;history

recounts stories of suicides who have killed themselves in circumstances

less vexatious than these.&quot;
12

Two different explanations were provided by Rice himself in various

conversations with Dutens. The first, given shortly after the duel, was

that the origin of the quarrel was not important, but the manner in which

it had been conducted rendered it so; the viscount had frequently used

une imprecation scandaleuse, at which Rice had remonstrated; the vis

count had objected to the remonstrance and given Rice the lie. This ac

count agrees with that in the Annual Register, perhaps contributed by

Dutens. According to the Register, &quot;In the heat of the dispute, upon an

assertion of Count Rice, Viscount Du Barry said,
f

Cela n est pas vrai ; to

which Count Rice immediately observed, You do not probably observe
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the idea that expression conveys in the language you speak in, and that it

admits but of one very disagreeable interpretation ; upon which the other

replied, Tou may interpret it as you please.
&quot; The other, and later, ex

planation offered by Rice an explanation that Dutens advised Rice not to

repeat since Du Barry was not alive to justify himself was that he had

discovered &quot;a design to poison him, formed by the Vicomte.&quot;

What was the truth? It is impossible to say, but we can make some

suggestions, since we know, as the protagonists could not, Rice s later

history. In April 1779, the year after the duel, he was tried and acquitted

of manslaughter at Taunton Assizes. A little later he was ordered to leave

Spa, where he owned some gaming houses, as losses at these establishments

had been so frequent that the city authorities suspected they were being

operated dishonestly. Rice was also believed to have caused the ruin of

several bankers at Liege and Aix-la-Chapelle, and in 1787 was named as

one of the organizers of the Flemish revolt against the emperor s rule.

During the French Revolution he was a double agent, pretending on the

one hand to be deep in the higher counsels of the emigres while associating

with assassins hired by the Committee of Public Safety to murder Pitt.13

Adolphe Du Barry had fallen under the influence of this violent and

unscrupulous man and had become, to a certain extent, his accomplice.

It is plain that Rice would stick at very little so long as he benefited. It

seems likely that in the course of his quarrel with Du Barry the latter

had threatened to expose Rice as a professional cheat. Rice was determined

not to allow this, and a duel offered him a way of settling matters in his

favor, all the more easily when, as we have seen, it was agreed the duel

was to be fought until one of the contestants should fall. The Vicomtesse

Adolphe, who had spent so much time trying to reconcile the two men,
must have known the real cause of the quarrel, and her correspondence
with Rice that so surprised Dutens perhaps related to the disposal of

evidence that luck at the gaming tables had been manipulated. If she had

indeed known all the circumstances of the quarrel, she might well have

been unwilling to give any long explanations to her father-in-law, and

the easiest way of avoiding doing so would be to dissociate herself, as she

did, as quickly as possible from her husband s family.

The latter part of the Vicomtesse Adolphe s life was much less dramatic

than the earlier, but without some account of it much of the story of the

Du Barry jewels would be inexplicable, as it is connected with the financial

circumstances of the viscountess and her relatives.
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As soon as she returned to Paris, penniless and harassed by Adolphe s

creditors, she resumed her maiden name and repudiated her connection

with the Du Barry family. She did not refuse their money. Comte Jean

settled her husband s debts and provided her with funds, and Mme. Du

Barry continued to pay quarterly interest on the capital sum she had

promised under the marriage contract. This payment was a steady source

of income that Vicomtesse Adolphe and her family were not prepared to

relinquish. When the viscountess &quot;radiantly beautiful, delightfully gay

. . . and hardly any stouter&quot; remarried in 1782, Article 4 of the con

tract for her second marriage repeated Article 14 of the earlier contract.14

Nine months after her second marriage, in December 1782, Vicomtesse

Adolphe died. She and her new husband, the Marquis de Claveyson, were

still supporting the Tournon parents and Sophie, but the second husband

was less obliging than the first. Vicomte Adolphe, M. de Tournon said,

had possessed &quot;a kind heart and all the qualities that go with
it&quot;;

his

successor was &quot;steady,
economical and sensible&quot; but less open-handed.

15

He refused to make over to M. de Tournon the 200,000 livres provided

by Madame Du Barry.

In 1784 Claveyson had to take steps to ensure payment of this sum.

The quarterly payments made by Mme. Du Barry derived from an an

nuity secured on Crown revenue, the aides and gabelles. Calonne, then

minister of finance, was in process of recovering for the Crown annuities

granted to private individuals in this way; he had always shown himself

friendly to Mme. Du Barry, and he was prepared to exchange her annuity

for a capital sum at a rate that would make the exchange a very favorable

one. She was willing to agree but Claveyson feared for the security of his

payments. He entered a protest with the royal official through whom Mme.

Du Barry received her annuity. To persuade Claveyson to withdraw his

opposition she had to agree to invest 200,000 livres in a stock of his choos

ing, the Rentes of the states of Languedoc. It was an investment much

favored by the southern nobility because of the steady interest paid by the

states more reliable in this respect than the central government. By insist

ing that Mme. Du Barry should buy this stock, Claveyson could rest

assured he had done his best for his wife s family.

In April 1786 Claveyson died, and his interest in the 200,000 livres

passed to his wife s sister, Sophie. She had grown into a lively young

woman who disliked being buried in the depths of the Dauphine at her

parents house, but without a dowry she was unable to find a husband.
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Her sister s legacy altered the position, and in July 1786 she became the

wife of Jean Jacques de Gallet, elder son of the Marquis de Gallet de

Mondragon. She was marrying into the world of royal officials, of lawyers

and financiers the &quot;Rue St. Denis,&quot; as the phrase was.16 The Gallets de

Mondragon were very much part of this world, although their roots were,

like those of the Tournons, in the Dauphine. Their title, however, was

comparatively recent. The story of the family s origin was that early in

the reign of Louis XIV one of the Gallets had found a trunk full of

gold buried in the sands of the Rh6ne. With this gold he had bought a

receivership of customs, and his descendants had so improved their posi

tion that by the end of the reign one of them was a councilor of state and

Marquis de Mondragon. Sophie de Tournon s father-in-law was the second

marquis. His wife was the daughter of a financier, Duval d Epinoy, and

two of his brothers were farmers-general, contractors to whom, in return

for an annual rent, the French government entrusted the collection of

certain taxes. Sophie s husband was an officer in a cavalry regiment and

maitre d hotel du roi. Her brother-in-law, Antoine de Gallet de Mondragon
de Pleuvault (of whom more will be heard later) was a privy councilor and

a maitre des requetes, whose business was to prepare the cases that were

heard before the privy council17

The society of the &quot;Rue St. Denis&quot; was usually cultivated as well as rich,

and by the reign of Louis XVI was more likely to be living in the new

and fashionable Faubourg St. Honore, where, indeed, in the Rue d Antin,

the Mondragon s town house was located. The members of this society

were much interrelated, and although often ennobled, they were quite

distinct from the feudal nobility. They kept a very close hold on admin

istrative appointments, and when these changed hands it was usually

between members of the group and for considerable down payments.
18

Capital was easier to raise in these circles than in those of the landowning

nobility, but as far as the Mondragons were concerned, this was no reason

to forgo so useful a source of income as the quarterly payments from

Mme. Du Barry. Sophie de Gallet de Mondragon and her husband con

tinued to receive these until January 1791. Thus a gift that had been

intended as a kindness to a favorite nephew by marriage was now being
used by people who were in no way related to the giver, or even to the

Du Barrys.



IV

Outside

the Qircle:

e *Bertin

and

T\(athaniel ^Parker Forth

L he next two characters in the group surround

ing Mme. Du Barry had only one thing in common: both depended for

their living on an aristocratic society, for both had something to sell. Rose

Bertin was a dressmaker and milliner, but the commodities Nathaniel

Parker Forth dealt in are more difficult to define.

Rose Bertin had come from Picardy in 1763, as a girl of sixteen, to

make her fortune in Paris. Her real name was Marie Jeanne, but at

Mademoiselle Pagelle s shop at the Sign of the Trait Galant in the Rue

St. Honore she was called Mile. Rose, and it was by this name that she

became known. Shrewd, hardheaded, and self-confident, she had a gift for

designing striking ornaments, even if they did more to increase the elabora

tion than the elegance of a dress. Her first really successful designs were

for the trousseau of Mile, de Penthievre for her marriage to the Due de

Chartres. This brought her to the notice of the Dauphine Marie Antoinette,

who in 1772 appointed her dressmaker in chief. A beginning in a milliner s

shop had proved a path to royal favor, as it had with Mme. Du Barry, al

though in an entirely different way.
1

When Marie Antoinette became queen she continued to patronize Rose

Bertin and, because many followed where the queen led, Mile. Bertin
J

s

new establishment at the Sign of the Grand Mogol was for many years

39
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the most fashionable of its kind in Paris. From it were launched numerous

fashions for dresses and millinery: caps a la Chartres, dresses a la Musul-

mane, and a series of headdresses known as poufs usually with topical

titles, such as the &quot;inoculation
pouf,&quot;

which referred to Louis XVI s inoc

ulation against smallpox in 1775. One fantastic pouf worn by the young
Duchesse de Lauzun represented a whole landscape; there was a lake with

ducks swimming on it and a sportsman with a gun preparing to shoot

them; on the crown of the head was a windmill in which an abbe was

courting the miller s wife, while the miller, leading an ass, appeared by
the duchess ear.

Such frivolities established the reputation of Rose Bertin but greatly

damaged that of the queen. It was known that the two had long con

ferences at which new fashions were discussed and from which the dress

maker would come, speaking importantly of her work with Her Majesty.

Since travailler avec le roi was the phrase used by ministers when they

discussed affairs of state with the king, it was thought highly presumptuous
of a dressmaker to use the same expression of mere discussions about

clothes. Nevertheless the queen still favored Rose Bertin and even con

fided in her. When Marie Antoinette first became pregnant, she recom

mended herself at her dressmaker s suggestion to the Virgin of Monflieres,

near Rose Bertin s home town of Abbeville. And it was the dressmaker

who made, and later took to Monflieres, the queen s offering of a gold
brocade robe for the miraculous image. When the pregnancy ended safely

with the birth of a daughter, a relative of Rose Bertin became head nurse

to the infant princess.

People might criticize Mile. Bertin for her conceit and the steepness of

her prices to one customer who protested at her bill, the dressmaker re

torted, &quot;Eh! Do you pay Vernet only for his paints and canvas?&quot; but

they flocked to the Grand Mogol. Among them, after she returned from

banishment, was Mme. Du Barry. From 1777 she bought regularly from

Mile. Bertin, spending sometimes as much as 11,500 and sometimes as little

as 3,200 livres in a year. Sometimes the materials delivered by Mme. Du
Barry s silk merchants, Messrs. Le Normand, to the Grand Mogol included

a length of material as a present for Rose Bertin herself; on one occasion

in December 1777 this consisted of twenty ells of lilac satin and fourteen

of white taffeta, worth together 385 livres. Rose Bertin had acquired a

good customer in Mme. Du Barry, although considerably less profitable

than she would have been during the years when, as royal Favorite, she
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patronized the Trait Galant and ran up a dress bill totaling, for the last

seven months of Louis XV s reign, 23,777 livres.

Many of the items that appear in Mme. Du Barry s accounts with Mile.

Benin are hats and trimmings rather than dresses, for Rose Bertin was
not the only dressmaker she patronized. However, on January 20, 1782,
she bought from the Grand Mogol a very elaborate blue and silver ball

dress, perhaps for that year s carnival season. It was trimmed with Italian

gauze flounces and decorated with garlands of golden ears of corn com
bined with ornaments of blue stones and seed pearls, and there were also

blue stone and seed-pearl ornaments to be worn in the hair. The total

cost of this toilette was 1,068 livres, and the total account for the year 1782
was 6,598 livres and 2 sous. Neither this nor, for that matter, the other ac

counts were settled at the end of the year. Sometimes a sum was paid on

account: in February 1785, for instance, 17,000 livres were paid to Rose

Bertin by Mme. Du Barry s jeweler, Sieur Boehmer. On other occasions her

agent would pay 1,000 or 3,000 livres only. By September 12, 1792, there

was an outstanding account of 40,305 livres and 4 sous.2

Mme. Du Barry and other customers might be slow to pay their bills

but Rose Bertin prospered nonetheless. She acquired sufficient capital to

enter the transport business and run a line of coaches between Paris and

the north of France. She bought a house in the Rue de Richelieu and an

other in the suburbs at Epinay. She traveled, with her fashions, to London
and the German principalities. She was the support (she never married) of

two nephews, Louis Nicolas and Claude Charlemagne, and two nieces,

Marie Catherine and Marie Louise. She proved, if proof were needed,

what a good living could be made by those who ministered to the tastes

of an aristocratic society.

Similar proof is provided by Nathaniel Parker Forth. His part in the

story of Mme. Du Barry s stolen jewels is so crucial that it is worth fol

lowing his career in some detail. His early life may seem far removed

from Mme. Du Barry and her affairs, but it is only by tracing Forth s

biography (which is not in any reference book) that it is possible to ex

plain what kind of man he was.

Contemporary impressions of Forth vary enormously. To many French

men he was &quot;that most adept master of the machiavellian arts&quot; who &quot;be

neath a scatterbrained appearance concealed an infinity of understanding.&quot;

To the English prime minister Lord North he was &quot;a very singular man,
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an adventurer and ... a very indiscreet talker . . . .&quot; King George III

described his official reports as &quot;extraordinary narrations.&quot; On the other

hand Lord Chief Justice Mansfield had nothing but praise for him

Mercury was a sluggard compared to Forth; and Mansfield s nephew,
Lord Stormont, who succeeded Harcourt as British ambassador in Paris in

1772, found Forth &quot;of essential use&quot; and could not say enough of his skill

and ability.

In appearance Forth was of medium height (five feet nine inches), with

blue eyesl and reddish-brown hair, a long-shaped face, and a long nose. He

probably also had the light build and carriage of the skilled horseman, for

that is what he was. A man of considerable courage and daring, he once,

in the presence of Marie Antoinette, killed a wild boar with a blow of his

whip.
3

He was born in 1744 of an Anglo-Irish family with land near Longford
in Leinster. His grandfather was Lieutenant General Nathaniel Forth, of

Wentworth s Regiment of Horse; his father, Samuel, had an estate in

Longford, but little money to spare for his large family. However, he had

an influential relative in General George Lane Parker, after whom Nathaniel

was named, and a highly influential friend in Lord Chatham.4

Forth began by studying for the Irish bar, but this did not suit his dis

position and he went abroad to Spain, Portugal, and finally France, where
in 1766 he was living on the outskirts of Paris opposite a grocer s shop in

the district of &quot;la petite Pologne,&quot; selling and exchanging carriages and

horses, and riding as much as he could. These activities brought him to

the notice of those young noblemen who were passionately interested in

horses and touched by the Anglomania that affected some parts of French

society in the twenty-five years before 1789. Foremost among these were
the Due de Lauzun, the Comte de Lauraguais, and Louis XVFs youngest
brother, the Comte d Artois. Lauzun hunted in Leicestershire and raced at

Newmarket. Lauraguais corresponded with Sir Joseph Banks and brought
to France the Scottish gardener Thomas Blaikie, who later designed the

garden for Artois s Pavilion at Bagatelle. He also ran horses at New
market and bought the famous racehorse Gimcrack for his own stables in

France.

It was among these associates that Forth first came to public notice, in

1766. On February 28 of that year the first race on English lines was run
on the Plaine des Sablons in the Bois de Boulogne, between Lauraguais
and Lord Forbes, heir to the Earl of Granard, and, like Forth, from Long-
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ford. It was a most unfortunate race: Forbes won, but that evening Laura-

guais s horse died and was found, when dissected, to have been poisoned.

An English groom in Lauraguais s stables was suspected, and the French

were certain the English had arranged it, thinking, according to Horace

Walpole (who happened to be in Paris), that poison was &quot;as common as

oats or beans in the stables at Newmarket.&quot; A second race had been ar

ranged for a later date between the Prince de Nassau and &quot;a Mr. Forth,&quot;

Nassau on Noir et Tout Noir and Forth on Lifeline. This race was al

ready causing some trouble to the handicappers, since Nassau (a naval of

ficer who had sailed around the world with Bougainville) insisted on

riding in jackboots. Then, with feeling running high over the death of

Lauraguais s horse, it was reported that Louis XV had forbidden the

second race. It took place, however, on Monday, March 10, although un

fortunately the result is not recorded.5

Thereafter Nathaniel Parker Forth moved in circles where he was in

a position to pick up useful information, and it was at about this time that

he began to pass this information on to the British embassy in Paris. The

value of his intelligence gradually increased as his acquaintances multiplied.

One of his well-placed friends was the young Due de Chartres, son of the

Due d Orleans and a prince of the blood. His position in the French royal

hierarchy made him a particularly useful source of information, so much

so that the British ambassador had specific instructions to keep himself

informed about the princes of the blood. Article 14 of the separate and

private instructions to Lord Stormont read: &quot;You will in general be

extremely attentive in making yourself master of the interior state of the

Court of France, in studying the passions and interests of the Princes of

the Blood and other persons of distinction of both sexes who are in any

wise honoured with the confidence of the most Christian King . ...&quot;
e In

this task Forth could be of great use.

Forth was introduced to Chartres by the Comte d Artois in 1776, and

their first point of contact was horse racing. The young prince (who was

to become known to posterity as Philippe figalite) was good-natured, weak,

and immensely rich. His education, less careful than that of many princes,

had never taught him to concentrate for long on any subject, and he con

stantly needed fresh distractions. One of these was horses. He greatly en

joyed racing and the betting that went with it, he was interested in the

breeding of horses, and he longed to hunt in England. When he inherited

his father s estate of Raincy it became, according to one description, &quot;almost
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an English colony/ with an English steward and gamekeeper, an English

huntsman and pack of hounds, and an English coachman. In obtaining

these from England Forth made himself Chartres s agent. He knew how

to make himself agreeable as well as useful, and he enjoyed the confidence

and friendship of Chartres to a remarkable degree when one considers how

widely they were separated in rank by eighteenth-century standards.

Forth s access to Chartres and his circle was particularly useful to Lord

Stormont when the American War of Independence began and English

ministers were especially interested in knowing just what the French gov

ernment was prepared to do to help the Americans. The ambassador knew

that representatives of Congress were negotiating secretly with the French

ministers, and he thought a treaty was being signed. He also thought it

would merely be a matter of time before France and Spain declared war on

England in the hope of stripping &quot;Great Britain of those two wings [Amer
ica and the East Indies] with which she had soared so high and reduce her

to that low and insignificant state for which she was designed by nature.&quot;
7

What he needed to know was precisely when France was ready to attack.

It was considered useful, therefore, to hear from Forth, through Chartres,

that Louis XVI had refused Chartres leave to go to England in April 1777;

that in September of that year the French admiral M. de la Motte Piquet

had told Chartres that he (the admiral) must for the present discontinue

helping the American privateers; that in January 1778 Chartres in his

capacity as a naval officer had been ordered to hold himself in readiness

to sail; or even, in August 1777, that Chartres, &quot;famous for laying his

bets well, [had] very lately laid two or three wagers that there will be no

hostility between the two nations in the course of a twelve-month.&quot; 8
Barely

seven months later France and England were at war.

During the anxious twelve months that preceded the recall of the ambas

sador and the declaration of war, Lord Stormont found another of Forth s

acquaintances even more useful. This was the Comte de Maurepas, who
after the death of Louis XV had to all intents and purposes become head

of the administration in succession to the Due d Aiguillon, who had been

disgraced for his support of Mme. Du Barry. Maurepas knew English and

understood England better than many of his ministerial colleagues; Stor

mont loved Paris and was a welcome visitor to the salons of Mesdames
Du Deffand and Geoffrin. These affinities counted for little when England
and France differed over the question of assistance to the Americans.

Stormont s interviews with Maurepas became ever more strained; the fact
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that he was able to conduct them in excellent French was of singularly

little help at a time when the two men had come to mistrust each other.

Maurepas believed, so Stormont explained in a dispatch to Lord Weymouth
on April 9, 1777, that the ambassador was either purposely kept out of the

secrets of his court or was a dangerous instrument of deceit: &quot;Remember

that he is an ambassador,&quot; was Maurepas s conclusion. For his part

Stormont doubted if Maurepas had any regular uniform plan of deceit:

&quot;. . . his duplicity seems to me rather that of a man who winnows with

every wind and has not strength of mind enough to be steady to the

truth.&quot;
9

In these circumstances both men found it convenient to have a go-be

tween whom both trusted, and this role fell to Forth. He was known to

Stormont through Lord Mansfield; how he became acquainted with Maure

pas is uncertain, but it is evident that the minister knew Forth well enough
to speak freely with him. Conversations between Stormont and Forth, or

between him and Maurepas, were unofficial, and suggestions could be

made on both sides without committing either government. This strange

situation was given official sanction on February 13, 1777, when, at Maure-

pas s request, Forth was appointed as special envoy to the court at Ver

sailles under a commission signed by Lord North and two secretaries of state.

George III and his prime minister both had doubts of Forth s discretion;

they also wondered whether he would not require a considerable financial

return for his services. &quot;He is extremely poor,&quot;
wrote Lord North to the

king, &quot;which he has more than once signified to Lord North.&quot; In spite

of this the prime minister believed him fair and honest in the business he

was now to undertake. Not only was Forth to be appointed envoy, he was

given a thousand pounds for his expenses.
10

Whatever the misgivings of George III and Lord North, Stormont was

convinced that Forth s presence was helpful. In April 1777, while Forth

was in England reporting, on Stormont s instructions, to North, the ambas

sador wrote, &quot;I hope Mr. Forth will return soon as his conversations with

M. Maurepas are of essential use ... .&quot; Just how useful they were was

proved in the following months.

On Thursday, June 19, Maurepas sent for Forth, and in the course of a

long conversation
&quot;they

talked as they commonly do on a great variety

of
subjects&quot; told him that the French were proposing to send a senior

naval officer and two ships of the line to Martinique to counter British

threats to the colony.
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&quot;. . . He asked Mr. Forth what he thought of this [Stormont

wrote] and represented it as a thing that could not give us the least

jealousy. Mr. Forth with his usual frankness said that he had no
doubt some ships of ours would likewise appear upon the seas, and

offered some very good humoured conversation on the subject. M.
de Maurepas left him for a few minutes and went in to the King.
At his return he said that they should send only one man of

war . . . .&quot;

11

It was a good example of how the special envoy functioned: he had put
forward his country s point of view frankly but unofficially, and what might
have been a provocative incident had been avoided. Above all, the inter

view had been conducted with good temper, a state of mind that Stormont
was finding difficult. His dispatches were increasingly apt to include such

phrases as &quot;I spoke with great politeness, but with some animation, as I

am now and then apt to do&quot; or &quot;I purposely avoided that animated tone

which I have sometimes taken.&quot;
12

Indeed, one has the impression that

Maurepas found Stormont lacking in le phlegme britannique that he
would have considered suitable in an English ambassador, but believed he
had found that quality in Forth.

Stormont continued to be satisfied with the special envoy, &quot;who is ex

ceedingly useful in this critical conjuncture.&quot; On July 23 he reported with

pleasure that as Forth was coming downstairs from one of his conversations
with Maurepas he met M. de Vergennes, the French foreign minister.

&quot;

I

know, said [Vergennes] smilingly, that you come only to ask M. Maure
pas how he does, I hope you will do me the same honour whenever you
come to Versailles.

&quot;

It was encouraging to have the promise of unofficial

access to this important minister, whom Stormont believed to be more in

favor of peace than his colleagues. Relations between France and England
were at that moment so strained that rumors frequently circulated that the
two countries had broken off relations: even Stormont s absence from
Paris on a private visit caused a report that he had left for good.

13

In August a rupture between France and England was only narrowly
avoided, and once again, in Stormont s view, it was largely due to Forth.
On the eighth the ambassador heard that it was the intention of the
French to send troops, accompanied by five or six ships of the line, to the
West Indies to forestall an attack by the English. These ships would be

replaced by arming an equal number of men of war at Toulon, an action
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that would violate repeated French assurances that no further armament
was taking place. Stormont believed this would inevitably mean war, but

he was determined to make a final effort to maintain peace. His opportunity
was provided by Forth, who had been summoned to meet Maurepas that

afternoon. Well primed by Stormont, Forth made it clear to Maurepas that

any such action by France would lead to war, whereupon Maurepas referred

to the king and &quot;. . . ministers were assembled and the matter discussed for

several hours.&quot; Later Forth was recalled by Maurepas and told that it had

been decided to postpone sending any troops until October; they would be

accompanied by frigates, not men of war; and these frigates would merely

replace two others already stationed in the West Indies.

Stormont was greatly relieved to be able to tell Weymouth this satisfac

tory outcome of his secret effort. He attributed the success entirely to the

ability of Forth, who was soon afterward sent to England to make a full

report. Forth would probably have been flattered to know that on George
Ill s instructions Lord North was asked not to summon the cabinet until

the envoy s arrival.14 It was perhaps the moment when his career reached

its highest point.

Neither Stormont nor Forth had much cause for satisfaction during the

autumn and winter of 1777, when French support for the Americans was

given more and more openly. Stormont s discouragement showed in his

dispatches; he even tried to comfort himself by reading dispatches Lord

Bristol had written when he was in a similar situation. Possibly because he

would have been glad to take some positive action, Stormont supported a

plan which (though this is not stated) may well have originated with

Forth. In October Stormont heard that the American agents in Paris were

sending Congress some important dispatches relating to the treaty then

being negotiated between the Americans and the French government. The

dispatches were to be shipped in a newly built French packet mounting ten

or twelve guns: &quot;... [it] will be found very clean and will have a

French master and crew, and papers of expedition for St. Pierre and the

Island of Miquelon.&quot; Stormont suggested the packet should be intercepted

by two unarmed vessels protected by a frigate or large cutter. He was

convinced the vital dispatches could be secured, as he knew ships masters

had been instructed not to throw such papers overboard; if they were in

tercepted they had been told to show their passes and try to prevent any

further search. Stormont continued: &quot;If there should be any objection to
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using force, a few hundred guineas properly employed would probably

tempt the French captain to throw his dispatches overboard in such a

manner as to let
9em fall into our hands . . . .&quot;

Perhaps not surprisingly the ministers responsible did not think the

plan was practicable in the short time available to carry it out; in any

case, they said, identification would be difficult since Stormont had not

described the rig of the vessel.15 As it happened, the British obtained

information about the treaty much more simply: the American sea captain

carrying Franklin s dispatches absconded with them to England.

Any hope of avoiding overt assistance to the Americans ended when
news of the surrender at Saratoga reached Paris in December 1777. Forth

heard the news from the Due de Chartres at a reception on December 5;

he was even allowed to read a copy of the dispatch from Congress. A week
or so later Chartres told Forth that the French ministry had resolved to

enter into a treaty with the Americans. Stormont realized what this implied;

meeting Vergennes on Christmas Eve he told him that if half the news

going round Paris were true he thought it doubtful whether he would
have an opportunity of wishing His Excellency a happy New Year, and
asked permission to do so in advance. Forth meanwhile had been writing

reports to Lord North, on one of which the king remarked that it &quot;almost

exceeds his usual extraordinary narrations.&quot; On January 6, 1778, Chartres

told Forth there would be no war. But almost at once Forth heard that

the French government was dealing with the Americans, and as he set of?

for London with dispatches from Stormont he was heard exclaiming loudly
that he had been deceived. From that moment he and Stormont were both

convinced that a rupture between England and France was only a matter

of time.16

For another two months Stormont remained in Paris. But on March 13,

1778, the French ambassador in London officially informed Weymouth that

a treaty had been signed between His Most Christian Majesty of France
and the &quot;Colonies in rebellion.&quot; As a result of this George III ordered the

return of his ambassador. Stormont received his orders on the sixteenth

and left on the twenty-first; his baggage contained his voluminous papers.
Forth left rather later, after a final ceremonial but friendly visit to Chartres
at the Palais Royal; his baggage contained nine hundred bottles of Sillery

champagne, which he had undertaken to sell on behalf of a friend, M. de

Genlis, on whose estates it was produced. At Calais Forth met one of his

Anglophile friends, the Due de Lauzun.17 The two men passed the evening
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discussing the letters of Junius and the British constitution; the next morn-

ing the special envoy, now without a mission, sailed for England while

Lauzun set off for Paris to obtain a command in the French expeditionary

force soon to sail for America.

Perth s later career as an agent of the British government never reached

the heights it had in Paris before war was declared. During the war he

continued to provide information about affairs in France, but George III

and Lord North did not set much store by his reports. &quot;[Forth s] accounts,&quot;

said the king, &quot;I do not lay more trust on than on the newspapers, but

cannot help reading them with some degree of curiosity, as I do those daily

productions of untruths . . . .&quot;

18 In July 1780 Maurepas, now old and

considerably disturbed by the cost of the war, sent Forth a letter contain

ing a proposal that greatly surprised Lord North and the king. Forth was

invited to Paris to hear Maurepas s proposals for peace with England.

Neither George III nor his prime minister were anxious to entrust such a

delicate mission to one whom the king considered &quot;a very dubious nego

tiator.&quot; But if Forth s instructions were limited to hearing what Maurepas

had to say, and since America could not be included in any proposition

Forth might be entrusted to communicate, the two men agreed there need

be no objection to his journey, provided that &quot;that able negotiator&quot;
Lord

Stormont agreed. Perhaps he did not, since apparently nothing came of

this approach.
19

Eighteen months later, however, in March 1782, Forth was sent to Paris

to find out if the French would be prepared to make peace separately from

their American allies. The negotiation would have been reasonably straight

forward if it had not been for two things: in England, Lord North s gov

ernment was about to fall; in France, Marie Antoinette was anxiously

watching the negotiations on behalf of her brother, the Austrian emperor,

who was hoping to mediate between the belligerents.

Forth saw Vergennes on March 14. He found him determined against

a separate peace, but that was not the end of the matter. Marie Antoinette

was impatient to know what the English emissary had said about accepting

mediation. She heard one version of the interview from the king, but when

Vergennes came to see her about something else she abruptly changed the

subject: &quot;Now tell me something about Forth,&quot; she said. As a result of this

conversation she told the Austrian ambassador, Mercy, that according to

Forth the English king was absolutely opposed to mediation by any other

power. Mercy could not believe that an emissary had made so uncompromis-
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ing a statement; he told the emperor so in his next dispatch, remarking at

the same time that in any case English policy might well change with the

change of ministers.- He was right: it was not long before Forth was re

placed by two rival sets of agents reporting to Charles James Fox, the

new foreign secretary and to Shelburne, the home secretary. Politics may
have caused this replacement, but it is also possible that in saying what he

had about mediation &quot;with his usual frankness,&quot; Forth had considerably ex

ceeded his instructions.

Fortunately, government service was not his only means of livelihood. In

France, where Forth s reputation as an agent stood much higher than in

his own country, it would have come as a surprise to know how little he

was paid. For the expenses of his mission in March 1782 he received but

not until a year later ^1260,* and he was also paid an annual allowance

^45-&quot;
1 This would not support him in the style to which he had be

come accustomed in Paris. He was married by this time and a son was
born in May 1777. While he served as special envoy his family lived in

Somerset Street, Portman Square. Forth rented two houses in this street,

numbers 5 and 16, and it was to one of these fairly modest residences that

he returned at the beginning of 1778.

But he had more ambitious plans, which his friendship with the Due de

Chartres enabled him to carry out. In spite of the war the two men con
tinued to correspond, and Forth was able to send horses, dogs, carriages, or

mezzotints to France whenever Chartres required them. As soon as peace
seemed likely Chartres asked Forth to find him a house in London, a

pied a terre to which he could come whenever he liked and where he could
behave as he pleased. Forth s first choice was too large to please Chartres,
but eventually a suitable house was found at 35 Portland Place, and leased

furnished for 300 a year. When Chartres was not in residence Forth and
his family were allowed to use the house. Forth offered to pay a third of
the rent, but the duke refused, saying it would be a pleasure to do his

friend this small service, &quot;and besides I shall have the satisfaction of

knowing that my house will be well kept and maintained.&quot;
22 The arrange

ment lasted for six years, during which period Forth was of service to

Chartres in many different ways, fully earning the right to describe himself,
as he liked to do, as agent and attorney to the Due de Chartres.

In October 1779, while France and England were still at war, his patron
* About $24,700 in present-day currency. Purchasing power in the eighteenth century
was about seven times what it is today.
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wrote to entrust Forth with a very odd commission. He was to look for a

foundling, a six-year-old girl who was dark and pretty, whose nose was

not too long, and who knew no French and spoke English with a good

pronunciation. The idea originated with the Comtesse de Genlis, the clever,

ambitious woman who had been Chartres s mistress and was at this time

the &quot;governess&quot; charged with the education of his twin daughters. Mme. de

Genlis believed that children should learn languages naturally, while play

ing, and she also hoped to prove the theory made fashionable by Rousseau

in mile, which stated that in matters of upbringing, environment was

more important than heredity. For this reason Chartres instructed Forth

that the foundling must have no relatives who might reclaim her later

when they knew she had been carefully brought up.
23

Forth found his task difficult, but with the help of Mr. Jeans, Vicar of

Christchurch, Hampshire, whom Forth had known at the British embassy

in Paris, he eventually discovered a child who met Chartres s specifications

in almost every way. She was Ann, or Nancy, the daughter of Mary Syms,

who had run away from the island of Fogo, off Newfoundland, with a sea

captain, William Brixey, and settled at Christchurch. The child was six,

dark, lively, and pretty, but Chartres was afraid she had too many relatives.

Forth managed to convince him that they need not be a danger, with the

result that at Easter 1780 when St. Denis, Chartres s horse dealer, went to

France he was able to take with him, in Forth s words, &quot;the finest mare

and the prettiest little girl in England.&quot; Little Nancy was an immediate

success, so much so that soon after her arrival Chartres wrote enthusiasti

cally to his agent and attorney:

I know not whether you are a god or a devil, but you must as

suredly be one or the other to have found the little angel you have

sent me. I feel I can never show you sufficient gratitude, for you

must have taken untold pains to find so charming a creature, and

so like in all respects to my requirements . . . .
24

The child was renamed Pamela and was brought up as planned with

the Due de Chartres s and Mme. de Genlis s own children. There were of

course plenty of people who said Pamela was actually the child of Chartres

and Mme. de Genlis, although the latter consistently and on one occasion

solemnly denied it. So well did she know that she was merely the child s

adopted parent that for years she dreaded the appearance of Pamela s real

mother. &quot;I am in mortal fear,&quot; Mme. de Genlis wrote to Forth, &quot;that
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one fine morning I shall see this woman arrive and make a scene which

would freeze my blood.&quot; To avoid such a possibility Forth was asked to

make various complicated arrangements. In January 1784 he took out

articles of apprenticeship for Pamela; Mary Syms resigned the sole and

entire care of her daughter to Forth, who afterward turned his rights over

to Mme. de Genlis on the grounds that he could not educate the child in

the manner he would wish. Even this did not satisfy Mme. de Genlis.

She wanted Pamela to have French nationality, and to facilitate this Mary

Syms was to make a formal renunciation of her child before Lord Mans

field, traveling to London for the purpose. Forth must arrange everything

as quickly as he could, but at the same time keep the expenses of the

transaction as low as possible: &quot;I presume you won t allow this woman to

travel at all grandly.&quot;
It was not until January 1786 that Forth was able

to send Mme. de Genlis what she described as her cher certificate

By that time Forth had been asked to find yet another little girl. This

child was to be brought up by Pulcherie, Mme. de Genlis s eighteen-year-

old daughter; she too was to taste the pleasures of parenthood by adoption.

The second child was to be between six and seven, fair or dark (but not

red-haired), with a white skin, and have no knowledge of French. She

must also have been inoculated for smallpox, a stipulation that caused

difficulties. Perth s first choice took the inoculation so badly that she lost

the sight of one eye. Pulcherie paid the child s mother a pension of fifty

ecus, and Forth was instructed to make sure the child went to the best

oculist in London. His next choice was Hermione Compton, an orphan,

who was still in mourning for her parents when Forth first saw her. She

lived for some time with Forth and his wife before Pulcherie was ready to

receive her. Their kindness touched the little girl s heart, and she was still

writing affectionately to them many years later; Forth for his part referred

to her as la chere et charmante Hermine. In 1785 Mr. and Mrs. Forth

accompanied Hermione to Paris and handed her over to Mme. de Genlis

and Pulcherie.26

There is no doubt that the Due d Orleans (as he became in 1785) ex

ploited Perth s ability to achieve the impossible, but Forth had his rewards.

He lived rent-free in the duke s house, and in 1782 the duke presented Mrs.

Forth with a magnificent Sevres dinner service decorated with paintings

of birds. Nevertheless, most of the benefits derived from his connection

with d Orleans were indirect, perhaps the most important being the op

portunity to move in the society of men of power and influence, among
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whom were the Prince of Wales and his brothers. During his visits to

England d Orleans and the prince had become friends; they were con

stantly in each other s company at race meetings where naturally Forth

was in his element and elsewhere. When d Orleans lent money to the

prince and the royal dukes, so did Forth, although on a smaller scale. The

negotiations for both loans were handled by Forth through his solicitor,

William SMgh, and his bankers, Messrs. Ransom, Morland, and Hammer-

sley of 57, Pall Mall. When d Orleans had his portrait painted by Reynolds

as a present for the Prince of Wales, it was Forth who made the presenta

tion. As a financial speculation, dealings with the Prince of Wales and

his brothers might be a risk, but there were other benefits to be had

from acquaintance with royalty; for instance, Forth was able to dispose

of some of the Sillery wine, which he was selling on behalf of M. de

Genlis, to the prince and the Duke of York, who thought it the most

exquisite he had ever tasted.
27

Obviously between the years 1779 and 1789 Forth prospered. He became

a justice of the peace for the county of Middlesex, taking the oath that

he possessed sufficient leasehold property to qualify him for that office at

the elegant new sessions house at Clerkenwell in January 1785. In 1789

he rented a fine residence at 8 Manchester Square, then a new and fashion

able quarter. Not long afterward he had sufficient capital to figure among

a group of bankers and merchants meeting to discuss the formation of a

life insurance company, the Westminster Society for the Insurance of

Lives. At this time, according to a French police report, he was said to be

maintaining a mistress in London, the Comtesse de Gennetine, the wife

of an officer in the Bourbon regiment and the sister of Barroux, an im

portant Lyons notary with whom Forth had business relations. He had

come a long way since the days when he lived in &quot;la petite Pologne&quot; selling

horses and carriages for his living.
28

A more difficult time began with the opening of the States-General at

Versailles in 1789. Perth s affairs were now so closely linked with those

of his patron that what d Orleans did inevitably affected him, and the

duke was now setting a course that was bound to embarrass Forth s rela

tions with his own government. Elected a deputy, d Orleans was deter

mined to figure in the States-General as the &quot;people
s friend.&quot; Behind this

ambition was another: he hoped to become so popular with the Third

Estate that they would, if suitable circumstances arose, depose Louis XVI

and put d Orleans in his place. How far he was himself prepared to hasten
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his cousin s removal, and by what means, are matters for speculation. What

ever his plans, they required ready money. Forth helped him to raise

funds in England. When d Orleans decided to sell his magnificent col

lection of pictures in London it was Forth who put him in touch with

fames Christie, the retired naval officer who had begun a new career as an

auctioneer.29

Forth often crossed the channel on his patron s business in the early

days of the Revolution. His comings and goings were carefully noted by

French agents, convinced that le sieur Forth was an agent come to spend

British gold on fomenting trouble. There were so many rumors about

British agents employed in this way that in July 1789 the ambassador had

to deny them publicly to prevent attacks on himself and British residents in

France. Forth s journeys had helped to produce this situation, a fact that

was unlikely to commend him to his government. They were still less

likely to appreciate another of the activities with which French reports

connected him.

In May 1789 an individual whose name and address the ambassador

purposely omitted to note informed him that some Breton gentlemen
were planning to set fire to the port of Brest, and asked him if his country

would assist them. The ambassador refused to have anything to do with

the scheme and, after reference to his government, reported it to the French

minister for foreign affairs, although without entirely convincing him

that English intentions were as pure as he said they were. Some years later

one of Fouche s police informers reported that Forth had boasted he was

connected with a plot to burn Brest. If this was the plot in question, he

could hardly have done anything more unwise or calculated to cause the

English ministers to hesitate before allowing him to undertake any con

fidential employment.
30

They made this clear in the autumn of 1789. On October 5 the mob
marched on Versailles and forced the king and queen to return with them

to Paris. It was strongly suspected that the leaders of the mob were in the

pay of the Due d Orleans. Mistrusted by Louis XVI and his ministers,

the duke was hurried out of the country on a mission to London. The

English government wanted information as to the significance of this mis

sion and what importance they should attach to it. In other circumstances

they might have sounded Forth. It is a measure of their lack of confidence

that they did not, although he was in a position to tell them a good deal.

Indeed, at that time he was acting as a channel of communication between
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d Orleans s adviser, Choderlos de Laclos (the author of Les Liaisons

Dangereuses), and three members of the commune of Paris.31 Forth re

mained faithful to his patron but this connection, which had helped his

career so much, was beginning to tell against him.

In 1790 when Forth was forty-six and Mme. Du Barry forty-seven

their paths first crossed. Mme. Du Barry was anxious to sell some of her

jewels in England, and Forth was suggested to her as a suitable person to

undertake the commission. They were probably introduced by Rouen, a

well-known Paris notary who had a wide practice that included a number

of influential clients and who maintained a business house in the Rue

Neuve des Petits Champs. He had handled Mme. Du Barry s affairs since

she first appeared at Versailles, and he also had business dealings with

Forth. Whoever brought them together, it is certain that Forth was asked

to sell the jewels and, to help him in this task, he was given a detailed

inventory with weights and descriptions of the various pieces.
32 He did

not succeed in finding a purchaser, but it was later remembered by

London diamond merchants that he had been acting on behalf of Mme.

Du Barry. He also kept the inventory, with what results we shall discover.
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Xt had taken a while for the Revolution to make itself felt

at Louveciennes, either in the chateau or in the village, but by the end

of 1790 it was becoming plain that times had changed. For the time being

Mme. Du Barry was seriously short of money and was worried about it,

probably for the first time since Louis XV endowed her with a fortune.

She had to economize and was planning to reduce her household. Her

staff knew this and was upset: Denis Morin, her principal manservant, a

loyal and trusted factotum who had been in her service since she lived

with the Roue Du Barry, was worried; Salanave, her butler, who had

been with her almost as long, was worried too and showed his unrest in

impertinence. It was no longer a peaceful community.
Nor was the village as peaceful as it had been. Since the feudal laws

preserving game had been abolished, game had been slaughtered all over

France, and now some of the rowdies in Louveciennes were threatening to

kill Mme. Du Barry s tame deer and the other animals in her menagerie.

There were constant rumors of burnings and lootings around the country

side. Mme. Du Barry decided to take precautions. She collected all her

silver and locked it up in one of the buildings surrounding the poultry

yards a building inhabited by one of the outside servants, Blaye by

name. She then applied to the commander of the Swiss Guards at Rueil to

be assigned a Swiss Guard to keep watch on her property. She was allotted

Joseph Badou, from Colonel d Affcy s company, a man of forty-one and

a native of Prevondavaux in the canton of Fribourg. The orders given

him by Denis Morin were to patrol the two poultry yards at half-hour

intervals to guard &quot;the silver which was in M. Blaye s house&quot; and to

patrol the garden every hour, keeping a watch on the pavilion by the

59
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water and a deer in the English garden, as well as Sieur Morin s pavilion,

&quot;which was at the end of the English garden.&quot;
His guardroom was to be

&quot;by
the Laundry on the far side of the Machine [the Marly waterworks]

and a good distance from the Chiteau.&quot; He was not instructed to guard
the house itself; indeed he was told it contained nothing worth taking.

Nevertheless, when Mme. Du Barry was at home he sometimes took a

turn in front of her windows on his way to or from the pavilion.
1

Although Morin had told Badou there was nothing worth stealing in

the house, this was not so. When Mme. Du Barry was planning to sell

her jewels, she had put aside those she was intending to dispose of and

stored them in her bedroom, some in an elaborate chest of drawers with

bronze locks and fittings decorated with Sevres porcelain medallions,

others in a writing desk. It was hardly to be expected that either this

or the removal of the silver to Blaye s house should have escaped the

notice of the domestic staff and, as it appeared later, many of the ser

vants were aware that &quot;diamonds&quot; had been locked away in the chest of

drawers and the writing desk while Badou s rounds drew attention to the

presence of the valuables in the poultry yard. It seems highly likely that

these things were also known outside the household, since the house was
under repair at the beginning of January 1791, and there were masons
tents and piles of stones on the terrace outside Mme. Du Barry s apart
ments.2 Thus in one way or another the news got about that here was a

house worth watching. Its owner was unaware of this, and on Monday,
January 10, a wet and windy day, she left Louveciennes for Paris to keep
the Feast of the Kings with the Due de Brissac.

Unknown to Mme. Du Barry, her movements were causing attention in

a very different part of the town, the St. Martin quarter. It was a poor,

highly populated part of the city where thieves could easily hide. The
members of the gang that was watching Mme. Du Barry were all Jews,
and though no one managed to prove it, the nerve center of their activities

was a house in the Rue Jean Robert. In this and the neighboring quarter of
St. Avoye lived a high proportion of the five hundred Jews who lived in

Paris during the latter part of the eighteenth century, according to a con

temporary estimate.3 Since the beginning of the preceding century they
had been subject to severe police measures, but the Revolution gave them
their opportunity to become full citizens and most of them were anxious
to prove themselves worthy of the privilege. Not so the gang in question,
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which was not greatly concerned with abstract ideas. Its object was to

profit from the admirable opportunities for loot that the Revolution pro

vided, and when the St. Martin quarter produced some of the fiercest of

the revolutionary mobs, these unworthy citizens scavenged in its wake

and used the disorders for their own ends.

The Rue Jean Robert and its continuation, the Rue des Gravilliers, ran

east from the Rue de St. Martin, where there were many Jewish eating

houses and cafes. Just north of it was the large, leafy enclosure that sur

rounded the abbey of St. Martin des Champs, and south and east were the

smaller enclosures of the Carmelites and the Recollets. But the streets them

selves were narrow and populous.
4 No. 10 Rue Jean Robert was inhabited by

a fence named Philippe Joseph, ostensibly a merchant of muslins and gold

watches, which, to quote his maidservant, was &quot;the traffic of all Jews.&quot;

He was in his sixties and had come to France from &quot;Niederhofen,&quot; near

Frankfurt-am-Main, in 1782, settling first in Rouen and then in Paris. His

wife, Sipora, about sixty-five, was a native of Dresden and had never

learned to speak French, nor could she read, although she could recognize

certain Hebrew prayers. While her husband hawked his merchandise at

fairs or in cafes, Sipora ran an eating house for Jews. Sometimes, by her

own account, she served food for as many as sixty, coming from all over

Europe. There could hardly have been a more convenient way of collect

ing useful information; in addition, since both Philippe Joseph s and his

wife s customers were constantly on the move, there was also a ready

means of removing plunder from the area in which searches were likely

to be made.

Also living at 10 Rue Jean Robert were twenty-two-year-old Cain, the

son or adopted son of Philippe Joseph and like him a merchant of

muslins and handkerchiefs, and a twenty-eight-year-old servant girl, Godel.

Godel came from &quot;Sacer,&quot;
near Mannheim, and had served the Josephs for

six years when they were living at Niederhofen. Like her mistress, she was

unable to speak French and could not read or write. A fifth member of

the household, although he lodged elsewhere, was Moyse Abraham, an

Alsatian from Weidesheim near Colmar. A peddler of spectacles and

tassels for walking sticks and canes, he also ran errands for Philippe

Joseph.
5

Among those who used Sipora Joseph s eating house was a man named

Joseph Harris or Abrahams. Said to be an Englishman he had three

brothers settled in London he passed as an itinerant merchant, but his
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real trade was burglary. For some offense (not burglary, which would

have ended in the galleys) he had been imprisoned for a time in the

CMtelet, and during that time Sipora had supplied him with food. Two
men who became his associates, Jean Baptiste Levet and Simon Joseph,

also frequented Sipora s cabaret, and it was among these three men that

the theft of Mme. Du Barry s jewels was planned. Between all these people

and the household in the Rue Jean Robert were discreditable secrets, which

gave each of them a hold over the others. They would be able to create

such an atmosphere of suspicion that it would be hard to distinguish the

truth or know who could be believed.

In December 1790 Harris, freed from prison, was staying at the Hotel

du Canada in the Rue Neuve St. Martin, not far from the Rue Jean

Robert. There Levet and Simon Joseph came to him with a proposal.

Levet, who described himself as a trader in jewels and jewelery but was

described by others as a runner employed by a pawnbroker, had found out

where three big thefts of silver and a lot of diamonds could be carried out.

One of these splendid prospects was Louveciennes. Harris agreed to help

and that very day he, Levet, and Simon Joseph went to Louveciennes for

a reconnaissance, which was made easier by the presence of workmen. The

three men heard that the countess and several of her servants would be

sleeping in Paris on the night of January 10-11, and Harris confirmed this

information by making inquiries in Paris, presumably at the Hotel de Bris-

sac. As soon as they were sure that the coast would be at least compara

tively clear, Harris and his associates laid their plans for the tenth. As a

result of what they had observed on the spot, it was agreed to take on two

assistants, Jacob Moyse and Joseph Abrahams.6

On the evening of Monday, January 10, the five men met at Sipora Jo

seph s cabaret, and at nine o clock started out in the rain to walk the

ten or so miles to Louveciennes. They arrived at their destination about

eleven thirty and crossed the ridge between the village and the chateau,

which they approached by the Chemin de la Princesse. They needed a lad

der and, luckily for them, they found one in a field, chained to a tree and

secured by a padlock, which they broke. They used the ladder to scale

the wall surrounding the grounds of the chateau, breaking some of the

coping as they did so. Levet was left to keep watch by the garden wall

while the others went on to the chateau. The first ladder was not long

enough to reach the windows of Mme. Du Barry s bedroom and they found

another, which they tied to the first with string. With Abrahams keeping a
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lookout at the foot of the lengthened ladder, the other three thieves broke

in, first through the shutters, then the windows.

Harris described their entry:

. . . They had brought a candle with them, which they kindled

with a lighted pipe they had in their pockets. In this room we

found nearly all the goods. M. Levet specially instructed us to go

into that room first. On the mantelpiece we found a little watch

in a case, on the case was a coatof-arms. We opened a small desk

where we found some unmounted diamonds and several small por

traits. After that we looked in a little porcelain table, decorated with

gold; in one of the drawers of this table we found all the diamonds;

in another drawer we found the pearls. We found nothing else in

this room except two gold candlesticks. This room was the bed

room. From there we went into another room at the back, where

we found a pair of silver candlesticks ....

There was also, Harris said, a blue purse with diamond chains, some

diamond cufflinks, a watchchain made up of emeralds and diamonds, and

an old Japanese lacquer writing desk with gold fittings. But the thieves

found much else: rings in a green russet ring box; one was set with an

onyx representing Louis XIII, his hair and mustaches worked in sardo

nyx; another with an antique carnelian on which Bacchus was engraved in

relief; and yet another with a large heart-shaped sapphire surrounded with

diamonds that continued on to the hoop. There were diamond necklaces

and earrings; there were bracelets set with diamonds and others set with

pearls; and there was a little reliquary of purest gold, enameled in black

and white, with a little cross mounted &quot;somewhat gothically&quot;
on top and a

pearl the size of a pea below. In short, when the thieves saw what the

drawers of the chest of drawers and the desk contained, they must have

thought they would be rich for life. They crammed all the loot into a sack

that Harris had brought with him, breaking, as they did so, a crystal box

covered with an openwork gold cover.

When they were ready to leave, Abrahams, at the foot of the ladder,

signaled by a whistle to Levet by the garden wall, who in turn whistled in

reply to signify that all was clear. Soon afterward the thieves were over

the wall and on their way back to Paris, taking turns carrying the sack.

They went first to Levet s lodging and then to Simon s, where the loot

was to be kept and where some of the gold objects were broken up.
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Among these were the gold candlesticks, only so much precious metal to

thieves but, in actual fact, two masterpieces by Durand; they represented

torches standing on columns enameled in lapis lazuli and surmounted

with silver turtle doves. When these and the other gold trinkets were un

recognizable, the gang went to the Rue Jean Robert, for it was the busi

ness of Philippe Joseph and his contacts to dispose of the treasures. Phi

lippe Joseph himself was away from home, traveling in the Low Countries

and Germany, an arrangement that would enable him, should anything

go wrong, to deny all knowledge of the theft and any connection with it.

Sipora, however, was at home and agreed to sell the gold, paying them in

advance in louis d or. The thieves divided the sum between them and pro

ceeded to deal with the jewels. On January 12, the Wednesday after the

theft, they settled down in the presence of one other person (probably Si

pora Joseph) to divide the jewels among themselves, which they did by

drawing lots.

For several days the thieves stuck close together. &quot;We never lost sight

of one another,&quot; said Harris, his words conveying a strong impression of

five men bound together by the fear of pursuit and suspicion of each

other. And it is true that something in their behavior aroused suspicion.

Moyse, Philippe Joseph s errand boy, had seen the men in Sipora s kitch

en, &quot;some standing, some
sitting,&quot;

at about eight o clock on the night
of the theft. The next morning when he came at nine o clock he saw

them again, this time talking loudly in the front room. Sipora hurried

him on into the kitchen, where she left him with GodeL After a few

minutes she returned with twenty-four sous, which she said were from
the gentlemen in the other room, and told him to come back in half an

hour. When he did so, he found Sipora and Godel alone; the men had

gone. However, he saw them again at the Rue Jean Robert on other days
that week, and the whole affair struck him as odd. In particular he was

surprised to see Harris. Not long before, Sipora had forbidden him to eat

in her house again, because he owed her twelve louis for food; now he
was not only having his meals there but being treated with great attention.

Moyse mentioned his surprise to one of his cronies, Michel Anspach, an
other Jewish peddler (whom the Josephs believed to be a police spy) and
remarked that there must be something behind it. Anspach decided to in

vestigate on his own, and he went with his pack to the Rue Jean Robert.

He sold some silk stockings on credit to Harris, and a few days later

when he heard from Moyse that ces messieurs were going to the country,
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he hurried around to collect his money. But Sipora told him there was

nothing to worry about; if Harris did not settle his bill, she would.7

The report that ces messieurs were on the move was correct. It had

been decided that the jewels could not safely be sold in France, and on

January 24 all five men left Paris. Levet was wearing the uniform of the

National Guard, in which he was supposed to be serving, and Simon

traveled as his servant. When the party reached Lille, they divided the

jewels into two lots, which they sealed up in two specially constructed hol

low belts, Levet wearing one and Simon the other. They left their horses

at Lille and made for the coast.
8
They thought they had outdistanced any

pursuit and for the moment they had. Mme. Du Barry was doing her

utmost to recover her jewels but so far without success.

The theft had been discovered at about seven o clock on Tuesday, Jan

uary ii, by one of the farm hands, Charles Beguin, who noticed a ladder

leaning against the wall by Mme. Du Barry s window. By then Badou had

finished his rounds and gone to bed. At three o clock in the morning he

had thought he heard a single whistle, but the noise of the rain and wind

as well as the creaking of the machine de Marly made it difficult to

distinguish sounds. However, he had gone to investigate. Thinking that

poachers had broken in and meant to steal the deer, he went first to the

English garden and spent half an hour in that part of the grounds keep

ing a lookout. He next patrolled near the menagerie, where, as he put it,

&quot;those foreign chickens are
kept,&quot;

and then returned to his guardhouse to

clean and reprime his gun, which, in a most unsoldierlike manner, he had

allowed to become wet. Finally, he took a turn round the poultry yards.

He had not passed near the chateau because, as he later explained, the

terrace was so muddy and encumbered with piles of stones. For that rea

son he had not noticed the ladder, but he said that even if he had, it

would not have surprised him, because the walls were so dilapidated they

were constantly in need of repair and he had often seen ladders left lean

ing against them all night. Once when he had reported that a ladder had

been left standing for eight days against the wall of Mme. Du Barry s

room, he had been told it was no concern of his. Perhaps if he had not

been reprimanded on this earlier occasion, he would have been more

ready to pay attention to the ladder the thieves were using. As it was, he

may well have seen it and decided to say nothing, but whether he saw

it or not, the result was the same, the thieves had got well clear of the

house before the household knew of the theft.
9
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Beguin not only noticed the ladder but saw pieces of wood from the

broken shutters lying on the ground. He went at once to let Denis

Morin know what he had seen and Morin sent him to Girardin, the

doorkeeper, who had the keys of the house doors. Once in the chateau,

Morin and Beguin went straight to their mistress bedroom, while Girardin

went round the outside of the house. As soon as Morin entered the

bedroom he noticed the broken commode, its marble top lying on the

floor and its porcelain decorations smashed. The empty drawers were

in the embrasure of one of the windows. There was no possible doubt

that a robbery had been committed, and Morin sent someone to inform

the municipality of Louveciennes and the police patrol, and also sent a

messenger to Paris to let Mme. Du Barry know what had happened.

Girardin was sent to fetch Badou, and in a short time the news spread

through the household that thieves had broken into the so-called king s

room.

Egalitarian ideas might have been gaining ground in France, but in her

own neighborhood Mme. Du Barry was still a person of consideration. It

was not long before Brigadier Pierre-Louis (who was in command of the

police patrol stationed at Nanterre) arrived at Louveciennes, with troopers

Andre Genty and Alexandre La Salle, to investigate this case of theft

with breaking and entering. It was customary in such criminal cases for

two notables representing the municipality to be present during the investi

gation, and Brigadier Campion was accordingly accompanied by fitienne

Bonnet and fitienne Colombes from Louveciennes. They first examined

the room where the theft had taken place and noted the damage that

had been done to the chest of drawers and the desk. In the former they

found a pointed piece of iron that fitted the marks on the drawers and

cupboards. They also examined the broken window and shutters, and

finally, with Morin, went over the grounds, noting where the thieves

had climbed the garden wall and broken the coping. Until Mme. Du
Barry arrived, Morin could only give Brigadier Campion a rough idea

as to what valuables had been stolen.10

Her return was not long delayed. When Morin s messenger delivered

his news at the Rue de Crenelle, both Mme. Du Barry and the Due de

Brissac were horrified. Brissac blamed himself for his mistress absence

from home the previous night and was anxious to do all he could to

help. He sent his elderly aide-de-camp, the Chevalier d Escourre, to ac-
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company her back to Louveciennes and support her in her distress.

Throughout her life her jewels had meant much to her, forming as they

did, in the words of her marriage contract, &quot;the product of her earnings

and savings.&quot;
At any time she would have been greatly concerned at their

loss, but at this date they meant even more to her. Her income from

rents and property was becoming hard to collect and was affected by

the fall in the value of money. Her jewels represented a very con

siderable quantity of easily negotiable capital and their value was more

constant, especially if she could sell them abroad. She was determined

to make every effort to recover them.

Her first step was to send for M. Rouen, her jeweler, so that he

could make an inventory of what had been stolen. She also wanted,

Rouen said, &quot;to communicate her misfortune to him&quot;; and perhaps the

jeweler, who had set so many of her jewels and knew the value of each

stone, was the person who could best sympathize with her at that time.11

On his employer s instructions, Rouen drew up two advertisements. One,

in the form of a handbill, described the stolen valuables and offered a

reward for their recovery, and was posted in Versailles and the neighbor

hood. The second was longer and gave more detailed descriptions. It too

offered a reward, but in terms that unfortunately could be interpreted in

more than one way: &quot;two thousand louis to be earned and a fair reward

proportionate to the objects restored.&quot; Finders were invited to apply to

Mme. Du Barry at Louveciennes, to her lawyer in Paris, to the police,

to M. Rouen, or to the clerk of the jewelers company on the Quai des

Orfevres.

It was Mme. Du Barry s intention to offer the 2,000 louis only to who

ever returned the whole of the stolen property. The &quot;fair reward pro

portionate to the objects restored&quot; provided for the possibility that only

some of the jewels might be returned. But this distinction was not made

clear by the wording of the advertisement, and it was on the proper in

terpretation of this sentence that much time and money was later to be

spent. It had other unfortunate consequences. Its four pages described the

stolen goods in such a way as to excite the covetousness of any reader, and

brought their owner to public notice at a time when a wealthy citizen was

prudent to remain as inconspicuous as possible. Moreover, it was drawn

up in haste, and included items later found in Mme. Du Barry s pos

session. These unlucky results did not show for some time, however,
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and meanwhile Rouen circulated the advertisement to all the most im

portant towns in France and sent copies with the dispatches from Paris

to the French ambassador in London, the Marquis de la Luzerne.

Mme. Du Barry was not relying only on Rouen s advertisement as a

means of recovering her property; she also approached the police in Paris

and Versailles.
12 A member of the latter force was Inspector Pile, who

later distinguished himself by tracking down the robber of the Lyons Mail

and the murderer of its guard. But all his efforts to trace Mme. Du Barry s

thieves were unsuccessful. He spent ten days following the son of the

mayor of Bailly, who for some unexplained reason had fallen under sus

picion, and finally presented the countess with an account amounting to

170 livres for expenses incurred, an account which was still unsettled two

years later. The Paris police were no more successful. They too spent

some time in pursuit of suspects who proved innocent. With so many in

vestigators whose activities were not coordinated, trails became crossed

and clues were obliterated. Even the masons who had been working at

Louveciennes at the time of the theft had been allowed to remove their

tents the following day, and when they were wanted for questioning it

was necessary to circulate their descriptions. At no point did anyone pick

up the trail of the real criminals or go near the Rue Jean Robert.
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_L/evet and his companions found lodging at the Cross Keys Inn

on Gracechurch Street in London. It was a large old coaching inn built

around a courtyard where, it was said, plays had been performed in Tudor

times. The five men were given a room on the first floor that opened
onto the gallery that surrounded the courtyard. Their first concern was

to find a purchaser for the jewels, and they also had to remove them

from their settings. In both these activities Harris, the only English-

speaking member of the gang, had to help. It was he who bought the

nitric acid that would enable the thieves to loosen the stones, and while

they settled down to work over the fire in their room at the inn, he set

out to find his brother, Henry Abrahams, a dealer in old iron who lived

in Petticoat Lane (which appears in the French documents as Petit Col-

letinc). Harris told his brother a tale about a French nobleman who had

come to England and wanted to dispose of his jewels, a story common

enough at this time of emigration. Henry Abrahams either believed the

story or thought his brother and the rest had covered their tracks suf

ficiently well for caution to be unnecessary. In either case he acted as if the

jewels had been honestly come by. He arranged to be allowed to act as

broker and have a commission on the sale, and he said he would ask &quot;Mr.

Goldsmith&quot; about a purchaser.
1

From the thieves point of view he could hardly have done anything

more unfortunate. &quot;Mr. Goldsmith&quot; was not a fence of Philippe Joseph s

type, but one of the Goldsmid brothers; it is impossible to know which

69
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one, but Benjamin is the most likely. They were Jewish businessmen of

the most respectable and respected kind: Abraham and Benjamin were

bill brokers and Asher a bullion broker. The time had not yet quite come

when Abraham and Benjamin underwrote government bills and royalty

attended Abraham s parties at Morden, but they were already well known

in City
* circles and outside, not only for their financial skill, but also for

their charities to institutions and individuals. Benjamin in particular was

noted for the tact with which his gifts were made. One of Benjamin s

daughters was married to a jeweler named Lyon De Symon, who was quite

as respectable as his father-in-law and lived in a handsome house at 3 Prescot

Street, Goodman s Fields, not far from Benjamin Goldsmid s house at 18

Great Alie Street. It was De Symon whom Goldsmid recommended Henry
Abrahams to approach.

Here again the thieves were unlucky. Not only was Lyon De Symon

completely honest but, shortly before he was visited by Henry Abrahams,

he had seen in a City coffeehouse a copy of the advertisement issued by

Rouen on Mme. Du Barry s behalf (and no doubt distributed in the City

of London on instructions from the French embassy). Therefore on Feb

ruary 8, when Henry Abrahams arrived at Prescot Street with his story

about the French nobleman and his jewels, it crossed De Symon s mind

that these jewels might be those described in the advertisement, and his

first request was that the merchandise should not be shown to anyone else

until he had seen it. He also refused to go to Gracechurch Street to look

at the jewels but insisted that the French &quot;nobleman&quot; come to his house,

because &quot;he always transacted such business at home.&quot;
2

An appointment was fixed for February 9 between ten and eleven in

the morning, at which time Levet arrived in a hackney coach accompanied

by Simon, still acting as his servant. Simon was sent to the kitchen and

Henry Abrahams was asked to wait in the front parlor while De Symon
took Levet into the back parlor to examine the jewels. &quot;From the con

versation that
passed,&quot;

De Symon afterward said in a legal statement,

and from the deportment of the said Jean Baptiste Levet, as well as

in the examination of the said diamonds and pearls, he became more

* The London of today is made up of two &quot;cities,&quot; London and Westminster. The City

of London was (and is) the financial and business center. The City of Westminster,

some miles farther west, grew up around the royal palaces of Westminster and St.

James s, and in the eighteenth century was mainly residential. The City of London is

always referred to as &quot;the City.&quot;
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and more suspicious that the said diamonds and pearls were the

diamonds and pearls stolen from the said Jeanne Du Barry, but he,

being desirous of considering the matter and taking advice before he

acted therein, pretended to the said Jean Baptiste Levet that he

could not then say what to offer for the same but informed him

that he would minute down the particulars and that then the said

Jean Baptiste Levet should seal them up and take them away and

call again between 3 and 4 that afternoon and he would in the

meantime consider and make up his mind what to give for the

same. Whereupon it was agreed that the said Jean Baptiste Levet

should take back the said diamonds and pearls and return between

the said hours of 3 & 4 that afternoon. And the said diamonds and

pearls were thereupon sealed up in a packet by the said Jean

Baptiste Levet and carried away . . . ?

Then Lyon De Symon, &quot;extremely anxious to act with propriety as well

as security to himself in this business,&quot; consulted his lawyer. He needed

to consider his position carefully. He was anxious to behave as a good

citizen, especially if by so doing he put himself in a position where Mme.
Du Barry felt herself under an obligation to him. If she was anxious to

sell her jewels, he would like to handle the sale. But these were not the

only considerations: he might have to purchase the jewels, and he might
have to start a hue and cry after the thieves and institute legal proceedings.

If he did either of these things, he would put himself to some considerable

expense, and who would repay him? Even more awkward, if it should

turn out that the jewels were not those stolen from Mme. Du Barry, what

would his position be?

He quickly dispatched his other business and went to see his attorneys,

Messrs. William and Edward Allen of Clifford s Inn. Neither partner was

in and it was not until nearly two o clock that De Symon found Edward at

Garroway s Coffee House in the City, attending an auction, The two men
retired into a private room and the jeweler told his story. The first point

on which he wanted advice was the question of expenses; if he bought the

diamonds and pearls that Levet had showed him that morning, could he

hold them as a security? Allen replied with another question: had the ad

vertisement mentioned an agent for Mme. Du Barry in London, or did De

Symon know of one? The advertisement referred only to agents in France,

but it occurred to the jeweler that &quot;Mr. Nathaniel Parker Forth of Man
chester Square was a friend of Madame Du Barry and had transacted busi-
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ness for her
1

(presumably the attempted sale of her jewels in 1790), and

it was agreed the next step was to obtain an introduction to Forth. How
ever, when De Symon was about to leave for Manchester Square, where

Forth lived, he realized that if he went to that part of town he would be

late for his appointment with Levet, whose suspicions he wanted at all

costs to avoid, for if Levet thought something odd was happening he might

disappear for good, taking the jewels with him. So De Symon returned to

Allen, and the two men decided to act before consulting Forth. Allen ad

vised his client to let the lord mayor know what was afoot, and he also

suggested that there should be a French-speaking witness present at the

interview with Levet. (Allen himself spoke no French, but it is plain by

implication that De Symon spoke the language fluently.) Both sugges

tions seemed sensible to De Symon, and he went off to find a notary public

who, accustomed to drawing up documents for use in other countries,

seemed a suitable choice. He next went to John Boydell, the lord mayor,

and obtained his approval of what he proposed to do. Finally he returned

to Prescot Street accompanied by a notary, William Scott, who was to

pretend to be his clerk.

Levet and Simon arrived as arranged, and De Symon, &quot;after some

bargaining,&quot; agreed to buy the diamonds and pearls for ^ 1,550. During
the bargaining De Symon became even more suspicious of Levet. He had

told De Symon that he was a jeweler, not a French nobleman, but De

Symon found him remarkably ignorant of the real value of the jewels he

was selling. He noticed, too, that during the discussions about the price

Levet called in Simon and spoke to him privately, and it seemed odd

that a jeweler would consult with his servant. De Symon was therefore all

the more determined to see what other jewels Levet had in his possession,

and it was agreed Levet should bring them to Prescot Street the next morn

ing between eleven and twelve. To make it certain that Levet would keep
the appointment, De Symon handed over banknotes for ^1,500 only; he

offered Levet a note for ^500, suggesting that he should give him 450

change, but it was no surprise to De Symon when Levet said he did not

have that much money with him.

Edward Allen had been waiting in a neighboring house for the trans

action to be finished and he was now summoned. He advised his client to

seal up the packet of jewels he had just bought, and the jeweler and the

notary affixed their seals to the parcel. The next move after De Symon
and Allen had taken some refreshment was to find

Forth&amp;gt; but, as De
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Symon did not know him, he had to arrange for an introduction. This was

sought from James Christie, the auctioneer, who willingly agreed to help

and accompanied De Symon and Allen to Forth s house in Manchester

Square. They were told that Forth was not at home, however, and so left

their names with Forth s footman and arranged to call again at about eight

or nine the next morning.
When Forth s footman told him later that Mr. Christie and two other

persons had been inquiring about him on
&quot;very particular business,&quot; his

curiosity was aroused, and although it was late he went to Christie s

house in Pall Mall to ask the reason for his visit. &quot;Mr. Christie informed

him that a Jew merchant of the City and another person . . . had been

with him to inform him that a large parcel of diamonds and pearls had

been offered to the merchant, and that from a number of circumstances he

believed they had been stolen and suspected they were the property of the

Countess Du Barry . . . and knowing that Forth had a particular list of

the Countess Du Barry s diamonds with their size, shape and other par

ticulars . . . Christie had advised the merchant and Edward Allen to

wait on Forth.&quot;
4

When therefore at nine o clock on February 10 De Symon and Allen ap

peared in Manchester Square, Forth knew what to expect. At first he was

cautious. He had known nothing of the theft at Louveciennes and, liking

as he did to know things other people did not, may even have been slightly

piqued to have to admit ignorance. When De Symon explained he was ap

proaching him as a known friend of Mme. Du Barry, who might on her

behalf indemnify him for the
; 1,550 be had already spent and authorize

him to proceed further, Forth declined to take any concern in the matter

until he knew more about it. In spite of this he produced the valuation of

Mme. Du Barry s jewels, given him in 1790, and agreed that the weights

and descriptions in the valuation tallied with the weights and descrip

tions given by the jeweler.

De Symon and Allen were at a loss what to do next, knowing that Levet

would be returning to Prescot Street at noon and it was then ten. Forth,

seeing this, suggested an inquiry at the French embassy as to whether any

intelligence of a robbery had been received from France, and he at once

wrote a note to M. Barthelemy, minister plenipotentiary. &quot;My
dear Sir,&quot; he

wrote, &quot;Let me know if anyone in France has been robbed of Diamonds

or other effects, and who; and in short, every particular relative to such

robbery.&quot;
5
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While the three waited to hear from the French embassy it was only

a short distance away, at 20 Portman Square they discussed possible

courses of action. Forth was still unwilling to do anything without instruc

tions from Mme. Du Barry; De Symon and Allen would not, without

some guarantee of indemnity, take any steps to apprehend the thieves.

Watching their reluctance, Forth grew more and more impatient. As he

watched the &quot;timid and cautious&quot; conduct of Lyon De Symon and Ed

ward Allen, he realized that decisive measures were needed if the jewels

were ever to be recovered. He therefore suggested that while he waited for

Barthelemy s reply to his note, De Symon should return to Prescot Street

to receive Levet and keep him there until Perth s arrival. Meanwhile Allen

should go to Sir Sampson Wright, whose Public Office in Bow Street was

one of the offices responsible for policing the City of Westminster. Allen

was to ask for two particular constables whom Forth named; they were

to assist Forth in his capacity of justice of the peace to arrest the &quot;supposed

robbers.&quot; Allen and the constables would then meet Forth at a coffee

house in Fleet Street, whence the whole party would set out for the house

of Lyon De Symon.
6

Both De Symon and Allen agreed to act as Forth had suggested, and

together went to Bow Street. There they met with a disappointment, for

Sir Sampson Wright refused to send any of his constables to act in the

City of London, to which his jurisdiction did not extend. From Bow Street

the two men went back to Fleet Street, and De Symon returned home to

keep his appointment with Levet while Allen went to the Temple to

see M. Lowten (who acted as attorney for the French embassy) and in

quire from him if he knew or had any instructions about the stolen

jewels. Again he got no information, and arrived somewhat cast-down at

Anderton s Coffee House in Fleet Street, where he was to meet Forth.

The latter meanwhile had received a call from M. d Arragon, the secre

tary of the French ambassador. D Arragon confirmed that the embassy
was aware of the theft at Louveciennes, having received copies of Rouen s

advertisements, but there had been nothing with the advertisements to say

who had sent them and no instructions had been received about them. The
ambassador had no authority to act in the business. It was clear that M. de

la Luzerne and his staff did not want to be involved in the affair in any

way, and the fact that d Arragon had called and that nothing had been

put in writing made this plainer. Nevertheless, Forth was now satisfied

that a theft had taken place and he had &quot;no doubt in his own mind, from
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the description of the diamonds and pearls brought to Lyon De Symon
for sale . . . that the same were Madame Du Barry s property and had

been stolen from her.&quot; He felt he had quite sufficient justification for taking

action.

He ordered his coach to be sent around and was driven to Anderton s

Coffee House. He was considerably disappointed when Allen told him

that Sir Sampson Wright would not allow his constables to be used in

the City, and even more so when Allen said he himself would not take

any active part in bringing the thieves to justice he would
&quot;go

with

Forth to the house of Lyon De Symon for the sole purpose of advising

him as his solicitor and preventing him from doing anything that might

bring him into a scrape.**
7 Such a poor-spirited state of mind was against

all Forth s inclinations. He was determined to do all that lay in his power
to recover the jewels and catch the thieves, and he &quot;thereupon commun
icated the nature of the business to the coachman, and the footman who
was with him . . . and charged them to assist him in securing the sup

posed robbers and they . . . agreed so to do.&quot; Then the party set out

for De Symon s house in Forth s coach.

At Prescot Street they were met by De Symon s wife, who told them

the men had arrived to sell more diamonds; Levet was in the parlor with

her husband, and his servant was in the kitchen. Forth accordingly began

to make his dispositions. He left his coach under the care of a hackney

coachman so that his own coachman would be free to do as Forth di

rected: he was to stand, with the footman, at the door of the house and

let no one go out. Mrs. De Symon, who heard him give his orders, begged

him &quot;not to make any alarm in the neighborhood or to arrest anyone in

the house.&quot; Finding he had to deal with yet another case of timidity,

Forth took it upon himself to lock the street door of the house and take

possession of the key. He was then taken upstairs by Mrs. De Symon and

in the drawing room they were soon joined by Lyon De Symon, who was

&quot;apparently much agitated .... He told them that the Frenchman was

in the back parlour and that the diamonds were laid out in different papers

upon the table and ... he must insist on Forth s not seizing him in

the house, but that he might be permitted to go out into the street and that

then he might be taken at a distance from the house in the hackney

coach in which he had come . . . .&quot; Forth replied that he would know

best how to act when he had spoken to the Frenchman, at which De

Symon called upon Allen to witness that he (De Symon) refused to have
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anything to do with arresting Levet. Allen answered that Forth could do

what he pleased; he himself was there only to give advice to his client.

Forth was not deterred by this exchange of words. He asked De Symon
to take him to Levet, first glancing into the front parlor, where Henry
Abrahams was waiting for Levet to conclude his bargain. Forth and

Allen agreed that he ought to be secured but, knowing the house door

was locked, they decided not to do so until Forth had seen Levet. He was

in the back parlor, under the eye of William Scott, the notary public,

and must have wondered what was meant by all the comings and goings
on the stairs; but in his guise of honest trader he perhaps thought he

should put on a bold front. Speaking French, Forth introduced himself

as a friend of Lyon De Symon, one who &quot;always took a part in any

large purchase he made and, as [De Symon] was cautious and timid&quot;

this was evidently a dig at the jeweler &quot;he always wished Forth to act

when diamonds of a large size and uncertain value were to be purchased.&quot;

At this point De Symon decided to hear no more. He said, &quot;Now Mr.

Forth I leave you, I will have nothing more to do in the affair; I will

go and keep the Broker in conversation.&quot;

Left alone with Levet, Forth began to question him about the jewels
and the way in which they had come into his possession. As they talked

he became more and more certain they were the jewels stolen from Mme.
Du Barry, and finally he confronted Levet with this, showing him a

copy of the valuation. &quot;Levet seemed a good deal surprised thereat,&quot;

Forth related, but remained &quot;in some degree cool and collected.&quot; He
denied any knowledge of the theft and maintained that he had bought
most of the jewels in Paris on January 13 from a man named Harris for

3,000 louis. Their present price was ,4,000, and if Forth was not pre

pared to pay that sum, he would sell elsewhere, &quot;on the Change or in

Holland.&quot; Forth answered that notice would be given in Holland of the

price De Symon had offered in London, and Levet would not get more
than that. The discussion continued for some time longer, and Forth
detected Levet in more than one contradictory statement, until at last

Forth accused Levet outright of having either stolen the diamonds or

purchased them knowing them to be stolen. He also told Levet his own
real name and said that he had been minister at the court of Versailles.

&quot;Oh, God!&quot; exclaimed Levet, &quot;are you Mr. Forth? Do not ruin me! I

will own everything to
you.&quot;

Levet s version of this part of the interview is even more dramatic. Ac-
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cording to him, Forth said, &quot;These diamonds have been stolen from

Madame Du Barry s house in France. I am Lord Forth. I was Secretary

to the Ambassador and now belong to the Minister of State and have his

orders to arrest you and take away the diamonds.&quot; He is then supposed
to have said and it does not sound out of character that the diamonds

were stolen abroad and, being in the possession of Levet, &quot;by
the Laws

of England, he must suffer death, that the King himself could not save

him from being hanged.&quot;
8

At this point in the interview, Forth thought De Symon and Allen

ought to be present, and he rang the parlor bell for a servant to get them.

When they came, Forth explained what had been said, and Levet, seeing

no chance of escape, said to them, &quot;You may seal up all the diamonds

and pearls and I will bring you to the man who sold them to me.&quot; He
was still determined to pose as an innocent purchaser of the jewels and

incriminate Harris instead. The jewels were made into a parcel, to which

Forth, De Symon, Allen, and Levet as the pretended owner attached

their seals. Levet told the men they would find many diamonds at the

Cross Keys Inn and he also said (and this was undoubtedly a relief to

Lyon de Symon) that the ^1,500 he had received the previous day for

the first parcel of jewels was at the inn. The whole party then set out

for Gracechurch Street in Perth s coach, leaving Henry Abrahams and

Simon behind in Prescot Street.

When they reached the Cross Keys, Levet suggested that he should be

allowed to go ahead by himself to warn his friends, who might be alarmed

at the arrival of so many people and be unwilling to produce the other

diamonds. Naturally Forth and his now rather less reluctant allies would

not allow Levet an opportunity to communicate alone with the rest of

the gang, and insisted that they should all go upstairs together. Levet

was to tell his friends that Forth had purchased all the jewels produced

so far, and had now come to purchase the remainder; Forth added, &quot;by

way of a threat, that if he left [him] for a moment, he would be ar

rested.&quot; Levet had to acquiesce, and took the party to the gang s room

on the first floor, where a table for dinner had been set for five, and

Jacob, Abrahams, and Harris were sitting smoking their pipes.
9

When Levet entered, his three companions wanted to know what had

kept him so long. &quot;This gentleman,&quot;
Levet replied, indicating Forth,

&quot;has bought the diamonds and now wants some large ones.&quot;
10 Where

upon Jacob produced from his breeches pocket a handkerchief containing
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several sealed packets of dimonds, all numbered and weighed. Jacob

was about to hand the handkerchief to Levet, but De Symon seized it,

and as he and Forth began to examine the contents, Jacob said to them,

&quot;They are under M. Levet s seal,&quot; and to Levet, &quot;Observe they are sealed

in the same way as I received them from
you,&quot;

De Symon and Forth

continued to examine the diamonds until finally Forth said to Levet,

&quot;There is a large stone wanting,&quot; and threatened to have him hanged if

he did not deliver it up.
11

While this was going on Edward Allen stepped out into the gallery and

called an inn servant to send at once for a constable. He also ordered the

servant to remove the knives and forks from the table in the thieves room
so that they could not be used as weapons if the men attempted to resist

arrest. Not long afterwards, Stephen Clark, one of the city marshals, ar

rived with three constables, and Levet, Jacob, and Abrahams were put
into custody. Harris, however, broke away into the gallery. Allen seized

him by his neck cloth and was dragged several steps down the gallery
stairs until the material gave way, allowing Harris to escape into the inn

yard. Allen raised a shout of
&quot;stop

thief!&quot; and the bystanders in the yard

gave chase until Harris was caught and brought back.12

The next step was to take the thieves before the lord mayor, but be

fore doing this the jewels that had been in Jacob s handkerchief were
made into a parcel and sealed with the seals of Forth, De Symon, Allen,
and Levet. Forth had managed to convince Levet that if his seal were on
the parcels his claim to ownership was admitted and there was thus no
reason why he should retain the 1,500 De Symon had paid him. In

point of fact, the jewels Levet had first sold to the jeweler, the only ones

that had been paid for, had not been sealed with Levet s seal at all, but
with those of De Symon, Allen, and Scott, the notary. But Levet was
not in a position to argue, and he consented to hand over to De Symon
a canvas bag containing 1,499 in gold, for which the banknotes had
been exchanged.

In the meantime Simon had also been rounded up. He had waited for

some hours in Lyon De Symon s kitchen for his &quot;master&quot; to finish his

business. When he heard the front door shut when the party set out for
the Cross Keys, he asked the maid what his master was doing. She told

him that Levet had gone out with De Symon and left orders for Simon
to wait until he returned. Simon was suspicious and tried to leave, only
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to find the doors locked. He was therefore forced to wait until De Symon
returned and told him he could go and that he would find his master

at the Cross Keys Inn.
&quot;But,&quot;

stated Simon, &quot;upon Lyon De Symon open

ing the door of his house to let me out, I was taken into custody by some

person De Symon had planted at the outside of the door.&quot;
13 He was

taken to the Mansion House with the rest of his associates.

Before the lord mayor, Forth was once more brought up against what

he described as De Symon s timidity. Neither the jeweler nor his at

torney would make an affidavit as to the facts on which Levet and the

others could be committed to prison. Their refusal is not really as sur

prising as Forth seemed to find it. The prevailing view among lawyers

was that a person could not be prosecuted (or therefore properly ar

rested) for a theft committed in another country. De Symon as a jeweler

no doubt was often concerned with stolen property and probably knew

this, and even if he did not, he was being constantly advised by his at

torney. Allen is likely to have warned him that anyone who took steps

to apprehend or confine a person who had committed a theft abroad ran

a serious risk of being made liable in damages in an action for false

imprisonment brought by the thief. De Symon was determined to avoid

doing anything that would place him in such a position; he said that

Levet had confessed to Forth and it therefore seemed proper that Forth

should make the affidavit. So it was on affidavits made by Forth that

Levet and the other thieves were committed to prison pending further

examination.

They were sent to the two prisons that came under the jurisdiction of

the two sheriffs of the City of London. Harris, the English thief, went

to the Wood Street Compter under special guard. He realized that

Levet was going to throw all the blame on him and was prepared to

make a voluntary statement. He was guarded night and day by two men

at a cost of a little less than ^6, for which Mme. Du Barry was liable. The

other four men went to the Poultry Compter, the only prison which

had a separate ward for Jews.
14 Their board and lodging cost j8, and one

of the turnkeys received 10 guineas for watching them night and day.

The happenings of this eventful day were not yet over. At the Cross

Keys Inn the city marshal had the cinders and ashes from the grate in

the thieves room taken out and sifted, while Thomas Bradshaw, the

innkeeper, did a brisk trade serving food and drink to the constables,
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as well as to the prisoners awaiting their committal at the Mansion House.

He eventually produced a bill of almost ^18 which Mme. Du Barry

would have to pay.
15

The sifting of the ashes revealed several more diamonds (perhaps in

cluding the
&quot;large

stone&quot; Forth had said was missing), which were added

to the other packets of jewels and shown to the lord mayor but later

resealed. It was agreed by Forth, De Symon, and Allen that these packets

should be deposited in a safe place, and Forth s bank, Messrs. Ransom,

Morland, and Hammersley of 57, Pall Mall, seemed a suitable choice;

but when the three men arrived it was late at night and there was no

one on duty to take in a deposit of that kind. Forth offered to keep the

packet in an iron chest in his home for that night, issuing a receipt to

the other two men.16
They were to meet the following morning, February

1 1, at Manchester Square and return together to the bank.

Forth had hoped that as De Symon evidently did not want to take

an active part in the steps necessary to recover Mme. Du Barry s jewels

and return them to her, and had moreover recovered the ^1,500 his

main outlay he might now step aside and leave Forth to handle the

rest of the business alone. He asked his attorney, William Sleigh (who
was also the attorney for Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley s bank), to

be present when De Symon and Allen came on February n, and he sug

gested that it might be more convenient if the sealed packet remained in

his safe. De Symon and Allen could not agree to this; they might not

want to put themselves forward when it was a case of arresting the

suspected thieves, but they wanted to make sure that Mme. Du Barry

acknowledged an obligation to them, and they much preferred to de

posit the sealed packets in a bank. Accordingly, the next morning the

party, including Sleigh, went to Pall Mall. This time they were able to

hand over the packet to a clerk, Mr. Wilkinson, and Sleigh drafted a

form of triple receipt in which the bank undertook to hold the sealed

packet and not to release it without the separate written consents of

De Symon, Allen, and Forth. When this was satisfactorily accomplished,
Forth went home to write a long letter to Mme. Du Barry and her jeweler,

giving an account of the recovery of the jewels.
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athaniel Parker Perth s association with Mme. Du Barry was

a business one, but it profoundly affected the lives of both. Forth could

not have guessed this on February n, 1791. On the contrary, he might
well have congratulated himself on recognizing the jewels and arresting

the thieves. His letters to Mme. Du Barry and Rouen must have given

him a good deal of satisfaction. In them he described the arrest of the

thieves and the finding of the jewels, which he urged her to come to

England to identify, bringing with her the necessary papers and persons

to prove they were her property. He took advantage of his familiarity

with diplomatic channels to send these letters with the English ambas

sador s dispatches, and the letter to Mme. Du Barry reached Louveciennes

on February 15, by which time the English thief, Harris, had made a

voluntary statement before the lord mayor in Forth s presence, describ

ing how the theft had been planned and carried out. The following day

Harris asked to see Forth and gave him some supplementary details.
1

It was thus with a budget of encouraging information that Forth set

off, as he had suggested in his letter, to meet Mme. Du Barry at

Boulogne. He arrived on Thursday, February 17, to find her already there,

escorted by the Chevalier d Escourre and accompanied by her maid and

three menservants. Once again Forth told his story, including the informa

tion about Harris statement. He emphasized the &quot;disinterested declara

tion* made by De Symon that he wanted no reward for his part in dis

covering the jewels. He and Mme. Du Barry agreed that Rouen should be

asked to join his patroness in London, and the party stayed in Boulogne
81
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until the nineteenth to allow time to send a letter to this effect to the

jeweler.

Rumors were going round that more thefts were being planned, and

this time Mme. Du Barry took no chances about leaving Louveciennes un

guarded. Morin was instructed through the Comte de Juillac to redouble

precautions for watching the chateau by night. Juillac himself proposed to

stay there for a few nights, and &quot;if shooting is needed,&quot; he wrote to

Morin, &quot;I guarantee not to miss the thieves .... Madame la Comtesse

instructs you to tell the Swiss Guard not to move from his post, and to

tell those who are keeping watch to take the greatest care to see that

nothing occurs. You are to read them this instruction as from her.&quot;
2

On Sunday, February 20, Mme. Du Barry and her party reached Lon
don and found rooms at Grenier s Hotel in Jermyn Street. The proprietor

was a former chef to Philippe figalite, and it was perhaps to be expected

that Forth, with his Orleans connection, should have recommended this

hotel. It was in any case very much the resort of the French in London

and, in November 1789 during the early days of the exodus from France,

had been so full of emigres that one observer thought it looked more like

a hospital than a hotel. These poor wanderers had long since found shelter

elsewhere: Grenier s prices were too high for those at a loss to know how
to pay for board and lodging. Mme. Du Barry s situation was very dif

ferent; she was traveling in style and the expenses of this first journey
were to be paid for by the Due de Brissac, still reproaching himself for

causing his mistress absence form home on the night of the theft.

Throughout her stay Forth was kept extremely busy. Not only was it

necessary for him to keep abreast of the legal proceedings required before

the jewels could be returned to their rightful owner, but he also had tc

make appointments with Mme. Du Barry s legal advisers and translate

what they said and accompany her to the courts where her case was being
heard and make sure she understood the proceedings. Rouen, the jeweler
whose testimony was so vital, must also understand what was required oi

him and be ready to give evidence at the right time. And in the intervals

of all this legal business, Forth, in his capacity of interpreter, must accom

pany the countess on her shopping excursions, for she was taking ad

vantage of her stay in England to acquire several English specialities, in

eluding some new carriage horses. As De Symon s solicitor Allen testifiec

later, &quot;Jeanne Du Barry seemed wholly guided by ... Nathaniel Parkei

Forth.&quot;
3
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In his diary Forth briefly noted the early stages of Mme. Du Barry s

case. On February 21 he wrote, &quot;Dine Du Barry. Consultation at Bald

win s.&quot;

4
It was at Grenier s that they dined. (When on a later visit Forth

and his wife entertained Mme. Du Barry in Manchester Square, the oc

casion is specially noted in his diary.) Their consultation may have been

with William Baldwin, a very able counsel, who had advised the Prince

of Wales over the settlement of his debts. He was presumably asked for

advice on the best way of proceeding against the jewel thieves, as the legal

position was complicated because the theft had occurred outside the

country in which proceedings were to be taken.

Any English subject who considered himself wronged could lay a com

plaint with the master of the Crown Office, whose business it was to deal

with any &quot;gross
and notorious misdemeanours, riots, batteries, libels, and

other immoralities of an atrocious kind, not peculiarly tending to disturb

the government (for those are left to the care of the Attorney General) but

which, on account of their magnitude or pernicious example, deserve the

most public animadversion . . . .&quot;

5 Such a complaint was filed in the

Court of King s Bench, and a trial would be held before a petty jury of

the county where the offense was committed. But Louveciennes was not

situated in any English county. The lawyers had to look into their prece

dents and consider how to deal with a case of this kind.

&quot;Meeting at Ham&quot; reads Forth s entry for Tuesday, February 22. On
this date Mme. Du Barry, Rouen, Forth, De Symon, and Allen as

sembled at Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley s bank for a preliminary

inspection of the jewels. It was a crucial meeting, not only because it

would show whether the jewels really were those stolen from Louveciennes

and thereby provide the foundation for steps to restore them to their right

ful owner, but also because Forth and Mme. Du Barry based their future

conduct towards Lyon de Symon on the views he expressed on this occasion.

The party was received by Thomas Hammersley and shown into the

banker s private office, a comfortable room fitted with a Brussels carpet,
6

Maps of France and London decorated the walls and a fire was burning

in the grate. Mme. Du Barry was shown to a mahogany armchair with a

haircloth seat and, on the formal written requests of the three receipt

holders, the sealed parcel was produced. The seals were broken and the

jewels spread out on the green cloth cover of the banker s mahogany table,

whereupon Mme. Du Barry and Rouen, who had mounted and reset the

jewels several times, &quot;minutely inspected them and, by several marks well
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known to her and . . . Jean Joseph Andrew Rouen, recognized them to

be part of the diamonds and pearls which belonged to Jeanne Du Barry

and had been stolen from her house at Marly . . . and particularly rec

ognized the rings and gold toys, one of which toys, being a gold Etwee

case, has her arms engraved thereon . . . .&quot;

7

Everyone present was delighted and there were smiles and congratu

lations all round. Mme. Du Barry was full of gratitude to Lyon De Symon
and Edward Allen &quot;for their good offices and services in recovering the

diamonds. Lyon De Symon replied that he had done but his duty and

hoped that Nathaniel Parker Forth . . . would do him the justice to de

clare the motives by which he had been actuated throughout the business

and his expressions to him, and Forth repeated the declaration, which he

informed Madame Du Barry had been made by De Symon, that he would

not accept of any recompense or reward whatever from her, and only ex

pressed a wish that if she should buy diamonds or dispose of those so re

covered in London, he hoped she would employ him,&quot;
8
Nothing could

have been more amiable or more promising for the future.

Fortune still favored Mme. Du Barry when, two days later, on Thurs

day, February 24, a hearing took place before the lord mayor. As far as it

went, the hearing was satisfactory. Rouen identified the diamonds and

jewels, which had been brought from the bank. &quot;Part of his work had sur

vived,&quot; he explained in a statement, &quot;and this facilitated the identification

of the rest.&quot;
9 Mme. Du Barry next swore under oath that the jewels were

her property, and the thieves were examined as to how the diamonds had

come into their possession. Jean Baptiste Levet maintained that he had

bought them in the normal course of his trade as a jeweler, but he could

not prove that he had given any payment for them, apart from the 1,200

livres that he claimed to have made to Harris. Mme. Du Barry and Rouen
were asked if they recognized the thieves. Both said they had never seen

any of them before. On these various statements the court felt justified in

authorizing further proceedings. The thieves were committed to Newgate,

pending trial for felony in the King s Bench, and Mme. Du Barry was
bound over to prosecute them.

After the hearing, Mme. Du Barry and her party went on to dine with

the lord mayor. The chief guest would have had at least one subject in

common with her host a liking for pictures and a patronage of artists.

The lord mayor at this time was John Boydell, engraver and printer. He
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had established from nothing an export trade in English prints, estimated

to bring in ^200,000 a year. The export trade would later dwindle to noth

ing as a result of the revolutionary wars, and this, as well as the failure of

his ambitious plan to have Shakespeare s plays illustrated by all the best

living English artists, eventually ruined Boydell. But at this banquet

neither he nor Mme. Du Barry was unlucky enough to know what the

future held for them. The countess had good reason to be pleased with the

turn of events, and it was in a hopeful mood that a few days after Boy-

dell s banquet she left Dover for France, still accompanied by Forth.

The travelers arrived in Paris on March 4 and went to the Hotel de

Brissac. While they were in England events had occurred that gave warn

ing of trouble ahead: there had been serious disturbances over the oath of

loyalty the clergy now had to take to the new constitution; on February

24 (the day of the thieves examination in London) a mob had advanced

on the Tuileries to protest against the permission given to the king s old

aunts to leave France, and on February 28 a law had been passed making

emigration illegal. However, the significance of these happenings did not

at once disturb Mme. Du Barry s homecoming. She was delighted to be

home, and Brissac was delighted to have her there. He was also pleased

to think her jewels would soon be restored to her and grateful to Forth

for his part in the proceedings. Forth too was pleased with himself and

his reception by Brissac, but he was soon to experience a setback.

The main reason for the party s return to France at that time was to

follow up the information Harris had volunteered in his statement con

cerning his confederates in the Rue Jean Robert. He had made specific al

legations against Philippe Joseph, who, Harris said, had bought the can

dlesticks and other gold objects stolen from Louveciennes. He had also

given a full description of Joseph, mentioning especially a scar on his

head. Forth had brought with him a copy of Harris statement, which he

took to M. d Angremont of the Paris police at the hotel de ville. Acting

on this information, d Angremont had Joseph arrested and imprisoned in

the military prison of the Abbaye, where he was questioned by police of

ficials in Forth s presence. But Joseph denied that he had been in Paris at

the time of the theft. He was examined to see if his physical appearance

tallied with Harris* description, and it did with one awkward exception:

there was no visible scar on his head. Forth impatiently removed Joseph s

wig to make a further examination, but even this did not reveal any scar.
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Perth s action was most unwise, since it gave Joseph s lawyer the oppor

tunity o saying later that he was not an impartial witness: &quot;M. Faure (as

he called him) has shown himself too zealous.&quot;
10

A yet more serious doubt was to be thrown on Harris statement. Phi

lippe Joseph was able to prove from his passport and other documents that

he was in Maestricht on the date of the robbery. There was thus no

ground for keeping him in prison, and he was released after a detention

of seventeen days in the Abbaye. This was discouraging to Mme. Du

Barry and her supporters. It meant that Harris statement could not be

considered entirely trustworthy. &quot;Once a liar, always a
liar,&quot; as Joseph s

lawyer did not refrain from pointing out.

While Joseph was being questioned in Paris, Mme. Du Barry was en

joying a spell of peace in her beloved Louveciennes, although it was not

quite the happy place it had been. The Revolution was altering it, as it

was altering so much else, and the circle of friends and relatives was grad

ually dispersing. In March 1791 Boiss&on reached retiring age and was

promoted major general. He was considering leaving France to join his

old chief, the Prince de Conde, now engaged in raising an army outside

the borders of France. When he went, Marie de Boisseson and the chil

dren would go with him. Colonel Graillet was still with his family in Le

Potager and he too was contemplating emigration, but without his wife,

who still had to look after old M. Rangon de Monrabe. The Neuvilles

vvere living in Neuilly, but Mme. de la Neuville s admirer, Juillac, was
with his regiment at Falaise. The Hargicourts were at Bordeaux, where

Hargicourt himself would soon go into emigration. In spite of these

changes, Mme. Du Barry felt sufficiently hopeful for the future to visit

the warehouse of Messrs. Daguerre and Lignereux of 85 Rue St. Honore,
an establishment to which she already owed money, and buy a bronze

equestrian statue of Henri IV on an ebony stand decorated with ornaments
in gilded bronze, at a cost of 1,080 livres.11

Not long after she made this purchase, Mme. Du Barry again set out for

England escorted by the Chevalier d Escourre, Forth having gone on
ahead. She did not think that this time her business would delay her long.
Her passport from the municipality of Louveciennes was granted for three

weeks only, allowing ample time, as she and Forth supposed, for the prose
cution of the thieves and the return of the jewels. The party left Louve
ciennes on April 4 and arrived at Dover at midnight on April 7, after a
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rough and dangerous passage, which was only the first of a series of un

pleasant happenings.

During Mme. Du Barry s absence in France, Edward Allen, whom
Forth had asked to act as her attorney, had been taking counsel s opinion

as to how to proceed against the thieves. They were to come before the

sessions at the Old Bailey on April 19. So certain did the result seem to

be that a paragraph appeared in the London Chronicle announcing that

Mme. Du Barry would appear at the Sessions House the next day, &quot;and

the property found will then be produced at Court and delivered up to

her.&quot; The outcome was less satisfactory.

On April 19 the thieves duly appeared at the Old Bailey. It was found

that they could not be indicted, tried, or convicted in England for a felony

committed in France, and the prosecution was relinquished, much to

Mme. Du Barry s disappointment; she must reconcile herself to being un

able to bring her coquins de voleurs to justice and concentrate on recovering

her jewels. Soon afterward the gang except for Harris, who had admitted

to theft and against whom some action could be taken were released

from Newgate.
12

Levet and his associates had not wasted their time in jail.
It might have

been supposed that they would immediately return to France and dis

appear from sight, but this was not at all what Levet had in mind.

Nothing had been proved against him and he was still posing as an

honest trader who had bought jewels in the open market knowing nothing

of their origins. De Symon had wrongfully dispossessed him of this pur

chase and he had been falsely imprisoned in the bargain. He was de

termined to make all he could of this situation and he had found people

to advise him how to do so. Possibly he had made his contacts in the

Jewish ward of the Wood Street prison, or perhaps he took the advice of

lawyers provided for his defense in the prosecution for felony. He may

even have been well aware of his position from the start, and come to

England in the certainty that he could not be convicted there. He now

prepared to start proceedings on his own account. He planned to bring one

action against De Symon in the Court of Common Pleas at Westminster

to compel payment of the
; 1,550 the jeweler had offered for the first

parcel of jewels, and a second action in the same court to recover the

jewels. He proposed to follow these actions by a third against De Symon,

Forth, and Allen for false imprisonment.
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It would be interesting to know who was to pay for these legal pro

ceedings. Mme. Du Barry was eventually asked to settle an enormous bill

for legal expenses, but Levet had arrived in England with no connections

except those Harris could find and no money apart from what he could

obtain by selling the stolen jewels, in spite of which he was preparing to

embark on an expensive course of litigation. His lawyers may have been

prepared to support him on the chance that they would make something
out of their client and his affairs. This is the most likely explanation, but

there is another. The gang members were undoubtedly professional crimi

nals with a wide knowledge of ways and means, and they also had inter

national connections; their activities in France were conceivably only part

of a widespread criminal organization with headquarters in such centers

of the jewel trade as Amsterdam or Frankfurt, and such an organization

might have been able to arrange legal aid for its members if they got into

difficulties in London. Arrangements of this kind were not unknown. In

August 1792 a convict was respited from Newgate for fourteen days

&quot;upon his promise to discover about 40 notorious offenders who had been

at times connected with him in robberies of every description, and like

wise to make known the houses they were used to meet at, and at which
houses a fund was subscribed by each member, for the purposes of defray

ing the expenses attending the prosecution, as well as a compromise of

the offenses they committed.&quot;
13 Levet s resources may be a matter of

speculation, but it is certain that he and his associates found lawyers and
counsel to handle their case, as well as interpreters to translate their state

ments in French or Hebrew into English. For all these services payment
must somehow have been made.

Levet s intentions were evidently known to De Symon and Allen even

before the proceedings at the Old Bailey. On April 16 Forth met Edward
Allen at Allen s chambers in Clifford s Inn and proposed that they go with
De Symon to Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley to sign the necessary
orders for the delivery of the jewels to their owner. To Forth s conster

nation, Allen refused to do this. Instead he handed Forth a paper asking,
on behalf of his client, for an indemnity against any actions the thieves

might bring and also claiming a reward of ,2,000, the 2,000 louis

mentioned by Mme. Du Barry s advertisement. Hitherto Lyon De Symon
had denied any intention of claiming any reward, but when Forth re

minded Allen of these frequent denials and said &quot;he was sure Lyon De
Symon would not claim any such reward and that De Symon had told



Mme. Du Barry in ijjo, aged twenty-seven. Portrait by F. H. Drouats.



Recumbent figure modeled by Mme. Tussaud. It is almost certainly based on a wcu

portrait of Mme. Du Barry, made in ijjo by Curtius, Mme. Tussaud s uncle.



Louveciennes and its surroundings, etching by Nicolas Perelle. The Chateau (bac\-

ground, center) is shown as it was in the seventeenth century before the alterations

made by Mme. Du Barry. Behind it, to the left, are the milage and church of

Louveciennes, and in the background is the aqueduct of Marly. The &quot;Machine de

Marly&quot; is in the foreground.



The Chateau of Louvedennes, from the southeast, showing the windows of Mme.

Du Barry s rooms on the first floor. The building to the left contained the BoissSsonS

rooms later occupied by Grieve.



Vicomtesse Adolphe Du Barry, c. 1773, after a miniature by F. H. Drouais.



Rose Bertin, c. 7775. Engraving by F. Janinet after a portrait by L. R. Trinquesse.
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A &quot;vis-a-vis&quot; portrait of General Richard Smith from &quot;Town & Country&quot; magazine,

1776. Smith, called &quot;Sir Matthew Mite&quot; from a character in a comedy by Foote, is

shown with Mrs, Armistead, later the wife of Charles James Fox.



Mme. Du Barry in 1789, aged forty-six, by Mme. Vigee-Lebrun. Painted at Louvt

ciennes, this portrait, now in the Musee Lambinet, Versailles, was bequeathed b

Charles Vatel, who inherited the property of Mme. Du Barry s cousins.



The Marquise de Boisseson, c. 1790. This miniature, preserved by her descendants,

traditionally represents Marie de Boisseson, the cousin of Mme. Du Barry.



Louis Hercule Timoleon de Cosse, Due de Brissac, aged fifty-seven, by H.P

Danloux, ijgi. This portrait, now in the Musee Lambinet, Versailles, may ham

belonged to Mme. Du Barry. It was bequeathed by Charles Vatel.



Fouquier-Tinville, modeled after death by Mme. Tussaud, 7793.
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A

CATALOGUE

A most Capital and superb Assemblage of Valuable

JEWELS,
Of most singular EXCEJLLEHGB, BEAUTY^ and PERFECTION,

THE

Madame La COMTESSE DUBARRY,
DECEASED,

WHICH (BY ORDER OF THE ADMINISTRATOR.)

Will bet peremtoriiy Sold iy Amtwn

By Mr. CHRISTIE,
At his Great Room in Pall M^tt,

On THURSDAY, FEBRUARY the 19% 1795,

at

To fe VIewd Two- Dstjs pccce^o^; t^e Sdb; wfceft Catalogues n*a| be bdl at tfe
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Title page of Christie s catalog advertising the sale of Mme Du Barry s jewels

in 7795.



Jewel coffer on stand by Martin Carlin probably belonged to Mme. Du Barry. It

was made of oa\ with veneers of tulip and marquetry woods and decorated with

green-bordered Sevres porcelain plaques.
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An exact reconstruction, in paste, of the famous &quot;Queen s Necfyace,&quot; with which

Marie Antoinette was to be so unluckily involved. It was designed and created in

the year ij8o by Paul Baszange, jeweler to the Crown of France, and sold by his

firm for 1,600,000 livres to Prince Louis, Cardinal de Rohan, in 1785, The Queen s

Necklace comprised a number of the fabulous diamonds of an earlier necklace which

Louis XV intended to offer to Mme. Du Barry in 1774. But the fyng died before the

transaction was completed and she never possessed it.



Longitudinal section of the Hotel des Affaires Etrangeres et de la Marine, Versailles,

from an engraving by Ingouf.
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Forth so,&quot;
Allen replied, &quot;I don t know, I don t know; I won t take upon

me to say anything.&quot;
14 There was little Forth could do except arrange a

meeting with De Symon himself and return to tell the bad news to Mme.
Du Barry.

The threat of legal action by the thieves might well worry De Symon,
and Mme. Du Barry and Forth understood this; what they could not un

derstand was that after all his protestations of disinterested action, the

jeweler really intended to claim a reward. Forth thought De Symon had

been persuaded into doing so by Allen, between whom and Forth there

was a certain antipathy Allen the prudent lawyer anxious to keep his

client out of a scrape, and Forth the man to whom scrapes were the spice

of life. Accordingly, in agreement with Mme. Du Barry, Forth proposed to

sound De Symon and make sure what he really intended. The three men
met at Allen s chambers in Clifford s Inn on April 18, but to Perth s great

disappointment he found De Symon as determined to claim the reward

as his attorney could wish. The jeweler told Forth, &quot;with great warmth,&quot;

according to Edward Allen s account of the interview, that he was mis

taken in thinking he never meant to claim any reward &quot;he had never

said or meant to say any such
thing.&quot;

At this Forth lost his temper and

exclaimed, &quot;Well, well, your word is as good as mine, then you did not

say so .... But if there is any reward due, you are not entitled to the

whole of it; I am intitled to a share, Mr. Allen is intitled to a share

. . . .&quot;

15 Allen replied he did not intend to claim any reward, as he

thought De Symon should have it all, but if Forth intended to make a

claim, then Allen would also ask for a share &quot;to prevent Forth having a

greater part .... Thereupon Forth turned the conversation to indifferent

subjects and soon afterwards took his leave . . . and insisted on shaking

hands at parting, as well with Lyon De Symon as Allen . . . .&quot;

16

It is to be noted that at this discussion only the reward of 2,000 louis was

discussed: no one had yet mentioned &quot;a fair recompense proportionate to

the articles restored.&quot; Even so, the situation was sufficiently unsatisfactory

for Mme. Du Barry to be extremely angry with Forth when he told her

of the unsuccessful outcome of his interview with the jeweler and his

lawyer and said some harsh things to him. As a result on the evening

of April 1 8 he wrote a very curt note to Allen:

Mr. Perth s compliments to Mr. Allen. He has seen the Comtesse

Du Barry, who appeared to be much surprised at the necessity there

was of indemnifying anyone against a prosecution for what she
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calls a simple act of justice, and requested to be excused from giv

ing any answer until she had consulted her Ambassador and taken

the legal opinion of those persons whom he should recommend.

From what has passed, Mr. Forth is determined to give her no ad

vice whatsoever.17

By the following morning Mme. Du Barry was less angry. One result of

the disagreement with Allen was that he could no longer be relied on to

represent her legal interests and she must find another lawyer. She may
have consulted the French embassy, although it is unlikely the ambassador

would have wished to involve himself in her affairs, particularly when

they were being handled by the notorious Mr. Forth. She did however

consult someone, whose name Forth says he did not know, &quot;a gentleman

whom Mme. Du Barry understood or believed to be learned in the law.&quot;
18

She also made her peace with Forth, showed him the opinion of the un

known gentleman, and agreed to employ Forth s attorney, William Sleigh.

The outcome of her activities was a much more temperate letter to Ed
ward Allen:

My advice is that the diamonds etc. belonging to the Countess

Du Barry should be immediately delivered to her hands by Messrs.

Forth, Allen and De Symon, without exacting any preliminary agree

ment as to indemnity, reward or other matter, that on the contrary

everything should be left at the will and disposition of the Count

ess, and that she should be entirely at liberty, both as to the mode
of indemnifying all the parties concerned, as well as the manner she

may chuse of acknowledging the obligations she feels she is under

to those who have so essentially served her. In case of the above

advice being rejected, the Countess ought to let the Law take its

course, as recommended last night, and should no longer interfere

directly or indirectly.

N.B. The above is advice as equally honourable and advantageous
to all parties. Mr. Forth hands over this paper to Mr. Allen without

any remark, comment, advice or innuendo whatever, but coincides

in the advice.19

This note, with a copy of the unidentified gentleman s opinion, was
handed to Allen the day it was written, but it did not have the effect

Mme. Du Barry and Forth had hoped. For some reason Allen and his

client were convinced that the opinion had either been given by Forth or

by &quot;some other unlearned or improper person employed by Jeanne Du
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Barry to give such particular advice . . . .&quot; Their suspicions increased

when Forth would not give the author s name, and they refused to re

linquish their claim to an indemnity and the reward of 2,000 louis.

Madame Du Barry made one last effort to convince Lyon De Symon
that she did not intend him or any of those who had helped her to lose

by their action. She asked Messrs. Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley to

advance her ^2,000 on the security of the jewels, which she undertook

not to remove from their keeping until she had repaid this sum with in

terest. The ; 2,000 was to be placed to the joint credit and account of De

Symon, Edward Allen, and Forth, the three possible candidates for the re

ward, and to that of William Sleigh. The letter making this arrangement
was written on April 27, and at the same time she wrote to Sleigh:

Sir, In consequence of Mr. De Symon having demanded a reward of

^2000 to be paid to himself for the recovery of such of my Diamonds

stolen from me as have been placed under the care of Messrs.

Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley, Bankers, in Pall Mall, by Na
thaniel Parker Forth Esq., Mr. Lyon De Symon and Mr. Allen

and yourself as my solicitor, to answer the payment of such a re

ward for the restitution of all my Diamonds, pictures and other

things, which were stolen from me, my inducement for depositing

this 2000 for the above purpose is to prevent any of those Gentle

men from making an excuse for detaining my Diamonds until an

adequate reward has been paid for restoring them, and therefore

at the time you demand my Diamonds of them, you will please to

inform them that I have so deposited ^2000 to answer such a reward

as any of them may be entitled to.

I am, etc, La Comtesse Du Barry.
20

This arrangement was explained by Sleigh to De Symon, Allen, and

Forth, but only Forth wrote on the back of his receipt from Ransom,

Morland, and Hammersley that he was &quot;ready
and willing&quot;

to meet the

other two at the bank and deliver up the parcel at any time. The other

two refused to move. This meant that both sides had taken up positions

that could only be altered by a decision of a court of law. There were two

main issues: the recovery of her jewels by Mme. Du Barry, and De

Symon s claim to an indemity and a reward. Before anything could be

done about either question, the ownership of the jewels had to be decided.

Mme, Du Barry had made out a prima facie claim to ownership before

the lord mayor, but that was in criminal proceedings. If she required an
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order for delivery of the jewels, she must obtain this from a civil court,

which would investigate the whole matter from the beginning. Hers was

a simple common law claim that could be brought in a common law

court such as the King s Bench.

De Symon s position was more complicated. He had alternative claims:

either the jewels belonged to Mme. Du Barry, in which case she owed him
a reward, or the jewels belonged to Levet, who had lawfully sold some of

them to De Symon. Mme. Du Barry and Levet would have to settle the

point of ownership between themselves by a lawsuit, in legal language an

interpleader. If Levet was found to be the owner of the jewels, De Symon s

claim then involved a specific performance of contract, the actual delivery

of the diamonds against payment of the purchase price. Relief of the kind

sought by De Symon could be obtained only in the Court of Chancery, the

court evolved by successive lord chancelors to meet the needs of a more

organized, and more commercial, society than that for which common
law remedies sufficed.

But a last attempt was made to reach a settlement out of court. Sleigh
had consulted a &quot;Mr. Erskine,&quot; who was in all probability Thomas

Erskine, once a protege of Lord Mansfield and now an able if conceited

lawyer and a friend of the Prince of Wales. Erskine called for a conference

in his chambers, where Allen attended on De Symon s behalf and pro
duced an opinion by his client s counsel in favor of De Symon s claim to

both indemnity and reward. Erskine read this and gave Allen the im

pression that he agreed with it, sending the solicitor away in the belief

that Erskine s next step would be to advise Mme. Du Barry to meet De
Symon s claim. Evidently Erskine was not convinced; an action in the

Court of King s Bench was commenced on behalf of Mme. Du Barry, no
doubt on his advice.

In this action, technically known as
&quot;trover,&quot; De Symon, Allen, Forth,

and the thieves were all made defendants on the grounds that they were

wrongfully detaining Mme. Du Barry s property. Levet and his associates

could not be put on trial for a theft committed outside England, but they
could be brought to court for converting someone else s property to their

own use. De Symon, Allen, and Forth were also made parties because they
had placed the jewels in Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley s bank, and
the receipt had been issued to them. The circumstances were set out in the

declaration, a written statement setting out the misappropriation of the

goods, preceded by the fictitious loss and discovery that the law required.
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The defendants were not allowed to contest the loss or discovery. Accord

ing to the declaration, on February 24, the date of the hearing in the lord

mayor s court,

to wit at London ... in the Parish of St. Mary le Bow in the Ward
of Cheap . . . Jeanne Du Barry was possessed of a certain parcel

of diamonds and pearls ... of the value of 100,000 of lawful

money of Great Britain as of her own goods and chattels, and being

so thereof possessed . . . casually lost the same . . . out of her own
hands and possession, which said goods and chattels afterwards

came to the hands and possession of Jean Baptiste Levet, who found

the same . . . .[He] knowing the said goods and chattels ... of

right to belong and appertain to Jeanne Du Barry, but contriving

and fraudulently intending craftily and subtilly to deceive and de

fraud her . . . hath not as yet delivered the same goods and chat

tels or any part thereof to the said Jeanne Du Barry, although

often requested so to do, but ... on the 25th day of February . . .

converted and disposed of the said goods and chattels to his own use

to the damage to the said Jeanne Du Barry of 100,000 . . . .
S1

Some weeks had passed during all these discussions and it was now

mid-May. The action for trover was put down for hearing in the following

legal term of Trinity. It was unlikely to be reached in the three weeks a

term lasted in those days, but a case could be heard out of term under a

commission of nisi prius. While waiting to know when her case would

be heard Mme. Du Barry returned to France, where she was needed at

home. She left London for Louveciennes on May 18, but on May 23 she

received an urgent summons from Forth to return to London. De Symon
was bringing a suit against her in the Court of Chancery and she must

hurry back to make her answer to his bill of complaint.

She made sure her passports were in order, as she had to avoid any

suspicion that she was emigrating, for that would have rendered her prop

erty liable to confiscation. Since she expected to stay in London quite a

while, she asked Forth to find her a house. Her irritation with him had

not lasted long and she was relying on him as much as ever. She gave him

a ring in recognition of his services and she even had a nickname for

him, Fortune. He on his side was eager to help in any way he could, and

on May 27, the day following her arrival in London, with the speed that

once prompted Lord Mansfield to say that Mercury was a sluggard compared

with Forth, he had rented for her a suitable residence in Margaret Street,
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off Portland Place. On May 28 he noted in his diary, &quot;See D. B. Fix her in

her house.&quot; The next evening she dined with Forth and his wife in Man
chester Square, undoubtedly an occasion for using the Sevres dinner

service which had been given to Mrs. Forth by the Due d Orleans.

Although Mme. Du Barry was in England mainly to settle legal busi

ness, this did not occupy all her time, and now that she had a house of

her own she was able to receive visits as well as pay them. She bought a

Peerage, which would be useful if she were to lead a social life, and did

indeed appear at several of the parties that season. She was seen at the

Duke of Queensberry s at Richmond when the Prince of Wales dined

there, and at Mrs. Hobart s villa at Sans Souci. This lady, who later be

came Countess of Buckinghamshire, was a link with the Vicomte Adolphe
Du Barry and his gambling acquaintances. She had been nicknamed &quot;one

of Faro s daughters&quot; because of her love of play; like Adolphe she gambled
at Spa, and like him she ran a gaming house. This was frequented by

many of the French emigres, a fact for which London society blamed her,

thinking her wrong to encourage people without funds to hazard their

small remaining fortunes on play. Mme. Du Barry met many old ac

quaintances at her house, as well as at the Piccadilly mansion of Mme.
de Calonne, the wife of the former French comptroller general of finance.

Calonne himself was at this time handling the financial affairs of the ex

iled Bourbon princes, Provence and Artois, and was an object of deep

suspicion to all those who favored the revolution in France. Madame Du
Barry s visits to his wife were later to be interpreted as evidence that she

was involved with plots for a counterrevolution.

Actually, there is very little likelihood that during this visit to London
Mme. Du Barry was concerned with anything except the recovery of her

property. In any case her sympathies were not with the ultraroyalists who
surrounded the Comte de Provence and the Comte d Artois, but with

Louis XVI and his queen. Their position had not yet been endangered by
their attempt to leave France and their humiliating return from Va-

rennes, and it was therefore still possible to contemplate the survival of the

monarchy. If she was to be seen in the company of her compatriots it

was surely for the relief they gave her from the long and complicated legal

discussions in which she was constantly engaged discussions moreover

that were carried on in unfamiliar terms and in a foreign language.
As soon as she was installed in Margaret Street, she and Forth had to

discuss with her advisers what steps were necessary in connection with
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Lyon De Symon s chancery case, the grounds for which were set out in

a long bill of complaint, the customary first step in any chancery proceed

ings. Mme. Du Barry, Forth, and all the others a total of ten persons

who had some kind of interest in the stolen jewels were made respondents,

or defendants.

The bill related how the jewels were recovered, showed the respective

interests of each defendant in the jewels, gave the reasons why De Symon

thought himself entitled to an indemnity against any legal action Levet

or Mme. Du Barry might take against him, and the grounds on which he

claimed a reward of 2,000 louis and a new demand a fair recompense

&quot;proportionate to the objects restored.&quot; He alleged that he had been &quot;the

first person to give effectual information or first use effectual endeavours

for the recovery of the
jewels.&quot; The defendants Forth and Allen had both

helped, but it was De Symon s contention that both had been acting as

agents the former for Mme. Du Barry and the latter as the complainant s

own attorney and that if this were so, neither was entitled to any part

of the reward. The defendant Levet must justify his assertion that the

jewels were his property; if they were, De Symon would have to pay him

^1,550 for the first parcel of jewels and restore those he had not paid for.

The other four thieves had been included in the list of defendants in case

they claimed any interest in the jewels, and so had the bankers William

Morland and Thomas Hammersley, to prevent them handing over the

jewels to Mme. Du Barry before all the various claims were settled. Here,

as in the action for trover, the fundamental question was the ownership of

the jewels. De Symon s bill recognized that all the defendants must &quot;inter-

plead and settle their respective claims&quot; before his demands could be satis

fied. He also asked that until this case was concluded, actions in all other

courts should be stayed by an injunction of the chancery court. The date

of the bill was May 24, 1791.

It was now the business of the defendants to produce written answers

to the complainant s allegations. On June 5 Forth read to Mme. Du Barry

a French translation of De Symon s bill, but neither her answer nor those

of the other parties were ready at once. The beginning of June was taken

up with formal proceedings, petitions for extension of time, and for per

mission to enable Mme. Du Barry to swear her answer in French (a notary

public supplying a translation). Lyon De Symon applied for and was

granted an injunction to stay all proceedings by any of the defendants in

any other courts, although they could if they wished make a plea to con-
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tinue the proceedings.
22

By the second week in July all the defendants ex

cept Edward Allen had produced their answers. Those of Levet and the

other thieves, except Joseph Harris, were sworn through a Jewish inter

preter, Moses Mendex, and Jacob and Abrahams signed their names in

the Hebrew script. These two, together with Simon, disclaimed any share

in the jewels and from that moment were of little interest to any parties to

the suit.

There is no need to dwell on the details of the different answers, which

have already been used to make a continuous narrative of the events that

led to the arrest of the thieves and the deposit of the jewels in Ransom,

Morland, and Hammersley s bank. It is sufficient to say that Mme. Du

Barry admitted the publication of the advertisement promising a reward,

but insisted that she had had no intention of offering a sum of 2,000 louis

as well as a recompense proportionate to the value of the jewels returned.

Forth denied that he had ever been employed as Mme, Du Barry s agent,

gave a full description of the efforts he had made to bring the thieves to

justice, and put forward his claim to the reward, if the court decided a re

ward was to be paid. William Morland and Thomas Hammersley described

the deposit of the jewels, denied any claim to them, and declared them

selves ready to deliver them to whomsoever the court should direct, after

payment of their costs. Levet stood by his claim to have acquired the

jewels by lawful means.

It remained for the lord chancelor to make his decision. This he did by

an order made at a sitting of the court on June 30 in the presence of the

solicitor general, Sir John Scott (later Lord Eldon), for Lyon De Symon,
and the attorney general for Mme. Du Barry. Before anything could be

settled with regard to De Symon s claim to a reward, it must be decided

who owned the jewels. In the lord chancelor s view this could best be

done by continuing the action for trover in the Court of King s Bench.

Mme. Du Barry was therefore permitted to enter a plea to proceed with

the case out of term, and to make the issue even clearer, the sole defendant

should be Levet; the names of De Symon, Forth, and Allen would be omit

ted as defendants. Meanwhile Levet was to be restrained from bringing his

proposed actions against De Symon, Forth, and Allen in the Court of

Common Pleas.23

On Wednesday, July 27, the case came before Lord Kenyon and a jury

composed of London citizens. Mr. Garrow, Mme. Du Barry s counsel, tried

to incriminate Levet by using the evidence of the interpreter who had
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translated the conversations between Levet and his attorney, Mr. Crossley,

before the proceedings in the Old Bailey. The interpreter was to be asked

to prove that Levet had admitted to Crossley that he had stolen Mme.

Du Barry s jewels, and had no property in them. Levet s counsel argued

that these conversations had taken place in confidence, and an interpreter

could no more break confidence with his client than a lawyer, Mr. Gar-

row argued that the confidence was merely as it respected the trial at the

Old Bailey. Lord Kenyon, although admitting to some doubt on the

matter, upheld Levet s counsel, asserting that &quot;the relation between at

torney and client was as old as the law itself, and that when, as in this

case, it was necessary to employ an interpreter, everything said before that

interpreter was also in confidence, the interpreter being merely the organ

through which the prisoner conveyed information to his attorney. It was

immaterial whether the cause for the defense of which the conversation

passed was at an end or not, it ought equally to remain locked up in the

bosom of those to whom it was communicated.&quot; The interpreter was only

permitted to reveal any conversation he had had with Levet in the absence

of Crossley. When this point of law had been argued and the other wit

nesses heard, the jury found in favor of Mme. Du Barry. They awarded

costs of ^331 against Levet,
24

So far, so good: the jewels were now recognized to be her property, but

this judgment had still to be entered in the records of the court, and this

could only be done in term time. The long vacation was about to begin,

and Michaelmas term was three months away. It also remained to settle

what, if anything, was due to Lyon De Symon. Mme. Du Barry wanted

this decided as soon as possible. On July 28 she petitioned the lord chan-

celor to continue the case in the chancery court, but although it was set

down for hearing, the case was not reached before the long vacation, and

Mme. Du Barry returned to France on August 22, still without her jewels.



VIII

The

Search

for

^Accomplices

ten o clock on August 25, 1791, Mme. Du Barry, escorted

as usual by Forth, arrived in Paris. Louis XVI still nominally reigned as a

constitutional monarch, but in June he had been caught at Varennes as

he attempted to leave France with the queen and his children, and there

were now few of his ministers or the National Assembly, with which

power really lay, who believed he would ever make any real effort to act

as if he were bound by anything but his own good pleasure. The fact that

he had been ready to leave France convinced many that he and still more
the queen would have been prepared to return with the help of foreign

armies. This conviction was strengthened by the declaration made at Pill-

nitz by the Austrian emperor and the King of Prussia on August 27 that

they would, in certain circumstances, intervene with force of arms on be

half of their brother monarch. An invasion of France became almost a

certainty.

In time all these outside happenings would have their effect on Mme.
Du Barry but for the moment she was concerned with other things. While
she was away the French police had been doing their best to discover who
were the thieves accomplices. In May they were hopeful that they had suc

ceeded. At that time suspicions once again centered on the Rue Jean Robert.

When Philippe Joseph managed to prove his absence from France at the

time of the theft, his danger seemed to be over. He had in any case been

released from the Abbaye prison and returned home. Perhaps he did not

feel altogether safe, for after a few weeks he began to make preparations

98
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to leave France. Unluckily for him he had roused the enmity of his errand

boy, Moyse, who showed altogether too much curiosity about his master s

mysterious visitors. Moyse may even have tried to blackmail the Josephs.

For one reason or another he was dismissed, taking with him a fine carp,

ordered in Sipora Joseph s name from her usual fishwife in the market in

the Rue de Gravilliers, and twelve sous, collected from a wine merchant

who owed this sum to Philippe Joseph. After that Moyse waited for a

suitable chance to take revenge. The time came when he heard that his

former master was leaving France for Germany.
1

On Saturday, April 30, he went to the office of the commissary of police

for the Bibliotheque section of Paris, M. Joigny, and volunteered to make
a statement. He had, he said, been informed that M. Joigny was in charge
of the investigations into the theft of Mme. Du Barry s jewels, and also he

knew the names of the thieves who had been arrested for this crime in

London. He had some information that might be helpful in connection

with this case; indeed, he felt it was his duty to supply it. He went on to

describe the visits of Harris and the other thieves to his master s house

during his master s absence, what he had seen of the events on the evening

of January 10, and the reappearance of the men the following day. He
mentioned the later occasions when he had seen the alleged thieves at the

Rue Jean Robert, and Sipora Joseph s suspiciously favorable treatment of

Harris, whom earlier she had forbidden to eat in her house again. Moyse
also recalled how he had remarked on this latter circumstance to his crony

Anspach. A few days later, on May 4, Anspach himself came to make a

statement, confirming his conversation with Moyse and adding that he

had himself seen Harris, Simon, Jacob, and Abrahams he did not mention

Levet at the Rue Jean Robert before Philippe Joseph left for Holland.

Anspach also related how he had sold some silk stockings to Harris, and

Sipora had guaranteed that he would be paid.

It was not long before Sipora Joseph heard that Moyse and Anspach had

been making statements to the police, and she became alarmed. She had

been sending letters to her husband in Germany through a schoolmaster

named Abraham Prusse, who was supposed to be teaching Cain, the Jo

sephs adopted son, to write. But she thought the time had now come when

it would be prudent to leave the country herself and take her maid, Godel,

with her. Rumors that she was getting ready to flee came to Commissioner

Joigny, who immediately got in touch with the Due de Brissac. The duke

sent his secretary, Ricadat, to the commissioner s office with a request, on
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Mme. Du Barry s behalf, for the arrest of Sipora and Godel. Permission

was given and, that very day, May 10, the two women were imprisoned in

the Abbaye while a search was conducted in their lodgings. The police

found Cain in bed in a back room but discovered nothing else of interest,

and left after a locksmith had been called in to fix a padlock to the door.

On May 12 and 13 Sipora and her maid were questioned about their

acquaintance with the thieves, and Harris in particular. They were ex

amined through an interpreter in the jailkeeper s sitting room, since the

law required such examinations to take place outside the prison. Neither

woman gave anything away, and Sipora gave so many different accounts of

her acquaintance with Harris, whom she insisted she knew only by the

name of Abrahams, that it was hard to know what was the truth. No

progress had been made when, on the the morning of May 17, the police

of the Gravilliers section reported that someone had broken into 10 Rue

Jean Robert the previous night. Sipora and Godel were taken at once

from the Abbaye, across the Seine, and back to the Rue Jean Robert, to say

what, if anything, was missing. Both affirmed that everything was as they

had left it.

The police presumably thought this was what they might be expected to

say, so in the afternoon they arranged for the rooms to be thoroughly

searched, in the presence of a lawyer and two local inhabitants. A chim

neysweep was also called in to examine the chimney of the stove, and it

was he who found a package wrapped in green cloth and tied up with

string, hanging up the chimney. Sipora admitted that she recognized it;

when her husband left France, she said, he feared that enemies might steal

his fortune and therefore, sixteen days ago, she had put 25,000 livres in

assignats
* in a tin box, wrapped it up, and concealed it where it had just

been discovered. When the police opened the package, they found, as

Sipora had said, a tin box full of assignats and a promissory note, dated

April 19, 1790, worth 1,000 livres. The total value was 1,000 livres less than

Sipora had said it would be, but when this was put to her, she said she

had forgotten the exact sum. The police took charge of the package and its

contents, sealing it all with tape marked with Hebrew characters; the lock

smith was called again, and Sipora and Godel were taken back to the

Abbaye.
2

*
Assignats were issued in France in December 1790 as interest-bearing bonds, realizable

(assignS) in national property. Later they were made legal tender, and were used
as paper money.
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Two days later something else happened to encourage the police to

believe that they were about to discover some significant fact. Prusse and

his wife sent their servant girl, Hannele, from their house in the Rue

Grenier St. Lazare with a meat stew for Sipora Joseph. When the jail-

keeper s maid took the stew out of the napkin in which it was wrapped
a cotton napkin marked with the letter P she noticed a strip of paper.

This was found to be a message written in Hebrew characters, which,

when translated, read: &quot;I wish you good day. Be of good cheer. I have

taken care of everything. You have good hope. Have a good appetite. Fare

well till this evening. If you want anything, you have only to let me
know. Farewell. Bear yourself well.&quot;

The next day, May 20, Sipora was questioned about the message, but

she explained it was part of the correspondence she had been carrying on

with her husband through Prusse. She said that although she could not

read or write, she could recognize certain Hebrew prayers and the charac

ters in which they were written. She was also asked about the 24,000 livres

found in the stove chimney. As usual, she had more than one explanation.

First she said the sum represented her husband s earnings, and that when

she had objected to his leaving France, he had hit her several times and

thrown the notes on the table and left in a hurry. Then she said her hus

band had won part of the money in the national lottery, part of it had

been acquired by selling and buying gold and silver lace, and part of it

was her own earnings from her eating house. She was asked if anyone

had ever offered to sell her husband a gold watch ornamented with dia

monds, but she denied this. When it came Godel s turn to be examined,

the police wanted to know why she had seemed struck with astonishment

and uttered an exclamation when she saw the chimney sweep removing the

stove chimney. She said she had not been in the least surprised. She

changed her ground as often as her mistress and her answers were as

little enlightening to the police.
3

The two women were kept in the Abbaye for another two weeks. During

that time other witnesses were questioned: the fishwife whom Moyse had

tricked into supplying a carp selected by her, she said, from the finest and

freshest on her stall and the wine merchant he had similarly deceived.

Both testified to the respectability and trustworthiness of Philippe Joseph

and his wife, but provided no other information of any importance. On

June 2 the police forwarded all the papers in the case to Versailles, where

the Tribunal Criminel was to hear Mme. Du Barry s case. It was to attend
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this court that she returned from England on May 21, but when she heard

that Lyon De Symon was bringing a suit against her in the chancery court

she had hurried back to London, and proceedings in France were post

poned for the time being. Sipora Joseph and Godel were provisionally set

free.

Understandably, the police of the Bibliotheque section let them go with

some reluctance. Sipora s explanation of the 24,000 livres was possibly

somewhere near the truth, but the attempt to break into the Rue Jean

Robert and the incident of the message in the stew remained suspicious.

The entry might have been an attempt by Moyse to take advantage of the

Josephs absence to see what he could find, but it is far more likely that

the whole business was organized by confederates of the Josephs, with the

object of removing incriminating evidence. If so, the attempt succeeded

and the message in the stew said as much &quot;I have taken care of every

thing.&quot; Nothing had been left in the house to connect the Josephs with

Mme. Du Barry s thieves, and the police could only hope- that something
would come to light later.

Police suspicions were not confiined to the Josephs. Badou, the Swiss

Guard, was also under suspicion. For a month after the theft he had

continued to do duty at the chateau (although his round had been

altered), but then came the arrest of the thieves in London and Harris

statement to the lord mayor. According to Harris, one of the factors that

gave him confidence when he agreed to join Levet in breaking into

Louveciennes was Levet s assurance that Mme. Du Barry s Swiss Guard
had been bribed and had undertaken to keep out of the way when he

heard a particular whistle.

When the household at Louveciennes learned what Harris had said,

several people began to remember things that had seemed suspicious
about Badou. He had been absent in Paris shortly before the theft; on
the crucial night he had failed to notice the ladder outside Mme. Du
Barry s window or hear the noise the thieves made breaking in; and

finally, his cousin also in the Swiss Guards was suddenly in possession
of sufficient money to purchase his discharge. A letter to Badou from his

cousin telling him this and asking him to pay a visit to Rueil was opened,

presumably by Mme. Du Barry s steward, and it was assumed that the

cousin s sudden riches derived from the thieves bribe to Badou. The
result was that both Badou and his cousin were arrested and detained at

the barracks at Rueil.4 When the cousin was found to have borrowed
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the discharge money from his colonel s servant, he was released, but Badou

was detained until Mme. Du Barry was able to return to France and

judicial proceedings could begin.

This time had now come. On August 26 Perth s entry in his diary read:

&quot;See Duke of Brissac. Arrive at Luciennes at
9.&quot;

Next day he wrote:

&quot;See Luciennes. D. Brissac and others dine,&quot; and the following day he

noted laconically: &quot;Id,
id.&quot;

5 On August 29 Forth was back in Paris,

staying at the H6tel de Modene in the Rue Jacob, not far from Brissac s

house in the Rue de Crenelle. His attendance would be required at the

tribunal, and he would also have to furnish copies of the relevant docu

ments from the proceedings in the English courts.

The Tribunal Criminel, which was to institute proceedings &quot;against
the

agents, criminals, accomplices and associates in a considerable theft of

jewels carried out at the house of Dame Du Barry in the village of

Louveciennes on the night of 11/12 [sic] January 1791,&quot;

6 was one of the

new courts established as a result of the legal reforms that were among
the earliest effects of the Revolution. Its president, M. La Salle, appointed

September 26 as the first day for inquiring into Mme. Du Barry s case.

On that day the tribunal assembled in a building in a cobbled passageway

leading off the market place at Versailles. The business at the opening

session was mainly formal; the public prosecutor established that there

was a case to answer and called for the production of the documents on

which the case was based, in particular the statement by Brigadier Campion
of the police patrol describing his visit to Louveciennes the morning after

the theft. First to be summoned was Mme. Du Barry. As it happened,

she was indisposed and confined to the house. She wrote to ask the

president to excuse her attendance at Versailles and inquired politely if

her deposition could be heard at Louveciennes, &quot;since it is as urgent as

it is important for me, Monsieur, to terminate this business, which the

various journeys I have been compelled to make to London have delayed

until the present . . . .&quot; It is a sign of the position Mme. Du Barry

still held in her own neighborhood that two days later the officials of the

tribunal did indeed come to Louveciennes, and the countess examination

under oath was carried out in her own drawing room.7

Summons also went to Forth at his lodgings in the Rue Jacob; to the

Chevalier d Escourre at the Hotel de Brissac; to Moyse and Anspach; and

to members of the household at Louveciennes: Denis Morin; Girardin,

the doorkeeper; and Begum, the farmhand who had first noticed the
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thieves ladder. On each summons the usher of the court noted the dis

tance he had had to travel and his expenses. The seven witnesses so sum

moned were examined on October 8 and 12 and, after hearing what they

had to say, the court issued warrants for the arrest of the five thieves,

Joseph Harris, Jean Baptiste Levet, Simon Joseph, Jacob Moyse, and

Joseph Abrahams, as well as Sipora Joseph and her maid, Godel. The

thieves were out of reach of the court, but Sipora and Godel were im

prisoned in the jail adjoining the courtroom. A few days later Badou

was brought from the barracks at Rueil, escorted by a corporal and four

grenadiers. For the benefit of Sipora and Godel, and any of the other

Jewish witnesses who did not speak French, the tribunal provided an

interpreter, a clerk from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by the name of

Pierre Jean Gaspard Melchior Balthazar Gaultier de la Peyronie.
8

After Mme. Du Barry, the next witness was Forth. He explained how
he had been brought into the case and described Harris voluntary state

ment incriminating Philippe Joseph. He went on to say that after he had

seen Philippe Joseph at the Abbaye in March and discovered he had

been out of France at the time of the theft, he had interviewed Harris

again. At the second interview Harris altered his account of what hap

pened after the theft and alleged that the gold objects had been sold,

not to Joseph, but to his wife, in the presence of her maid. Sipora and

Godel, when it came to their turn to be examined, made much of the

discrepancy between Harris two statements and poured scorn on anyone
who could believe such a liar to be a credible witness. Godel denied that

she had ever been present when her mistress bought any such objects

as Harris described: &quot;. . . he could say so in Hamburg, or anywhere in

the world, it would still be a lie.&quot; Sipora was asked about her acquaintance
with Harris and, as usual, made a number of contradictory statements.9

By this time the date was Tuesday, October 18, and Forth s presence
was needed in London for the beginning of the new legal term and the

next stage in Mme. Du Barry s dispute with Lyon De Symon. To meet

his convenience, the court gave permission to speed matters up and press

on with the examination of Badou, so that Forth, in accordance with

French procedure, could be confronted with all three of the suspected

accomplices. Badou s testimony was long and detailed. He was indignant
that Harris should have accused him of being bribed by the thieves:

he would like to know precisely how this was supposed to have been

done; if the thief were there in court, Badou knew very well how he d
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answer him. He was equally scornful about the suggestion that when

he had had leave of absence from guard duty it had anything to do

with the theft, and he made short work of those who said it was odd

he had not noticed the thieves ladder. &quot;If the servants were speaking the

truth, as he was, they would admit that ladders were frequently left

about . . . .&quot; Badou s examination ended with a singularly inconclusive

discussion about the pitch of the whistle he had heard while on his

rounds. Badou s imitation did not sound like either of the whistles that

Harris had reproduced to Forth, one very high-pitched and the other

very low.10

Immediately after Badou had given his evidence. Forth was confronted

in turn with Badou, Godel, and Sipora. Nothing useful emerged from

any of these interviews, which was perhaps not surprising, considering

that the only occasion on which Forth had met Badou was at the bar

racks at Rueil in March, and he had never met either of the two women.

The results, such as they were, were summarized by the president of the

tribunal, and Forth was free to return to England, which he did on

November 3, noting in his diary: &quot;Adieu D.B. and D. de Brissac, d Ar-

mailte, etc.&quot;

At this stage of the proceedings Badou was returned to barracks, and

Sipora and Godel petitioned the court to set them free. Philippe Joseph,

for his part, sent in a petition for the return of his 24,000 livres, which

were still in police possession. The main object of Sipora and GodeFs

petition was to throw into disrepute the witnesses against them Harris,

Forth, Moyse, and Anspach. Maitre Guillery, their counsel, made much of

Harris contradictions: &quot;What reliance can one place on such testimony?&quot;

he asked, and went on to question a point of detail in Harris state

ment. Harris had said he was living in the Hfitel du Canada at the time

the theft was planned, but the registration book of the hotel contained no

entry for anyone of that name. A Jew named Veyrre had stayed there, but

even if this had been Harris, it showed how untrustworthy his statement

was. Forth was criticized for his behavior at the examination of Philippe

Joseph in the Abbaye prison, when he had shown clearly that he was

not an impartial witness. As for Moyse, who had repaid his benefactors

by denouncing them to the police, the petitioners had brought evidence

to show that he had stolen food and money; he had recently been arrested

for theft as he left a furnished house in the Rue Fromentin, and they

hoped to prove he had already been convicted as a thief in Alsace and
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branded. Quite apart from this, it was plain that Moyse s denunciation

had been made with the object of harming the Josephs, and this alone

made it suspect. The other witness, Anspach, had merely confirmed

what Moyse had said. Anspach was, in any case, &quot;a man without house

or home, who, in the past, had been one of the vilest tools of the former

police. He was imprisoned in the Chatelet on suspicion of theft and he

was not even put with the other prisoners, but in the quarters reserved

for those they call police spies.&quot;

u

There was a good deal of force in the case Maitre Guillery put forward

on behalf of his clients. The tribunal admitted as much by provisionally

releasing Sipora and Godel on November i, but they were to be ready to

surrender themselves again, whenever the court ordered them to do so.

But Philippe Joseph did not as yet recover his 24,000 livres.

The court was having little success in its efforts to identify accomplices.

They could, however, make it clear whom they considered the prin

cipals, and this they did on November 22. On that date the town crier

was ordered to summon Joseph Harris, Jean Baptiste Levet, Simon Joseph,

Jacob Moyse, and Joseph Abrahams, &quot;Jewish merchants, domicile un

known, to attend within fifteen days, upon pain of forfeiture of their

goods.&quot; Nicolas Charles, the crier, accompanied by a drummer, Jean

Letort, made his proclamation in the market place of Versailles, &quot;in a

loud and intelligible voice,&quot; and fixed one copy of the proclamation to a

post and another to the door of the tribunal chambers. Nothing came of

this, and on December 9 the crier made a similar proclamation, again
without result.12

On December 19 the court turned to the petitions made by the Josephs.
Two doctors and surgeons attached to the tribunal filed the report of an

examination they had made to discover if Moyse had indeed been branded.

They found no trace of a mark on either shoulder, but there was an ir

regular mark about two inches long and shaped like a zero between the

shoulder blades near the vertebrae.13 The doctors did not consider it to be

the kind of scar Moyse would have borne if he had been branded as a

criminal. Sipora Joseph, in a further petition, disagreed with their con

clusion, pointing out that in Alsace criminals were in fact branded be

tween, and not on, the shoulders, and in some districts the marks were
in the shape of zeroes. This line of attack does not seem to have helped

Sipora much, perhaps because it was odd that she had chosen to employ
a man whom she and her husband knew to be a convict.
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In January 1792 the tribunal reassembled to hear other witnesses, this

time in connection with Philippe Joseph s petition for the return of his

money. One witness was the writingmaster, Prusse, and the other was a

Jew named Gotchot SigeL Both men had been involved in a fight on

the boulevards during the previous August and had come to the notice

of Abraham Azur, a substantial citizen who played a prominent part in

the struggle to obtain equal rights for Jews resident in France. Azur had

persuaded Prusse and Sigel to make statements to the police, and these

statements were now placed before the tribunal so that the two men

could be examined about them. It seemed, from what Prusse and Sigel

had to say, that the 24,000 livres had been handed over to Philippe Joseph

by a merchant named Le Tor. Joseph maintained it was a debt due to

him; Le Tor, however, said that it was a loan, and that Joseph had fled

the country to avoid repaying it. Le Tor visited Sipora several times trying

to obtain satisfaction, and she employed Prusse to keep her husband in

formed about what was happening in his absence.14 Whatever the rights

or wrongs of this particular dispute, there was apparently no connection

between the 24,000 livres and Mme. Du Barry s jewels, and the president

therefore ordered the money to be returned to Philippe Joseph.

On February 6 the public prosecutor summed up his conclusions and

recommendations for the benefit of the president of the tribunal. In his

view there was no direct evidence against Sipora Joseph or Godel, apart

from Harris voluntary statement, which had not been put in as evidence

and therefore could not be used as proof. Forth s evidence against the two

women was hearsay from Harris. The prosecutor recommended that

Sipora and Godel should be acquitted of the accusations against them,

freed from the prisons of the tribunal, and their names struck from the

prison registers. Levet and his associates were in contempt of court for

not appearing when summoned; the order for their arrest should stand

and a search should be made for further evidence against them. Finally,

Badou, in accordance with the terms of the capitulations between France

and the Swiss cantons (which governed the use of Swiss troops in French

service), had the right to be judged by a tribunal of his own regiment.

To facilitate this, the relevant papers were to be sent from Versailles to

his commanding officer.

The public prosecutor s colleague, the king s commissary, agreed with

these conclusions, and it remained for the president of the tribunal to

deliver his final judgment. He did so the same day, confirming all the
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public prosecutor s recommendations. It was not a satisfactory end to the

case from Mme. Du Barry s point of view. The real culprits were known,
but could not be punished, and the case against the supposed accomplices

had not stood up to examination. Badou had still to face his regimental

tribunal, but when he eventually did so, the evidence against him was

considered to be vague and lacking in proof. He was found to have been

negligent in the execution of his duties, but it was thought he had been

sufficiently punished for this by his long detention in prison and on June

22 he was set free.15

As far as Badou was concerned, the tribunal could hardly have reached

any other conclusion, as it was not from him that the thieves had ob

tained inside information about Mme. Du Barry s household. From whom,
then, did it come? One possible source is the Indian page, Zamor. On
more than one occasion the young Indian referred to the alleged theft,

and when he was a witness against his employer at the Revolutionary
Tribunal he said the theft was just an &quot;idea,** although as a member of

the domestic staff he must have been well aware that there was nothing

imaginary about it. One cannot help wondering if he had made un

guarded utterances about his grievances against Mme. Du Barry, and in

doing so, given Levet some useful facts about the hiding places of the

jewels and the organization of the household. If this were so, and Zamor
realized that he was to some extent responsible for the theft, he might in

self-defense have represented it as something contrived to give the countess

a pretext for her journeys to England. There is no proof, but such be

havior would not be out of character for this unlucky and unattractive

&quot;child of nature.&quot;

The Josephs went completely free. But though there was no evidence

on which they could have been convicted, there can be little doubt that

something very odd was going on in the Rue Jean Robert. At the very

least, the pair were associating with criminals and, by their own admission,
had a convicted criminal in their employment. In fact Harris was probably

right in saying Joseph was a fence, and Sipora too, on occasion. Whether

Joseph had a more important position or played any part in organizing
criminal activities on a large scale, it is impossible to say. The leader of

the gang that robbed Mme. Du Barry was apparently Jean Baptiste Levet,

evidently a professional criminal whom his associates feared. It was per

haps to avoid reprisals that when Moyse described the comings and

goings at the Rue Jean Robert at the time of the theft he did not mention
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Levet, nor did Anspach. Yet a connection between Levet and Philippe

Joseph certainly existed, and the similarity of their behavior when they

were released confirms this. In London, when Levet was freed from

prison he brought an action for false imprisonment against Mme. Du

Barry; in Paris Philippe Joseph did the same, suing Mme. Du Barry in

June 1792 for damages arising out of the imprisonment of himself and

his wife. What happened next is not known. Mme. Du Barry s request

to the Tribunal Criminel at Versailles to send the necessary papers to

Paris is still at Versailles; it carries an endorsement authorizing the papers

to be forwarded, but there is no sign that this was done. The date by

then was July 12, 1792, and tribunals in Paris and Versailles had other

and more public preoccupations; they no longer had time for leisurely

and scrupulous investigation of crimes against individuals. There is no

further mention of Joseph or his wife.

Nor is it known what became of Levet and the other three French

members of the gang. But on September u, 1792, large quantities of

jewels were stolen from the Garde Meuble, the storehouse to which the

treasures confiscated from the royal family and others had been trans

ferred. This happened immediately after the September massacres, when

foreign armies were invading France, and the incident has remained

mysterious. Among the many suspects arrested were a large number of

Jews from the St. Martin quarter. Several were accused of selling valuables

from the Garde Meuble, and in at least two cases the accused man

cleared himself by proving his absence from his lodging at the time the

sale was said to have taken place, but in each of these cases the man s wife

was at home. This is exactly what had happened when Philippe Joseph

was accused of receiving Mme. Du Barry s jewels. Is it too much to sug

gest that these couples and Philippe Joseph belonged to the same organi

zation, and that it was behind the theft from the Garde Meuble? 16

A number of those suspected of robbing the Garde Meuble were guil

lotined, and a list of these includes the names &quot;Abraham the elder&quot; and

&quot;J-B.
Levi.&quot; Were these Abrahams and Jean Baptiste Levet? It is im

possible to say. As Sipora Joseph remarked, so many Jews have the same

name.
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TZrissac

jthe year 1792 did not begin well for Mme. Du Barry. Although
it was now more than twelve months since she had been robbed, she was

no nearer recovering her jewels. The judgment of the tribunal at Ver

sailles was scrupulously fair but had settled nothing; the thieves and their

accomplices were still at liberty. In London matters were no more ad

vanced. In November the judgment in the King s Bench was officially

entered in the records of the court, but she stood very little chance of

recovering her costs against Levet, and Lyon De Symon s case against her

in the chancery court still dragged on. It may have comforted her a little

to know that Harris was being tried for perjury.

When it was found that the thieves could not be indicted in England,

only Harris had remained in prison. During the proceedings in the

King s Bench his statement to the lord mayor had been proved false

and he had consequently laid himself open to a charge of willful perjury,

for which on Lord Kenyon s instructions he was to be tried in the Court

of King s Bench, and he was kept in Newgate jail until the case could

be heard. He asked for bail but was refused when it was found that his

proposed sureties, his brother, Henry Abrahams of Petticoat Lane, and

Asher Cohen of Wentworth Street, Whitechapel, would not be capable

of paying the necessary recognizances. Abrahams and Cohen both ran old

iron shops; Cohen was so poor that in the opinion of the solicitor s clerk

sent to investigate their solvency he was not worth a shilling, while the

contents of Abrahams shop did not amount to ^40. So Harris remained

in Newgate until on Wednesday, February i, his case came before a

jury. He was convicted of willful perjury and sentenced to a further three

months imprisonment, during which time, on February 10, he was to

stand in the pillory at Charing Cross for an hour between midday and

no
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two o clock. After his imprisonment was ended, he was to be transported

overseas for seven years.
1

Harris was thus the only member of the gang the law was able to

reach, but there was little in this to satisfy Mme. Du Barry. Perhaps it

was because she wanted to forget the whole business that at about this

time she sent the broken chest of drawers, which had contained the stolen

jewels, back to Messrs. Daguerre and Lignereux to be repaired. It was re

turned as good as new in August, with all its bronze moldings resoldered

and the forced locks replaced.
2 But by that time the theft and everything to

do with it took second place because something far worse had happened:
the Due de Brissac had been arrested.

In October of the previous year, when the new constitution came into

force, the king s former guard, the Cent Suisses, was dissolved and a

new Garde Constitutionnelle appointed to take its place. Brissac had been

colonel in chief of the Cent Suisses, and he was chosen colonel in chief

of the new formation, his first duty being to appoint its officers. With
his strong loyalty to the king, it is hardly surprising that he picked as

many as he could from those he knew were royalists. For some time he

had believed he might have the opportunity at the head of the household

troops of freeing Paris and returning the city to his king; this idea was

still in his mind when he chose officers for the Garde Constitutionelle.

Nor was he alone in thinking either that it might be necessary to capture

Paris or that loyalty to Louis XVI was of primary importance in the

army. These were also the views of the Comte de Narbonne during the

short period when he was minister of war. But between January and May
1792 opinions changed. Narbonne was dismissed in March, and in April

the Assembly declared war on Austria. The defeats of the French army
in the opening campaign of the war raised the whole question of army

organization and those responsible for it, and Brissac was one of the

scapegoats. He was denounced in a report to the Assembly for organizing

a seditious and rebellious body of men, following which came a decree of

the Assembly, dated May 30, disbanding the Garde Constitutionnelle and

ordering the arrest of Brissac on a charge of treason. He was to be tried

at the high court, then functioning at Orleans.

Brissac s friends came to his official quarters in the Tuileries palace to

warn him that he might be arrested at any moment and to give him the

chance to escape. But escape would have implied a guilty conscience,

whereas Brissac had acted as he thought right. He preferred to stand trial.
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He spent some of the time until six in the morning, when the guards

detailed to take him to Orleans arrived, writing to Mme. Du Barry to

let her know what was happening. His letter, which his aide-de&amp;lt;amp,

M. de Maussabre, carried to Louveciennes, has not survived, but Mme,

Du Barry s answer is still among her papers:

I was filled with mortal fear, Monsieur le Due, when M. de Maus-

sabr-6 was shown in. He assures me that you are well, that you have

the tranquillity of a clear conscience. But that is not enough to sat

isfy my concern for you. I am far away from you. I do not know

what you mean to do; you tell me you do not know yourself. I am

sending the Abbe to find out what is happening and what you are

doing. Oh, why am I not near you? I could offer the consolations of

a tender and faithful friendship. I know that you have nothing to

fear if reason and good faith ruled the Assembly. Adieu, I have no

time to write more. The Abbe has come into my room and I want

him to leave at once. I shall have no peace until I know what is to

become of you. I am convinced that you are in order over the for

mation of the King s Guard, so I fear nothing for you under that

head. Your conduct has been so irreproachable all the time you have

been at the Tuileries that there is nothing that anyone can hold

against you. You have so many patriotic acts to your credit that

truly I do not know what they can find against you. Adieu. Send

me news of you and never doubt my feelings.
3

The Abbe Billiardi, commissioned to carry Madame Du Barry s letter

to Brissac, was the very same person whom the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

had hurriedly recalled from Spain twenty years earlier in the hope that

he, a devotee of Choiseul, might find a way of preventing Jeanne Becu

becoming the mistress of Louis XV. He had soon reported that it was

too late, but afterward he had evidently made his peace with the Favorite

and retained her friendship. On this occasion also the abbe s services

proved unnecessary, for the letter was never sent. While Billiardi was still

waiting to leave, Brissac sent news of his safe arrival at Orleans.

The duke was imprisoned in a former monastery, that of the Minimes

in the Rue Illiers. With him were fifty-two other prisoners, who in

cluded M. de Lessart, a former foreign minister, a bishop, a judge, and

some officers of the 2oth Regiment of the Line, who, after resisting a

mutiny of the troops at Perpignan, were now accused of a plot to hand

that town over to the King of Spain. The prisoners quarters were reason-
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ably comfortable, and Brissac at his own expense arranged for the re

fectory of the monastery to be converted into a recreation room for his

fellow captives. There was a tradition in Mme. Du Barry s family that

she visited Brissac at Orleans and that she tried to arrange his escape.
4

A visit there may well have been, but a plan to escape seems unlikely,

since Brissac s evident intention was to stand trial and take whatever

might be the consequences.

On June 14 the high court at Orleans received the document con

taining the accusations against Brissac and he was interrogated almost

at once. In answer to a question about his profession, he replied: &quot;A

soldier from my birth, having served in every Arm . . . .&quot;

5 After his

interrogation he was sent back to his prison, while his friends waited

with growing anxiety through the months of July and August to hear

what would be the grand jury s verdict. Brissac s daughter, the Duchesse

de Mortemart, who already had a slight acquaintance with Mme. Du

Barry, renewed correspondence with her and the two women shared their

news and their fears for the fate of a man equally dear to them both.

In the world outside the prison walls there was much cause for alarm.

The approach of foreign armies to the French frontiers set nerves and

tempers on edge and increased anger against the royal family, suspected

justifiably in the queen s case of encouraging the invasion as a pre

liminary to a counterrevolution. On June 20 the Tuileries palace was

attacked unsuccessfully, but on August 10, when Paris was full of federal

troops from the provinces on their way to the armies on the frontiers,

it was attacked again to such effect that the royal family put themselves

under the protection of the Assembly and most of the Swiss Guards de

fending the palace were slaughtered. The end of the monarchy had

come.

Brissac was under no illusion as to what the events of August 10

signified. One of his fellow prisoners later described the contrast between

the duke s pessimism and the self-deceiving optimism of the other in

mates of the Minimes.6 On Saturday, August n, Brissac sat down to

add a codicil to his will.

I give and bequeath [he wrote] to Madame Du Barry of Louve-

ciennes, over and above what I owe her, a life annuity of 24,000

livres, free of all duty, either the life-interest and enjoyment of my
property of La Rambaudiere and La Graffiniere in Poitou, and the

furniture contained therein, or else a sum down of 300,000 livres in
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cash, at her choice .... I ask her to accept this small pledge of

my feelings and of my gratitude, being all the more in her debt

because I was the unwilling cause of the loss of her diamonds ....

I ask my daughter to make sure she accepts this . . . my will being

that none of my other bequests shall be carried out before this one

has been completely settled . . . .
7

To Mme. de Mortemart, his residuary legatee, made responsible in

this way for carrying out his last wishes for Mme. Du Barry, he also

wrote a letter, specially recommending to her &quot;someone who is very dear

to me, and who in these unhappy times may soon find herself in the

greatest distress . . .&quot; With the clarity of vision sometimes given to those

who know they are soon going to die, Brissac thus contemplated his

mistress future and his own.

At six o clock on the same evening that he drew up this codicil, Brissac

also wrote to Mme. Du Barry:

This morning I received the kindest of those letters, which for a

long time have given most pleasure to my heart. I kiss you a thou

sand, thousand times. Yes, you will be my last thought. We have

heard no details. I groan and I shudder. Oh, Dear Heart, why can

I not be with you in some desert, instead of at Orleans, where it is

most disagreeable to be. I kiss you a thousand, thousand times.

Adieu, Dear Heart. The town is quiet at present.
8

Evidently Brissac was expecting an almost immediate attack on the

prison. In fact he had to wait almost another month before anything hap

pened, while pamphlets describing his treachery circulated in Paris and

elsewhere. In one of these he was described as &quot;former Governor of Paris,

former Commander in Chief of the Du Barry s pleasures and of the

King s bodyguard&quot; and a traitor to the nation who had schemed to mas
sacre the citizens of Paris and set the town on fire. In the Journal de la

Refublique jran$aise Marat described how a workman employed in

Brissac s garden in the Rue de Crenelle at the time of the flight to

Varennes had overheard the duke tell the Spanish ambassador, in the

presence of Mme. Du Barry, that he knew of an underground passage

leading to a neighborhood house, down which the queen and the dauphin
could escape. Part of this story was impossible, seeing that in June 1791
Mme. Du Barry was in London; the rest is far-fetched, to say the least,

but it shows how Brissac was being identified with the royal family and

the dreaded counterrevolution.9
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Hunting for counterrevolutionaries, a battalion of the National Guard

searched Louveciennes on August 19. It was the first time that suspicion

was actively focused on Mme. Du Barry and, unluckily for her, it ap

peared to be justified. Maussabre, Brissac s aide-de-camp, had been

wounded in the attack on the Tuileries on August 10 and had taken

refuge at Louveciennes. The Guard found him there, hiding behind a

bed, and carried him off to the Abbaye. After that there was no hope

that Louveciennes could continue to remain remote from the Revolu

tion.

At the end of August a certain section of opinion in Paris began to

demand the transfer of the high court prisoners from Orleans to Paris.

Lazowsky, a violent revolutionary and a leader of the St. Marcel section,

with a body of federal troops from Marseilles, took it upon himself to

do this, and was joined by another hothead, Fournier, known as I Amer-

icain, in command of eighteen hundred National Guardsmen, sent after

Lazowsky by the Assembly to insure the prisoners safety. In defiance of

the Assembly s orders to take the prisoners to Saumur, Lazowsky and

Fournier with their men took the road to Paris on September 3. There

were fifty-three prisoners divided among seven ammunition wagons and

three rather more comfortable carts for the less strong. Headed by

Fournier on horseback, the chest strap of his horse s harness decorated

with a cross of St. Louis and a badge of Cincinnatus, the convoy moved

slowly, followed by hostile shouts as it passed.
10

The Assembly did not want the prisoners from Orleans in Paris, al

ready in a state of revolt, with massacres going on in the prisons, and

they rerouted the convoy to Versailles. That town was full of men from

all over the Seine-et-Oise department who had come to enlist for service

on the frontiers. A recruiting station had been set up on the Place d Armes

to deal with them. The mayor, Richaud, and the officials of the Versailles

commune knew that these newcomers were potential troublemakers

they estimated their number at between five and six thousand only too

ready to use the arrival of the convoy as an occasion for disorders, and they

also knew that there was no suitable prison in the town. At a meeting

held on September 8 someone suggested using the cages of the old

menagerie of the palace, which
&quot;by

its site and construction offers at the

same time a way of containing the prisoners and guaranteeing their

safety. By its very name it will also have the advantage of gratifying

public censure to some extent, by reducing the feeling of hate, and arous-
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ing contempt . . . .&quot; The officials agreed that the suggestion was a good

one and five men were sent off to inspect the menagerie buildings and

prepare them for the reception of the prisoners and part of the escort.

The convoy arrived at Versailles on Sunday, September 9. Hostile

crowds were gathered along the route, particularly around the recruit

ing station in the Place d Armes. There were cries of &quot;Down with the

nobles,
*

and one man, pointing to Brissac, shouted, &quot;Look at that man!

I ll tell you what he did to my family: he sent my father to the galleys,

just for a rabbit!&quot; Richaud, on horseback, accompanied the convoy and

managed to prevent serious trouble until the guards at the head of the

convoy had passed through the Grille de 1 Orangerie. (Fournier had

resisted Richaud s request to have a file of cavalry as well as infantry

on each side of the wagons and instead had formed the cavalry into ad

vanced and rear guards,) No sooner had the mayor and the advanced guard

passed through the gate than the crowd brought the convoy to a stand

still in the Rue de 1 Intendance (now the Rue de 1 Independance Amer-

icaine). Richaud galloped back to reason with the crowd and, as he did

so, someone shut the gate, cutting off the advanced guard from the pris

oners. Richaud forced the gates open, but eventually was overpowered

and found himself on the wrong side of the gate.

The prisoners now stood very little chance. They were ordered out of

the Rue de 1 Intendance and into the Rue de 1 Orangerie (where Mme.

Du Barry s houses had been) and there, at the junction with the Rue

Satory, by a fountain known as the Quatre-Bornes, the convoy finally

halted. It was about four thirty in the afternoon. The crowd was shouting

for Brissac and the former foreign minister, Lessart, to be handed over

to them; if this were done, they said, they would let the rest go. Brissac

was in the third wagon, sitting quietly on the straw that covered the

floor of the cart. He was dressed in a blue coat with gold buttons and,

like the other prisoners, held his hat in his hand. The crowd unharnessed

the horses from the wagons and attacked Brissac and his companions

with sabers, pikes, and bayonets, the guard making no attempt to stop

them. Brissac managed to seize a stick and defend himself for a time but

at last was overpowered and killed. All his wounds were on his face,

the worst of all on his nose. When he was dead they cut off his head and

wrote his name on his forehead. Three boys, the eldest only fifteen, im

paled the head on a pitchfork and carried it around the town, inviting

the women to kiss it: &quot;Citoyennes, baisez Brissac!&quot; One woman who
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was forced to do so, her husband testified, took to her bed the next day

and died.
11

The fate of Brissac s fellow prisoners was equally gruesome, in spite of

all the mayor s attempts to waken some sense of shame in the crowd.

He had managed to cross the Grille once more and exhorted the rioters

not to dishonor themselves: &quot;It is not the prisoners, whom I do not

know, that concern me most, it is your self-respect. Citizens, allow the

law to take its course!&quot; The crowd would not listen and it is hardly sur

prising, for they were long past the point where reason could have had

any effect. Richaud, however, was a brave man and when he saw that

his words were useless, he climbed into the first wagon and tried to shield

the prisoners with his own body. But he was pulled away and thrust into

a nearby house, and the massacre went on. It lasted an hour and a

quarter. Forty-four out of the fifty-three prisoners were killed and muti

lated. Some of the remains were taken by the crowd to the maison com

mune and flung down on the council table, with the money and valuables

found on the bodies, of which the appalled councilors had to make an

inventory. In the pockets of Brissac, that &quot;traitor and counterrevolu

tionary,&quot;
were found his two pairs of spectacles, a map of France, and

a printed copy of the constitution,
12

Mme. Du Barry was waiting all this time at Louveciennes for news

of the prisoners. She knew from the Chevalier d Escourre that they were

being brought through Versailles and he had promised, if he could not

go there himself, to send someone else to report. It is to be hoped that he

did so, and, however horrible the news might have been, that she had

some warning to prepare her for what happened next, for there is a

strong tradition that the boys, with Brissac s head on their pitchfork, took

the road to Louveciennes and flung the head through the open windows

of the chateau drawing room. A head found buried in the garden gives

support to this story. But a few days later, when Brissac s lawyers were

taking statements to establish his death, there is no mention of this inci

dent: his head is said to have been carried as far as the Rue de Noailles,

which is in the direction of Paris, and not in the direction of Louveciennes,

so it is possible that Mme. Du Barry was spared this horror.
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The

Last

Journey

to

London

JLIer contemporaries and many people since wondered why Mme.
Du Barry chose to visit England in October 1792. It was a time when the

law against emigration was stricter than ever and the neutrality of Eng
land more than suspect; one would have expected her grief and the

shock of Brissac s death to keep her at Louveciennes. There have been

suggestions that the true object of her journey was to assist some of her

aristocratic friends to leave France and at the same time carry informa

tion to the emigres in England. The explanation is less romantic: there

was only one motive strong enough to take her away from home

just then the recovery of her jewels. Legal proceedings in London

seemed at last about to end, and only the owner of the jewels could take

possession of them and bring them back to France.

During the summer of 1792, in the absence of Mme. Du Barry, the

case of De Symon v. Du Barry had been carried a stage further. On

July 5, in the Court of Chancery, the lord chancelor ordered the parties

to proceed to a trial in the King s Bench on a specific point of law:

whether De Symon was entitled to a reward or recompense, and if so,

how much. The action was to be heard in the following legal term.1

Forth wrote from London to tell Mme. Du Barry what had been decided.

Her dismay at finding that yet another lawsuit was beginning can be

imagined.
118
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At the end of July, Forth himself was in France. Ostensibly he was

engaged on the Due d Orleans s financial affairs, but liking as he did to

fish in troubled waters, he may have hoped to obtain useful information

for which, although he went without their instructions, the British gov
ernment would pay. He would have been in considerable danger if he

had been arrested but Forth never lacked audacity. Passing through St.

Germain, &quot;this day, Tuesday, 31 July, at i.o,&quot; he sent a letter to Mme.
Du Barry to say that &quot;in spite of the manoeuvres of the wretched Allen,&quot;

the trial in the King s Bench was fixed for November, on the first day of

the new term.2 He was hoping to see her in a few days, and it was prob

ably at this meeting that preliminary arrangements were made for Mme.
Du Barry s next journey to England.

It was more necessary than ever to make sure that all her papers for

the journey were in order. She took great care that her passport from

the municipality of Louveciennes made it clear that she was traveling

to England on legal business and that there was no question of emigra
tion. Her application was supported by a letter from M. Lebrun, the

minister of foreign affairs. All the correspondence needed to produce these

documents began almost immediately after Brissac s assassination proof,

if proof were needed, that the object of her journey was important enough
to outweigh feelings of private grief.

On October 14 she set out once again for London. This time the party

consisted of her maid, Henriette Couture, and two menservants, and on

this occasion she did indeed help one of her friends to emigrate: she took

the Duchesse de Brancas with her as a traveling companion. The Sep

tember massacres were inevitably causing a large-scale exodus from France,

and passports were hard to obtain and passages to England expensive.

English newspapers were full of reports of emigres hiding in the woods

near the coast until they could find a ship to take them across the Channel.

Mme. de Brancas, traveling under Mme. Du Barry s wing, was spared any

such anxieties. The party was escorted by a recent acquaintance, the

Chevalier de la Bondie, a retired commissioner of the navy and a nephew
of the Chevalier d Escourre, who had hitherto been Mme. Du Barry s

usual escort.

The travelers arrived in England on October 22. Once again Mme. Du

Barry took a furnished house, a large one on the corner of Berkeley

Square and Bruton Street. Originally it had been leased to the Abbe de

St. Far, Philippe figalite s illegitimate half brother, but his extravagance
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ran him into debt, and when he tried to recoup himself by putting up a

signboard and advertising himself as a wine seller, his landlord objected

that he had let his house to the Abbe de St. Far, and not to a wine mer

chant.3 He therefore found it convenient to pass on the house to another,

more solvent, tenant, and it was probably Forth, with his Orleans con

nection, who again acted as intermediary.

The household, which still included the Duchesse de Brancas, was soon

joined by Brissac s daughter, the Duchesse de Mortemart, thereby ful

filling her father s last wish that she and Mme. Du Barry should be

sisters to each other. The house became one of the regular meeting places

where emigres assembled every evening to talk and gamble. But there

were many occasions when Mme. Du Barry felt very unlike receiving com

pany; according to the Abbe de St. Far, she was often in tears.

In spite of her unhappiness or perhaps as a distraction she still spent

freely. She bought plants worth 12 for the garden of her dear Louve-

ciennes from Messrs. Lee and Kennedy of Hammersmith, a famous firm

of nurserymen and seedsmen, whose founder, James Lee, introduced the

fuchsia into England. She spent an even larger sum, ^44, with Messrs.

Grimwood, Hudson, and Paint of Arlington Street, whose greenhouses in

Kensington were particularly famous for pineapples; indeed, this fruit

was their trademark and shop sign. She even bought clothes from Rose

Bertin, who was now established in St. James s Street and had maintained

her connection with those of her former customers who could afford her

prices. But there was one purchase Mme. Du Barry resisted: she with

stood all Danloux s attempts to persuade her, through mutual acquain

tances, to sit to him for her portrait.
4

Meanwhile the legal proceedings for which she had come to London
still hung fire. The action was put down for hearing on Tuesday, No
vember 6, but during the ensuing legal term the King s Bench was en

gaged on other cases. At the end of November it dealt with an attempt by
some insolvent debtors to blow up the King s Bench Prison, and the

following month Thomas Paine was indicted for publishing a scandalous

libel upon the constitution, laws, and government of England in the

second part of his book The Rights of Man. The sittings ended, but the

case of De Symon v. Du Barry remained unheard. Mme. Du Barry stayed
on in Bruton Street, her comings and goings noted, although she was un
aware of it, by the unfriendly eyes of agents of the republican government
of France.
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From the emigres point of view the news from home became progress

ively more serious. When Mme. Du Barry left France in October 1792

she might secretly have hoped that while she was away the Duke of

Brunswick s army would, in spite of the defeat of Valmy, eventually reach

Paris and liberate the royal family, enabling her to return, with her jewels,

to a Paris that once again recognized the Bourbons. The republican vic

tory of Jemappes on November 6 ended any such hope. A month later

Louis XVI was put on trial before the National Convention. Relations be

tween England and France deteriorated steadily, making the residence of

foreigners in either country increasingly difficult. The English ambassador

had left Paris in August; diplomatic relations were not opened with the

republican government, and the credentials of its representative, M. Chau-

velin, were not recognized. By the end of 1792 Parliament was discussing a

bill making it necessary for foreigners to obtain certificates authorizing

them to reside in England. The bill became law, and Mme. Du Barry ob

tained her certificate on January 19. Two days later, on January 21, Louis

XVI was guillotined. The news was received in London almost at once,

and on January 25 the lord chamberlain s office announced that court

mourning would be worn from Sunday the twenty-seventh. For ladies this

consisted of black silk, fringed or plain linen, white gloves, necklaces, and

earrings, and black or white shoes, fans, and tippets; informal dress was

also to be some kind of silk, white or gray lustrings, tabby or damask.&quot;
5

Mme. Du Barry obeyed these directions, and her compliance, noted by

agents, was later used to prove her monarchical sympathies. A similar

construction was put upon her attendance at the requiem mass held for

Louis XVI at the chapel of the Spanish embassy.

This period was also a melancholy one for Forth. His patron, Philippe

figalite, had disgraced himself in the eyes of almost everyone by voting

for Louis XVFs death. There were plenty of people who suspected that

figalite hoped to take his cousin s place on the throne, and however he

might have excused his conduct by producing ancient Roman precedents,

he had effectively damned himself in the eyes of Englishmen. On the

Prince of Wales s instructions figalite s name was struck off the books of

all his clubs, and the Reynolds portrait, which Forth had had the honor

of presenting to the prince on his patron s behalf, was removed from the

walls of Carlton House.6

Fortunately for both Mme. Du Barry and Forth they had other matters

on which to concentrate their attention. A new legal term began in Feb-
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ruary, and De Symon v. Du Barry was set for hearing at the end of the

month. There was the question of witnesses to consider, in particular

Rouen the jeweler. In calculating what should be paid to Lyon De Symon
the total value of the stolen jewels was a relevant factor; in the earlier

lawsuits the evidence of Rouen had been vital on this point. But now,
for some unexplained reason, Mme. Du Barry and Forth had been warned

that the jeweler might not be a favorable witness. There was also the

question of his expenses; the cost of his journeys, as well as his board

and lodging, was considerable, and Mme. Du Barry, who had expected

to stay in England only for six weeks, was running short of money. All

things considered, Forth hoped Rouen would not be able to make the

journey to England; he wrote to Mme. Du Barry on February 3, 1793, to

say so; if, however, Rouen arrived, she was to make excuses not to see

him and send him straight to Forth.7

Discussions about Rouen were interrupted by some very disturbing
news. Mme. Du Barry s steward, Denis Morin, wrote to inform his em

ployer that she was suspected of emigrating, and that by order of re

sponsible authority at Versailles, officials of the municipality of Louve-

ciennes had placed seals on the chateau, the pavilion, and the other build

ings on the grounds. The seals were affixed on February 17 and 18, but

the news did not reach Mme. Du Barry until some days later. She de

cided to leave for home as soon as the court had reached a decision on her

case.

The date fixed for the trial was Thursday, February 28, and this time

there was no postponement. Proceedings were opened by Mr. Mingay,

Lyon De Symon s counsel. In what the London Chronicle described as

a very able address to the jury he pointed out how much it was in the

public interest for anyone who had offered a reward for the discovery of

a robbery to pay such a reward promptly, as delay would &quot;check the

ardor of men who ought to be encouraged in their exertions.&quot; Witnesses

were then called, Rouen among them. Contrary to the hopes of Forth

and Mme. Du Barry, he had arrived in England, but in spite of their

fears, his testimony proved useful to the defendant s case. Coached by
Forth, who also acted as his interpreter in court, he testified that owing
to the depreciation of French currency the jewels were worth much less

than they were in January 1791, when he had prepared the advertisement

he calculated that their value was now one third less than his original
estimate. Nor had all the stolen valuables been recovered from Levet
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and his gang. The objects containing gold had been melted down and

disposed of before the thieves crossed the Channel. Rouen went on to ex

plain the wording of the advertisement, making it clear that Mme. Du

Barry intended to offer a reward of 2,000 louis only if she recovered all

her jewels. The so-called proportionate recompense was intended as an

alternative if only some of the jewels came to light, and the amount of

the recompense would depend on what these were worth. There had been

no intention of offering a recompense as well as a reward.8

Forth was convinced that Rouen s evidence influenced the court to re

duce the sum awarded to De Symon. &quot;I saw and felt,&quot; Forth wrote, &quot;that

his testimony, given by word of mouth (with myself interpreting) . . .

was the sole cause why the reward granted to Sieur Simon [sic] was re

duced by ^350.&quot; However this may be, it is true that Lord Kenyon and

the jury finally assessed Mme. Du Barry s indebtedness to Lyon De Symon
at ^700. This represented the proportionate recompense, an amount very

much less than his original demand. The result might have pleased Mme.

Du Barry at any other time, but she knew that the chancery suit had still

to be determined, and even more pressing were affairs at Louveciennes.

These must be settled first, and when she had cleared up all misunder

standing at home, she would return to England in April for a final

judgment in the chancery court. Perhaps then, at long last, she would

be able to return to France with her jewels.

Hurriedly she dispatched her affairs in London. Since France and

England were now at war, her first need was a passport, which she ob

tained from the public office in Bow Street; her witnesses were the Duke

of Queensbury and Whitshed Keene, M.P., whose names were later

used to prove she had treasonable connections in England. Next there

were various outstanding debts and expenses to settle, servants wages,

and other items. She was also anxious to give &quot;some small recompence to

each of those persons who aided and assisted [Mr. Forth] in the recovery

of my diamonds and other effects.&quot;
9 The recipients were to be the lord

mayor s marshal and the constables and jailers who had taken part in

arresting the thieves. A total of ^63 was set aside for this purpose, to be

distributed by Forth according to a list which Mme. Du Barry gave him;

the amount each person was to receive was marked against each name

on the list. Forth was also to pay Rouen ^42 on account for his ex

penses, and satisfy him that he would be paid the balance when the

countess received the next installment of her annuity.
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Mme. Du Barry s last action before she left London on March 5, 1793,

was to borrow a large sum of money from Forth. She already owed him

^360 for the various accounts he was settling on her behalf, excluding

the rewards and Rouen s expenses, and in addition she asked for ,3,635,

making her total indebtedness to Forth ,3,995, f r which she gave him

a promissory note. Payment was to be made in assignats, a large quantity

of which Forth had acquired while he was in France in 1792. In the

promissory note Mme. Du Barry explained that she was borrowing money

&quot;to enable me to pay the most pressing of my debts in France, and with

out this assistance I could not have returned to Paris.&quot; The loan was

made, she said, at her most earnest and pressing solicitations, and it was

secured on her jewels. She gave Forth &quot;full power and lien on all my
diamonds and other effects, which are in the hands of Messrs. Ransom,

Morland and Hammersley, or in any other person s hands, and I do here

by also bind [mortgage] all my other property, fortune and effects to the

amount of the said sum of ,3,995 sterling with the interest . . . .&quot; The

document was witnessed by Forth s mistress, Mme. de Gennetine.10

There was plainly more to this transaction than meets the eye. On the

surface it was an astute stroke of business by Forth. Assignats were

worth nothing in England, and much less than their face value in France.

In exchange for this embarrassing currency Forth obtained a promise of

,3,995 sterling, with interest, on the excellent security of Mme. Du

Barry s jewels. It seemed certain that whoever else might lose in the

affair of the jewels it would not be Nathaniel Parker Forth. This in

tention is so evident that, although it cannot be proved, it may have been

exactly what both parties to the transaction wanted. Before leaving for

France on this occasion Mme. Du Barry obviously meant to reward those

who had helped her recover her property. Lyon De Symon would receive

his ,700 when the chancery suit finally ended, and the less important

parties would be paid the amounts set out in the list Mme. Du Barry

gave Forth; it seems reasonable to suppose that she would not have made

these arrangements without also doing something for Forth, who had

been more active in the proceedings than anyone else.

It is therefore extremely likely that ,2,000 out of the ,3,995 loan

represented the 2,ooo-louis reward offered in the original advertisement.

Lyon De Symon had been the first to suspect the thieves, but without

Forth Mme. Du Barry might never have recovered her property, and she

wanted to reward him for all he had done. But if she had done so openly,
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Lyon De Symon might have heard of it and renewed his demands. To

avoid this danger, the promissory note was drafted to suggest that the

transaction was a straightforward business arrangement. Like almost

everything that happened as the result of the theft of the jewels, the out

come was yet another lawsuit. But if Mme. Du Barry intended to reward

Forth, at least in this case she achieved her object.

On the same day that she signed the promissory note Mme. Du Barry

left for France.



XI

The

Stranger

at

Louveciennes

jDehind the happenings at Louveciennes was a man who was

determined to destroy Mme. Du Barry. He was not a native of the village

or even of France; he was an Englishman and his name was George
Grieve. He was born at Alnwick in Northumberland, the son of an at

torney. Much of Grieve s conduct in later life derived from his upbringing
in a place where the outlook was still that of an older England. Alnwick

was a border town where feuds were rife; its street remained unpaved un
til well into the nineteenth century, and between Martinmas (November n)
and January its citizens might be serenaded by musicians playing oboes.

There was a strong tradition of dissent from established religion, and

politics divided the residents not so much on party lines as between sup

porters of the castle the Duke of Northumberland and the freemen of

the city, the Four and Twenty. In these divisions Grieve s father and

grandfather played their part. They were democrats, rather in the seven

teenth-century Cromwellian tradition, but this did not prevent them from

occasionally finding themselves in opposition to the Four and Twenty.
Each of them, on different occasions, was expelled from that body and as

a consequence lost his vote at elections. If, however, George Grieve was
born with a bias against constituted authority, his circumstances and up
bringing were comfortable.1

In 1757 at the age of nine George followed his elder brother to Eton.

His companions in the first form included Lord Cranborne, later the 7th
Earl and ist Marquess of Salisbury; the sons and heirs of such West
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Indian merchants as Codrington Carrington of Barbados; William Hayley,

the poet and friend of Cowper; and Henry Howard, son of an Eton

apothecary. Other boys in George Grieve s form were George Brudenell,

expelled for refusing to be flogged, and William Windham, later a mem
ber of Pitt s government but removed from Eton in 1766 for taking part

in a fight with the butchers of the town.

His education gave the younger Grieve what he later termed &quot;a taste

for scholarship&quot; that though inclined toward classical studies also included

an interest in the natural sciences. At the same time he became &quot;ac

customed to the luxury of music and the fine arts,&quot; particularly the music

of &quot;Haydon,&quot;
and &quot;Handle,&quot; and the paintings of Titian, Raphael, and

Van Dyck. He also liked gardens in the English style, not the &quot;unsuccess

ful imitations ... of the Count d Artois at Bagatelle, and of the Duke

of Orleans at Monsseaux,&quot; which he contrasted unfavorably with the gar

dens of the Tuileries and Marly; these, he said, &quot;with all their undis

guised, artificial labours are at least noble, magnificent and useful.&quot; He

had a taste for a fine prospect, particularly if it contained wooded hills

and a river, a combination which may first have attracted him to Louve

ciennes.2

After leaving Eton George Grieve matriculated at Glasgow University

and was apprenticed to Peter Thellusson, a City merchant of Swiss origin.

However, this arrangement did not last long. In 1763 John Wilkes, the

Whig member for Aylesbury, was taken into custody for publishing a

seditious libel, and became the focus of opposition to the government.

During this &quot;period
of violent unconstitutional proceedings against Mr.

Wilkes,&quot; to quote Grieve, &quot;the foreign merchant differing from the Eng
lish apprentice, entered with zeal into all the measures of the then adminis

tration, which, though a republican by birth, he maintained with all the

virulence of the tools of despotism . . . .&quot;

3
Probably as a result of what

was plainly a quarrel, Grieve left Thellusson. His father died in 1764, and

George determined to use his patrimony in support of Wilkes and liberty.

He was active on behalf of these causes in the north, became secretary of

the Bill of Rights Club, and was responsible for Wilkes s receiving the

Freedom of Newcastle. He also supported the parliamentary candidature

of Andrew Stoney Bowes, second husband and persecutor of the un

fortunate Countess of Strathmore.4 In 1774 Grieve was once more at Aln-

wick. When he came of age, he had had to go to law with the city corpo

ration to become a freeman of the city, the Four and Twenty maintaining
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that because his father was disenfranchised at the time of George s birth,

his son was disenfranchised also. This struggle over his own rights pre

judiced Grieve against the city fathers, and he was determined to oppose
them when he thought they were encroaching on freedom in other ways.
He successfully prevented the Duke of Northumberland from nominating
both the M.P.s for the county, and he also led a local riot over an at

tempt to enclose part of Alnwick moor. By 1780 his inheritance was spent.

During this period of political activity Grieve met a clever but impecu
nious French apothecary four years older than himself, whose name was

Jean Paul Marat, later to be known as I Ami du peuple. The two young
men frequented the same political circles, and it is conceivable that it was

from Marat that Grieve acquired his grasp of the French language. It was

very probably with Grieve s support that Marat was made an honorary
member of the patriotic societies of Berwick and Newcastle in 1774. The

following year the University of St. Andrews bestowed a medical degree
on Marat. In 1777 he returned to France, where he built up a flourishing

practice that culminated in an appointment as physician to the Comte
d Artois s guards. When Grieve s money ran out his thoughts turned to

Marat. He went first to France and then, in 1781, to Holland, perhaps as

a French agent. The same year he sailed for America, where he sided

with the nascent republic and made friends among its supporters, among
whom he was proud to number Washington and Franklin.

When the American war ended Grieve returned to France. In 1787 a

translation he had made of the Marquis de Chastellux s Travels in North
America was published. Grieve had covered much of the same ground,
and his footnotes are a commentary on the marquis text. Otherwise it

is not known how he was employed during the years between 1782 and

1789. He had many French acquaintances some of them officers who
had served in America and since they included the son of Mme. de

Genlis, it is possible that Grieve was also a member of the group of

political extremists who frequented the Palais Royal. He certainly knew
the man he described as &quot;the vigilant Mr. Forth,&quot;

5 and perhaps a wish
to know what Forth was doing at Louveciennes attracted his attention

there.

It need hardly be said that in 1789 Grieve was an ardent revolutionary,
and there is no reason to suppose that his convictions were not genuine.
In regard to his feelings toward Mme. Du Barry, on the other hand, one
cannot help suspecting some less abstract motivation. Respect for women
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can hardly be expected in an associate of John Wilkes and Andrew Stoney

Bowes, but Grieve s treatment of Mme. Du Barry went further than lack

of respect. His attacks on her were so savage and relentless that they can

not altogether be explained by his hatred of a government that allowed a

king s mistress to enjoy wealth that should have belonged to the people

of France. Jeanne Du Barry was not an aristocrat or a member of the

privileged classes by birth; in fact her upbringing had been far less com

fortable than Grieve s. In his denunciations of this &quot;Bacchante crowned

with ivy and roses&quot; there is more than a hint of Puritan disapproval of

the &quot;scarlet woman,&quot; and in his determination to bring a courtesan to

her death there is something of the hatred of prostitutes that actuated

Jack the Ripper.

Grieve first took lodgings at Louveciennes in 1791 at an inn owned by

Francois Renault. The residents afterward remembered that he &quot;stayed

for a long time with . . . Renault without becoming known in the Com
mune.&quot;

6 But he may have had his first sight of the chateau even earlier.

When the tribunal at Versailles was examining those suspected of com

plicity in Mme. Du Barry s theft, Badou the Swiss Guard was asked

if he had noticed any strangers in Louveciennes shortly before January

ii. He replied that one day some weeks before the theft he was eating

some broth at an inn (not the one where Grieve lodged) when an English

man started talking to him and criticized the discipline of the French

army. In the course of their conversation, which developed into a fierce

argument, the Englishman mentioned that he had come from the chiteau.

The stranger s manner had seemed so odd that Badou asked Girardin,

Mme. Du Barry s doorkeeper, if the man, whom he described, had been

at the chateau that day. Girardin said that such a man had come to the

door but had not entered; he had asked about the pavilion and been told

where to find the custodian.7

It is not certain that this odd and argumentative Englishman was

really Grieve. Indeed it has been suggested he was Harris the thief,

making a reconnaissance. If so, he would have been most unwise to draw

attention to himself by arguing with the very guard whose business it was

to patrol the grounds, whereas it is easy to imagine Grieve as the kind of

Englishman who finds fault with his fellow countrymen at home but

praises them abroad, thus causing arguments wherever he is. If Badou s

stranger was really Grieve, this may well have been the first occasion he

examined the home of his future victim.
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During 1791, while Mme. Du Barry was in England, Grieve began to

make contact with those citizens of Louveciennes who thought as he

did. He found some of these in the ch&teau itself. The household there

had been disturbed first by Mme. Du Barry s plans to cut down staff and

later by the theft. Salanave, the butler, was the most discontented, and

eventually was so impertinent that he was dismissed. Grieve took him up
and found in him a convinced revolutionary who could provide useful

information about the comings and goings at the chateau and the aristo

crats entertained there. Grieve also struck up a friendship with Zamor,
whose favorite reading was Rousseau. The young Indian was delighted

when Grieve recognized him as the unsullied child of nature Rousseau

so much admired; his natural virtue and his reading had taught him,
Grieve said, how to avoid the corruption of an infamous court and show

himself worthy of the Republic as early as ij&$.
8

As the influence of the Jacobins and the more extreme revolutionaries

increased throughout France, Grieve and his supporters became more

powerful in Louveciennes. When there was difficulty in finding a room

large enough for holding public assemblies, Mme. Du Barry offered a

room in her chateau. It was therefore probably under her own roof that

Grieve prepared his attack on the &quot;vile mistress of a decrepit tyrant.&quot;
9

His first move was made early in 1793. He persuaded the head of the

administrative district of Versailles, the Procureur General Syndic, to

inquire into Mme. Du Barry s last journey to England and whether this

was in reality an attempt to emigrate. In that case her possessions should be

preserved for the benefit of the nation, and accordingly on February 14
an order was issued for seals to be affixed to her property.

If Grieve imagined that because Mme. Du Barry was frivolous she was
also impractical, he had very much underrated her. When she returned

to the chateau (slightly delayed first by her affairs in London and then

for lack of a suitable passport at Calais) she had no difficulty in proving
that her presence in England had been required to deal with her private
business and that she had obtained all the necessary permits before she

left France. She was even able to produce a letter from Lebrun, the for

eign minister, showing that her journey was made with his knowledge.
10

Grieve had reckoned without the skill the former royal Favorite had ac

quired at Versailles the knowledge of which minister to approach when
she needed a favor. The result was that since all her papers were in order,

there was nothing to justify the sequestration of her property. Early in
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April the seals were removed from the chateau and the rest of her pos

sessions, and she was left to enjoy them in peace for another three months.

Grieve s next attack came from a different angle and on better chosen

grounds. He planned to denounce Mme. Du Barry for aristocratic be

havior and unpatriotic conduct; such incivisme was by then an offense

for which the guilty party could be imprisoned. The denunciation would

be supported by information supplied by Grieve s associates in Mme. Du

Barry s household. Grieve persuaded Ledoux, the mayor of Louveciennes,

to call a general meeting of the commune on June 29. About thirty-five

citizens voiced their suspicions not only of Mme. Du Barry, but also of her

steward and her cousins the Graillets. The vicar of the parish criticized

her for receiving suspected persons and for her absences from home. Tenot,

a musician for whose training Mme. Du Barry had paid, blamed her for

her intimate connection with Brissac, guilty of lese-nation, and for harbor

ing his aide-de-camp, Maussabre. Other inhabitants named the aristocrats

the countess had entertained, the Prince and Princess de Rohan-Rochefort,

Maussabre, M. de la Bondie, and others; all these people had been ad

dressed by their titles after such things had been abolished. It was gene

rally believed that Mme. Du Barry had not complied with the law re

lating to certificates of residence. Like the vicar, Tenot included Mme.

Graillet in his denunciation, as being the wife of an officer of the house

hold troops of the Comte d Artois.11

All the denunciations were made up into a signed petition, armed with

which the mayor and his officials presented themselves at the chateau on

June 30. Grieve did not accompany the party but kept himself in the

background. When Mme. Du Barry was told of the accusations against

her, she protested vigorously that she had throughout the Revolution be

haved as a patriot. When she was asked to send for Mme. Graillet and

the other members of her household also accused of incivisme, she asked

if she and the accused women might be detained in the chateau instead of

being taken off to prison in Versailles. In spite of all that had happened,

her wishes still held some weight with the mayor of her village, and she

and the women were to remain under house arrest until further order;

the menservants were sent to Versailles.

Mme. Du Barry now had a slight breathing space in which to prepare

a counterattack. This took the form of a petition in her favor by fifty-nine

residents of Louveciennes, and it was made to the departmental adminis

tration of the Seine-et-Oise at Versailles. The signatories claimed that the
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citoyenne Du Barry had been the benefactress of her commune; when

an inclement season had made life hard for the unfortunate, she had come

to their help with money; she had subscribed to all the patriotic causes

for which during the Revolution good citizens had been asked for contri

butions; she had even allowed a room in her house to be used for public

meetings. Louveciennes, they concluded, had been a happy and united

commune, untroubled by the disturbances that had unsettled their fellow

countrymen elsewhere; it was not until six months ago that &quot;a few indi

viduals, who had taken up residence amongst us&quot; had disturbed the pre

vailing order and harmony.
12

This evidently referred to Grieve, the intruder. Once again he had mis

calculated, failing to take account of the genuine affection the villagers

of Louveciennes felt for Mme. Du Barry and their mistrust of the out

sider. It was also Grieve s misfortune that the assassination of Marat on

July 13, 1793, removed this powerful friend just at a time when his support

would have been valuable. Indeed, Grieve had an appointment to dine

with Marat on the day of his death. Lacking Marat s influential support,

and in the uncertainty of the few days after his death, Grieve was unable

to prevent the petition in Mme. Du Barry s favor from receiving sympathetic

treatment from the Committee of General Security in Paris.13 This body

ordered an examination into the reasons why the denunciation against her

had been signed. Some of the original signatories now felt that the weight

of local opinion was against them, and explained that they had signed be

cause the majority had done so, and several withdrew their accusation of

unpatriotic conduct. One man had been under the impression he was sign

ing a petition for a new schoolmaster. Nevertheless about a dozen held by

what they had said. Their views and those of Mme. Du Barry s supporters

were considered, first by the officials of the district of Versailles, then by

those of the department of Seine-et-Oise, and finally by the Committee of

General Security, which on August 13 ordered citoyenne Du Barry to be

freed from arrest. Her property was to be protected by the departmental

administration and supervised by the municipal offices of Louveciennes.

Grieve was left to make a fresh plan and to write a venomous pamphlet

against his victim, who had once again escaped him. He entitled his work

Equality Circumvented, and described it as being

a short history of Influence, containing the documents relative to

the apprehension of the Du Barry, sometime Mistress to Louis XV,
and serving as an example to those over-zealous patriots desiring to
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save the Republic and to those moderates who understand only too

well how to destroy it.

He had signed it:

Grieve, Prisoner s friend of the honest Sans Culottes of Louve

ciennes, Comrade of Franklin and Marat, faction-leader and prime

anarchist, and twenty years long a subverter of Despotism in both

hemispheres.
14

For her part, in the short interval before her adversary returned to the

attack, Mme. Du Barry took her last lover. He was Duke Alexandre Louis

Auguste de Rohan-Chabot, whom she had seen frequently during her last

stay in London. In January 1793, when France declared war on England,
Rohan-Chabot was about to return to protect his property in France and

badly needed money. To help him, Mme. Du Barry lent him 200,000

francs, a loan which later on would be made to look suspiciously like a

contribution to the funds of counterrevolution. The loan later became a

cause of dispute among the heirs of Mme. Du Barry and Rohan-Chabot;

at the time it was an act of friendship between two people drawn together

in time of distress.

Grieve s next opportunity came when, on September 17, a law was

passed allowing local committees of vigilance to arrest on suspicion any
one who had shown himself, either in speech or in writing, to be a partisan

of tyranny or federalism, or the enemy of liberty. Grieve went over the

head of the municipal authorities at Louveciennes to the Committee of

General Security in Paris, persuaded it to reverse the earlier decision, and

obtained an order for the arrest of Mme. Du Barry. He also received an

advance of 3,000 livres from the treasury of the Committee to meet his ex

penses in putting the warrant into execution. On September 21, with a

guard of his own choosing, he arrived at the chateau to carry out his

orders. A commissary from the village, arriving at the same moment to

commandeer Mme. Du Barry s carriage horses, was both surprised and in

dignant to find Grieve taking on himself a function of the local officials,

without even having informed them of his intention. He roused much re

sentment by his high-handed behavior, which did not help Mme. Du

Barry, but eventually it led to Grieve s discomfiture. For the time being he

was in the ascendant, and, claiming that he had been about to send to

the village for the assitance of the justice of the peace (who arrived soon

afterward), he set to work.15
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Grieve first arrested Mme. Du Barry, and he did so with such insulting

language and outrageous behavior that, to use his victim s own words,

&quot;my pen refuses to trace all the horrors and insults of which he was

guilty/
16 Some of Mme. Du Barry s biographers have believed that he

tried to make love to her and that these words refer to such an incident.

It seems far more likely that Grieve treated her as he would the lowest

woman from the streets and abused her with the invective of a Puritan

preacher denouncing the Whore of Babylon. Louis XV s mistress had for

years been accustomed to respectful treatment, and she had also since

childhood known how to discourage unwelcome addresses; she was quite

unused to someone behaving as if she came from the gutter, and it was

this that she found intolerable.

When he had secured Mme. Du Barry, Grieve proceeded, as the com

mittee had ordered, to arrest the other suspects in the house. These in

cluded Denis Morin, Mme. de la Neuville and her husband, Mme. Grail-

let, and two of the women servants. Grieve next searched the chateau for

valuables and papers, breaking into cupboards and furniture. He did not

even bother, as the law required, to have the owner of the property or the

justice of the peace present while he searched, an irregularity remarked

both by Mme. Du Barry and the municipal officials.
17 The law also re

quired the papers to be endorsed by the local officials before they were re

moved from the house, but Grieve ignored this requirement, carrying off

a large box of papers and a supply of assignats that Mme. Du Barry kept
in the house to his lodging at Renault s inn. When he had finished his

search, he had seals placed on everything, even, to the indignation of their

owner, her linen chests and the store cupboards that contained &quot;the pro
duce of her kitchen

garden.&quot; Finally Mme. Du Barry, accompanied by

Grieve, was driven off to Paris and committed to the prison of Sainte-

Pelagie. Those of her household arrested with her were sent to either Ver

sailles or La Force.

A number of people claimed to have been in prison with Mme. Du

Barry and in many cases a study of the dates given in the prison registers

shows that such meetings would have been impossible or unlikely. There

is one story, however, that sounds as if it might be true. The Marquis de

Rochefort-Lucay told one of the Goncourt brothers that his family had

for many years preserved a cap that had belonged to the mistress of Louis

XV. It had come into the family through a grandmother of Rochefort-

Lu^ay, imprisoned for a time with the former Favorite. She had been
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present one day when Mme. Du Barry flung off her own cap and took

one belonging to a fellow prisoner who had just been acquitted by the

Revolutionary Tribunal.18 Did she believe it would bring her luck? There

is no explanation but the inconclusiveness of the story gives an impression

of authenticity. The incident probably dates from a late stage in Mme.
Du Barry s imprisonment, when her nerves were on edge. At first she

does not seem to have realized how dangerous her situation was.

The day after she entered Sainte-Pelagie, on September 22, with her

mind still occupied with Louveciennes and what was happening there, she

wrote to her trusted maid, Henriette Couture. She wanted to know if the

villagers were preparing another petition in her favor and, above all, how
were things at the chateau? Were seals affixed everywhere and was there a

guard to protect all her precious belongings? She herself was well and had

an agreeable roommate, but she needed clothes and linen. Would Henri

ette send caps, fichus, and some of her chemises with narrow colored

stripes?
19

A few days after the letter to Henriette Couture, and probably after

consultation with the lawyer advising her on her defense, she wrote a

protest to the administration of the Seine-et-Oise department in language

that showed she was still unaware of her danger. When she received no

reply she wrote to the Committee of General Security. She reminded both

sets of officials that as recently as August she had been cleared of any

suspicion of unpatriotic conduct. She protested emphatically at the be

havior of Grieve, &quot;a foreigner with no fixed abode . . . without known

means of support.&quot; Contrary to the law, this man, who had openly de

clared himself her enemy, had taken possession of her property, to which

he now denied her access.20 She had no suspicion that this man, whom
she was denouncing, was the trusted adviser of the committee to which

she was appealing.

Sitting up late in his lodging at the inn or in a room in his victim s

own house, Grieve was going through Mme. Du Barry s papers and

drafting a case against her. When it was finished it was arranged under

fifteen separate accusations, each supported by documents seized at the

time of her arrest. Her bankers, the Vandenyvers, were included in the

accusations and so were the Chevalier d Escourre and his nephew M. de

la Bondie, her escorts on her visits to England.

The main charges against Mme, Du Barry were that she had always

been an enemy of the Revolution and had maintained relations with
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aristocrats who were equally opposed to it; that she had supported a

counterrevolution, both by contact with emigres and by providing funds;

that she had wasted the revenues of the state; and that she had attempted

to remove her ill-gotten gains from the country and to conceal the extent

of her fortune.21 Among her friends and acquaintances singled out as

most pernicious were Brissac, guilty of treachery against the state, lese-

nation, as it was called, and Calonne and his wife, known to be advising

the emigre princes of the blood; and Forth, &quot;that well-known English

spy.&quot;
All Mme. Du Barry s journeys to England had taken place under

Perth s guidance and this alone made them highly suspect; it was evident

that Forth was using them as an excuse to maintain contact between the

courts of St. James and the Tuileries. Grieve even went so far as to sug

gest that the theft of the jewels was a fake. Zamor was to be called as a

witness on this point and say he had always thought there was something

odd about it. His testimony would be supported by the fact that some of

the items on Rouen s list of stolen jewels had subsequently come to light

in France.

One of Grieve s final accusations against Mme. Du Barry was the

cunning way she had avoided being listed as an emigre. She had done so

by working in conjunction with Lebrun, formerly foreign minister, her

bankers, the treacherous departmental administration at Versailles, and

the weak or corrupt municipal officials of Louveciennes: such cunning
was worthy of the teaching of Forth, &quot;that adept in the Machiavellian

arts.&quot; If Mme. Du Barry was indeed to be considered as an enemy of the

Revolution, Grieve s other accusations were justifiable; this one derived

from spite. It shows his personal animus against her and his deep resent

ment that she had twice escaped him.

The whole case against Mme. Du Barry was unsubstantial. No one

could deny that she had maintained relations with royalists and aristocrats;

there was, and is, nothing to prove that she did anything to assist counter

revolutionary plans. The theft was genuine, even if, as Grieve remarked,

none of the thieves even received a scratch for his crimes. Nor is there

any proof that Forth was doing anything except make himself useful to

a woman still sufficiently distinguished to be worth cultivating. But he

was a man with many irons in the fire and may well have had his own
reasons for visiting and revisiting France. If so, he was acting in a

private capacity, as there is no documentary evidence to suggest that the

British government was employing him in any way at this time.
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Nevertheless Grieve s presentation of the case against &quot;La Du Barry&quot;

served very well for the purposes of Fouquier-Tinville, public prosecutor

of the Revolutionary Tribunal, which now almost inevitably she must

face. She was first examined on October 30 before two commissioners of

the Committee of General Security. She answered them sensibly and col

lectedly, without any sign of panic. Two days later, on November i, the

Vandenyvers were also examined. On that day orders were given for

Mme. Du Barry to be transferred from the prison of Sainte-Pelagie to

La Force, but as the latter prison was completely full, this order could

not be carried out. On November 19 the Committee of General Security

referred her case and that of the Vandenyvers to the Revolutionary Tri

bunal. The following day the papers were handed over to the registry

of the tribunal and on November 22, 24, and 27 Mme. Du Barry and the

three bankers were examined by Dumas, one of the judges of the tri

bunal, and Fouquier-Tinville. This inquiry covered the time when she

was Louis XV s mistress and ended with her alleged infringement of the

laws concerning emigration.
22

By now Mme. Du Barry realized her danger, but she still hoped that

she could convince Fouquier-Tinville that he had been misled by Grieve

and his associates. She wrote to the public prosecutor in great agitation:

I never emigrated; I never even had that intention .... I never

supplied money to the emigres. I never carried on a criminal cor

respondence with them, and if events forced me to see, either in

London, or in France, people of the Court, or people who did not

agree with the course the Revolution was taking, I hope, Citizen

Public Prosecutor, that you [in accordance with Revolutionary usage

she wrote tu] in the justice and equity of your heart, will know

how to weigh the circumstances in which I was placed, and my
known and unavoidable connections with Citizen Brissac, whose

correspondence is before you . . . ,
23

One could wish she had not mentioned Brissac* Whatever she meant

by the expression &quot;unavoidable connections&quot; writing in a hurry, she did

not make her meaning clear it is plain that she was trying to excuse

her association with the duke when she felt it was endangering her life.

It is impossible not to contrast her behavior with Brissac s when, in his

prison at Orleans, he used his last days of freedom to make a will that

would provide for his mistress.

On December 4 Mme. Du Barry was transferred from Sainte-Pelagie
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to the Conciergerie, the prison that was usually the last stage before the

scaffold. On December 6 she and the Vandenyvers appeared before the

Revolutionary Tribunal. The lawyers engaged for their defense were

Chauveau-Lagarde, who had defended Marie Antoinette and Charlotte

Corday, and Lafleuterie. There were twelve jurors, and fifteen witnesses

(including Zamor and Grieve) attended, most of them for the prosecu

tion. The hearing lasted two days, but at last the jury retired, with a

stirring peroration by Fouquier-Tinville ringing in their ears. The &quot;revolu

tionary jury&quot; (according to Fouquier, such a jury was a combination of

severity and justice, aroused to passion in the presence of a counterrevolu

tionary) was asked to decide the fate of this Lais, this courtesan, for

whose shameful pleasures a despot had sacrificed the blood and treasures

of his people. This Messalina, &quot;born of the people, enriched and bedecked

with the people s
spoils,&quot;

had plotted against the people s sovereignty. The
war outside France and in the Vendee, the revolts in Calvados and the

south, were all the work of Pitt, with whom the accused had conspired.

Debauchery and bad conduct were the greatest enemies of the liberty and

happiness of the people. In striking with the sword of justice a Messalina

guilty of conspiring against her country, they would not only avenge the

Republic, but root out a public scandal and strengthen that temperate con

duct which was the foundation of the liberty of nations.24

Thus exhorted, the jury found the accused guilty on all counts. The

public prosecutor demanded the fulfillment of the law and the tribunal

concurred. All four prisoners were condemned to execution within the

next twenty-four hours, and their property was to be confiscated.

It was by then eleven o clock at night and the execution was to take

place at eleven o clock next morning, December 8. Mme. Du Barry was

appalled. She had never believed that she would be found guilty of

crimes that she had not committed. She hoped she might even yet save

her life by making a detailed declaration of her treasures and their where

abouts, those treasures of which she was accused of despoiling the People.
At ten o clock on the morning of December 8 she made her statement

before one of the judges of the tribunal and various other officials. Item

by item she went through her possessions and indicated where she had

concealed them; in the storeroom facing the ice house, a tea service, two
coffee services, and other valuables; in a basket buried in the same place,
some louis d or and various jewels; in a pinewood box entrusted to Mme.
Deliant, more jewels. Other treasures were hidden in the cellars or under
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the stairs in the chateau; some were buried in the thickets surrounding the

pavilion
or in Morin s garden. She ended her list with the stolen jewels

deposited in Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley s bank, stating that to

reclaim these she could easily write to London.25 Perhaps by suggesting

this she hoped to gain a little time. It was not granted her.

Her treasures had taken some hours to list, but the execution was merely

postponed. It was late afternoon and darkness was falling when Mme. Du

Barry and the Vandenyvers were put on the tumbril. There are many

stories about her behavior on the way to the guillotine and they all vary,

but they agree in one respect: she was terrified and showed it. One by

stander describes how her cries so horrified the watching crowd that only

one had the heart to revile her. This was a man carefully dressed who,

just as she passed, heard her cry out, &quot;Spare my life, and I will give all

my possessions to the Nation!&quot; To this the man replied: &quot;What you re

giving belongs to the Nation already: the Tribunal has confiscated your

possessions.&quot; Upon which, a charcoal burner standing just in front of the

man turned round and hit him. It would satisfy a sense of the dramatic

if this implacable man were Grieve, but this is perhaps unlikely, and in

any case the account is suspect for various reasons. Another bystander

gives a less dramatic but probably more accurate report: &quot;. . . before she

came in sight, her fearful shrieks reached us where we stood. She strug

gled violently and babbled incoherently. She had to be forcibly propelled

up the
steps.&quot;

26 At the last moment before the knife descended, she

uttered a dreadful cry.

When Louis XV was dying of smallpox, Mme. Du Barry had had the

courage to risk death and disfigurement to remain with him. She could

not face the guillotine with the same resolution. Those who know how

courage ebbs and flows in all but the bravest will remember the first oc

casion in her favor and not blame her too severely for her weakness

at the end.
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XII

Louveciennes

T&amp;gt;eserted

-Zhe sword of justice la glaive de la hi, as the phrase went

had fallen on Mme. Du Barry; her body lay in the cemetery of La

Madeleine; the state took over her property.

So important an acquisition must be secured without delay. The very

day after her execution the official now described as administrator of the

Domaines Nationaux, administrator of National Property, who was re

sponsible for all the property confiscated from the Church and the emigres

for the benefit of the state, wrote urgently to his opposite number in the

department of the Seine-et-Oise to let him know that this woman who

had taken such an important part in squandering the nation s capital was

now dead. It was, he said, imperative that action should be taken promptly

to ensure that all the possessions that she had received from &quot;the scan

dalous prodigalities of the last tyrant but one&quot; should pass in their en

tirety into the hands of the nation. Seals must be placed at once on every

thing at Louveciennes, and the greatest care should be taken in choosing

and supervising the custodians who were appointed to guard this valuable

property: there was so much of it that pilfering precious objects would

be only too easy, but the Republic must lose nothing of what ought to

accrue to it from this important confiscation.
1

A great deal of work was going to be needed before the Republic could

enter into possession of what was now known as the &quot;Maison Nationale

de Louveciennes.&quot; There would have to be surveys of the buildings and

inventories of their contents, but first of all the valuables, which in her

final confession Mme. Du Barry had declared to be hidden in the house

or grounds, must all be brought to light and handed over to the treasury.

Grieve was put at the head of a commission entrusted with this duty,

and given powers to detain and examine anyone suspected of concealment.

143
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It was the beginning of a gruesome treasure hunt that soon involved the

entire village.

The hunt began even before the commission was set up, while Mme.
Du Barry was still in prison. She had asked her faithful maid, Henriette

Couture, to pay 175 livres to Inspector Pile for expenses he had incurred

at the time of the theft. Grieve heard of this and demanded to know
where the funds came from. Henriette s house was searched and a supply
of assignats was produced from the mattress on which her children were

sleeping.
2 As the search proceeded during the succeeding weeks portraits

of Marie Antoinette and Louis XV were discovered behind a Venetian

blind in the chateau; treasure was dug up in the cellars; jewels and silver

were found in a manure heap and were even fished out of the basins sur

rounding the fountains at Marly. Every villager suspected the others of

concealing things, and each was not only ready to denounce the other

but was encouraged to do so by Grieve, who &quot;made fear the order of the

day in our commune,&quot; according to one resident.3

This was no exaggeration. When Grieve s commission came into con

flict with the municipal authorities he had them replaced, and one of

them was even imprisoned. The officers of the National Guard were

replaced by others who favored Grieve. He was head of the local vigilance

committee, which was largely composed of his supporters and acted on
his instructions. The situation in the village is clearly reflected in two

reports by the commission on an incident which occurred in connection

with the search in the fountains of Marly:

... A woman [Madame Deliant] and her husband had been exam
ined several times because they confessed [to knowing the where
abouts of the valuables] only when pushed into it and given away
by their accomplices. On their return from pointing out the place
where they had thrown the treasures into the fountain, the woman
and her mother were still in our presence, when several citizens

and citizenesses entered gaily to show us a watch, which two
women had found in the same place, but which the woman and her
mother had omitted [to mention] .... We cannot depict, citizen

representatives, the scene enacted before our eyes; on one side, crime

brought to light overwhelmed the culprits, who, vainly seeking ex

cuses, turned pale and asked for mercy; on the other, virtue, freed

from a heavy burden, broke into flower. A young girl stood beside

her mother, who shared in her pleasure; a young matron, who had
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helped in the discovery, stood beside her husband while he rejoiced

in the possession of a wife worthy to be set up as a model for her

fellow-citizens. Other worthy citizens . . . brought some mere

crystal vases, also found in the fountain; but whilst envying the lot

of the more fortunate, they shared in the general satisfaction. Every

one seemed to receive rather than give. Everyone was happy with

the exception of the two female receivers, who remained present,

their sorrow and remorse increasing in proportion to the general

gaiety . . . .
4

In sharp contrast to this scene, described with an odious touch of

counterfeit sensibility, is the one presented in the commission s next re

port, which describes how Mme. Deliant was found the following morn

ing in a room on the first floor of the chateau &quot;with a view over the

drying-ground and the melon-house, sitting on a chair, her throat bound

up with a handkerchief.&quot; She had been left overnight, under guard, to

tend her husband, who was ill in bed. Making an excuse to leave the

room, she had eluded her two guards and cut her throat with one of

her husband s razors.5 Mme. Deliant s wound was not mortal, but like

her mistress she was to be one of Grieve s victims nevertheless. Before the

treasure hunt was over he was responsible, according to his own boast,

for sending seventeen residents of Louveciennes to the guillotine.

Among these seventeen was Denis Morin, Mme. Du Barry s steward. It

seems as if Grieve was determined to destroy not only &quot;the Bacchante&quot;

herself but everyone connected with her. He knew all the ramifications

of her family tree, and her relatives had figured among the suspicious

aristocratic connections in the accusations he had drafted for the public

prosecutor. Boisseson had been mentioned &quot;formerly a major in the

Conde Dragoons,&quot; and so had Graillet &quot;formerly in Artois s guards&quot;;
even

Mimi appeared &quot;la fetite Graillet, the daughter of an emigre.&quot;
The

Neuvilles also appeared in the accusations, Mme. de la Neuville being

singled out as &quot;an arch intriguer.&quot;
6

Mme. Graillet and M. and Mme. de la Neuville were still in prison and

in great danger of sharing their cousin s fate and it is evident that Grieve

was doing his utmost to make sure they did. During the hunt for Mme.

Du Barry s treasures Neuville s proofs of nobility were found buried, to

gether with some diamonds, under a tree on the grounds. Grieve noted

this fact for the information of the public prosecutor; it indicated, he said,

not only Neuville s aristocratic origin, but his complicity in &quot;La Du Barry s&quot;
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attempt to conceal her ill-gotten gains. He ignored a plea from Neuville

that his furniture and effects at Louveciennes should be kept separate

from those of Mme. Du Barry, and that his daughter. Aline, should be

allowed to have his family papers. Presumably Grieve hoped that Neuville

would not live long enough to mind what happened to his possessions.

However vindictive his feelings against Mme. Du Barry and her relatives

might have been, Grieve was spellbound by the chateau; indeed, he went

so far as to describe it as &quot;an enchanted
palace.&quot;

7 He spent much of his

time there and it was later remembered that he had frequently had

the seals on the rooms removed and replaced so that he could show
the treasures in the house to his intimates. When his commission had

discharged its functions and the valuables had been handed over to the

treasury, he still found excuses to keep him at work in the chateau. An
enormous store of valuable materials had been found in an outhouse laces,

muslins, brocades, chintzes, printed calicos, cambric, and lawn and Grieve

took it on himself to have them listed and packed into trunks, even though

they were outside the scope of his commission. Finally he asked permission
from the authorities of the district of Versailles to lodge in the rooms that

had once been occupied by Marie de Boisseson. He said his rooms in the

inn had become intolerably noisy since the innkeeper had been made an

official representative of the government, and the constant coming and

going disturbed the tranquility Grieve looked for in the country, as well as

hindering him in his scholarly work: &quot;The District might be certain of

finding him at all times an energetic, disinterested and faithful custodian,

who, having lived on the spot for some time, was perfectly acquainted with

the place and the
people.&quot;

8
It makes a strangely macabre picture: Grieve

in his victim s deserted house surrounded with yard upon yard of costly

materials, poring over and fingering the outward trappings of beauty.
While Grieve, like a cuckoo in another s nest, was forcing his way into

Louveciennes, its contents were gradually being prepared for confiscation

by the state. Inventories were drawn up by various experts who, in earlier

days, had themselves supplied or cared for the possessions they were now
asked to value. M. Blaizot, a bookseller of Versailles, from whom Mme. Du
Barry had often purchased books, catalogued the library. Citizen Teradon,
botanical commissioner, listed the shrubs and plants in the gardens and

hothouses, including those so recently bought from Messrs. Lee of Ham
mersmith and Messrs. Grimwood at the Sign of the Pineapple. Salanave

helped make an inventory of the contents of the cellar, which housed
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wines laid down on his advice and served under his supervision at Madame
Du Barry s banquets. Citizeness Cotet, whose husband had been familiar

with all the furniture in the chateau, had been useful &quot;not only in supply

ing the technical description of each piece, but also in distinguishing be

tween the furniture belonging to La Du Barry and that of her servants

imprisoned in Paris.&quot;
9

It can easily be imagined that such work took time. More than once

the authorities of the district of Versailles, who were responsible for ad

vising the minister of the interior what he should take for the National

Museum or the National Reserve of Furniture and what should be sold

for the profit of the state, had to ask the responsible officials at Louveciennes

why the work was not progressing faster. In the summer and autumn of

1794, eight months after Mme. Du Barry s execution, inventories were still

being made. A detailed survey of the building appeared only in November

I794-
10 But eventually the preliminaries were completed and the contents

of the so-called National House (Maison Nationale) could be dispersed.

The jewels and other treasures went to the Tresor National. The most

valuable pictures and furniture were sent to the National Reserve of Furni

ture at Versailles, where they joined the furniture from the royal palace and

the property of other former aristocrats. None of these items were for sale;

they were to be used as the state directed. Some of Mme. Du Barry s furni

ture ultimately found its way to Malmaison, and some of the items includ

ing books, statuary, and a pedestal table decorated with Sevres porcelain

after being used by the Empress Josephine (she particularly cherished the

gueridon) passed into the possession of Eugene de Beauharnais. Articles

not considered sufficiently outstanding to be placed in the reserve were

sold by auction in Versailles. The remaining contents of the chateau were

auctioned on the spot, but certain things such as beds and bedding, which

were needed for the equipment of barracks and hospitals, were removed

for the benefit of the state. The contents of the house brought a total of

1,246,946 livres, and the property itself was sold for 6,ooo &amp;gt;

ooo.11

The nation had dealt with Mme. Du Barry s possessions, but that was

not the end of the matter. In taking over her property, the nation had

also taken over her debts. Creditors of her estate who were able to produce

written evidence of their claims were entitled to payment. Numerous ill-

written bills appeared on the tables of the administrators of this portion of

the Domaine Nationale. Citizeness Contaut of the Rue de Crenelle sent in

her bill for corsets supplied between 1788 and 1790; Citizeness Lagille
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claimed payment for supplies of poultry; Jean Spemont, farmer, for oats

and hay; Veuve Fortin for manure. Louis Pauquet, formerly a servant of

Brissac, wanted payment for looking after Mme. Du Barry s apartments

&quot;during
the ten months she had lodged at the house of the said Brissac.&quot;

Her own servants wages were unpaid, and to some of them a sum was also

owing for provisions. The sculptor Mouchy sent in an account for a group
that had been ordered in 1792 and was still standing in a rough-hewn condi

tion in his studio. The director of the Free School of Drawing, where Mme.
Du Barry had long ago endowed a scholarship, applied for the annual in

stallment on this endowment. Rouen, the jeweler, hopefully claimed the re

ward for his services in connection with the lawsuits in London and

supported his application by a testimonial from Nathaniel Parker Forth.12

Mme. Du Barry s relatives also put in their requests. Marie de Boisseson s

brothers asked for payment of the arrears on their mother s annuity. Old

M. de Monrabe, Mme. Du Barry s stepfather, wanted his usual allowance.

Mme. de la Neuville renewed the application her husband had made to

Grieve for the effects at Louveciennes when he was arrested.

The total of all these demands was enormous; they continued to come

in for years and now fill two large cartons in the archives of the depart

ment of the Seine-et-Oise. Much work and time were necessary before any
claim could finally be settled. Indeed, taking everything into consideration,

it is extremely doubtful if the state made any profit whatsoever out of &quot;this

important confiscation.&quot;

What were Grieve s feelings when he saw the deserted chateau
&quot;pun

ished by solitude,&quot;
13 to borrow a phrase he used to describe another aban

doned house its rooms empty, floorboards echoing to his tread, marks

showing the position of furniture or mirrors against the bare walls where

smoke darkening indicated the absence of candelabra or wall scones? Was
he satisfied because he had destroyed a parasite nourished at the expense
of the state, or was he conscious that, in pursuing Mme. Du Barry he had

been obeying an instinct stronger than the desire for justice? If he felt any
sense of triumph, he was not left long at Louveciennes to enjoy it.

When Robespierre fell on July 27, 1794, Grieve s opponents felt strong

enough to take action. They had never forgiven him, an outsider, for by

passing the established municipal authorities, either at the time of Mme.
Du Barry s arrest or later while his commission was hunting for her

treasure. Nor, as passions cooled, could they tolerate his brand of terrorism.

On November 10, 1794, Grieve and his associates, Zamor and Tenot, were
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expelled from the Louveciennes political society. Grieve guessed what was

likely to happen and fled to Amiens, but he was arrested there on December

23 and brought back to be imprisoned at Versailles. Twenty-two witnesses

appeared to testify against him, but, luckier than Mme. Du Barry, he was

ultimately released on the recommendation of Lacroix, a local respresenta-

tive of the central government who had always approved of his actions and

supported him in his encounters with the municipal authorities of Louve

ciennes. Grieve wasted no time in leaving France for America where in

Alexandria, Virginia, he possibly had an opportunity to indulge his taste

for scholarship and a retired life. Afterward he settled in Brussels and died

there in iSo.14



XIII

What

&quot;Became

of the

Jewels

JLouveciennes was deserted, its mistress dead, and the family

group that used to assemble there dispersed all over Europe. At a time

when they needed it more than ever, her relatives could no longer draw on

Mme. Du Barry s bounty. It so happened that some of the group were in

London in 1794. The existence of a property of valuable jewels in an

English bank offered an alluring prospect, and the hope of obtaining the

property encouraged the relatives to take action. Thus the rivalries of

Louveciennes were transferred to English soil.

The antagonists in the ensuing struggle were the Marquis de Boisseson,

acting for his wife; the Comte de Juillac, representing Hargicourt; and

M. de Mondragon de Pleuvault on behalf of the Mondragons.
Boisseson made the first move. He had spent two years campaigning in

the Rhineland under the orders of his former commanding officer, the

Prince de Conde. In 1794 he obtained leave of absence from this somewhat

haphazard army, in which the officers outnumbered the other ranks and

sometimes did a private s duty. He installed his wife and children at

Rothenburg on the Neckar, where Conde had set up his headquarters, and
set out for London. His first contact was with William Morland of Ran

som, Morland, and Hammersley s bank. Indeed, his journey may have been

made at Morland s suggestion. The bank still held Mme. Du Barry s jewels,

and it was also a creditor of her estate for the ^2,000 that it had advanced
to her in 1792. It was therefore in the bank s interest for the estate to be

150
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settled, and William Morland, as a partner, was prepared to take some

trouble to bring this about.

In June 1794 Letters of Administration were issued from the prerogative
court to Marie de Boisseson, &quot;cousin german and one of the next of kin of

Jeanne Benedicte Vaubernier, Countess Du Barry, late of the Chateau of

Louveciennes, Widow, deceased.&quot;
1 William Morland was appointed ex

ecutor and administrator of her estate.

Not long afterward, the Comte de Juillac arrived in London. He was

acting for his friend, Hargicourt, who at that time was also serving in

Conde s army. Short of funds, as were almost all the emigres, Hargicourt

hoped to recover the 10,000 livres he had once lent Mme. Du Barry to

settle her mercer s account. He empowered Juillac to claim this sum on

his behalf.2

Juillac was a cavalry officer who believed in the principle of toujours

I attaque, and he somewhat exceeded his instructions. When he in his turn

presented himself at Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley s bank, he was

told that Letters of Administration had been issued to Marie de Boisseson.

Juillac would have been well advised to accept the situation and come to an

arrangement with the Boissesons, but he had always resented their pre

tensions to Mme. Du Barry s favor, and on this occasion he tried to thwart

them by the most direct means: he entered an opposition in the prerogative

court to the issue of Letters of Administration. His opposition was un

successful, but it presaged further judicial proceedings.
3

In his anxiety to counter the Boissesons claims, Juillac made contact

with yet another claimant, M. de Mondragon de Pleuvault. He was the

the brother of that Marquis de Mondragon who, by marrying Sophie de

Tournon, inherited the sum that, so many years earlier, Mme. Du Barry

had settled on Vicomte Adolphe. Pleuvault now undertook to claim this

from Mme. Du Barry s estate. A lawyer by profession, Pleuvault was only

too pleased to use his skill in the interests of the Mondragons. Lack of

occupation was almost as serious a problem to many emigres as lack of

funds; rootless in a country that many of them found highly uncongenial,

those with nothing to do were to be found during the day eating ices at

Arven s or Raymond s in Oxford Street or going into the city to meet the

coaches that brought the latest news from France. Pleuvault was more for

tunate: from his lodgings in Berwick Street, Soho, he threw himself with

a will into a familiar world of wax and parchment, petitions, and decrees.

Procedure was somewhat different, but he had his attorney and counsel to
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adivse him. Juillac, who could not prolong his leave of absence from

Conde s army, was content to leave Hargicourt s affairs to be dealt with

by Pleuvault.

The list of those claiming to be creditors of Mme. Du Barry s estate

was growing steadily longer. In addition to the relatives, there was Ran

som, Morland, and Hammersley s bank and there was also Forth. He had

not yet received his reward of ^2,000 nor had he been repaid the various

substantial sums that he had disbursed on Mme. Du Barry s account. Yet

another creditor was Lyon De Symon, who was still waiting for the ^700
awarded to him by the King s Bench in February 1793.* All these rival

claims could only be assessed by the courts.

Forth and Morland, the two people most concerned, discussed matters

with their legal advisers, and it was decided that Forth should bring a suit

for the administration of Mme. Du Barry s estate by the chancery court.

Forth would sue Morland as administrator, thus giving both men an

opportunity to set out their claims and obtain the directions of the court.

At the same time the court could consider the demands of the other creditors.

The first step was to realize the assets of the estate, the jewels. By an

order of the chancery court they were to be delivered to William Morland,
and &quot;he should be at liberty to sell the same as he thought fit.&quot;

5

The sale took place by auction at Christie s on February 19, 1795. James
Christie himself was the auctioneer. His introductory speech described the

valuables as a selection &quot;not only from the Royal Cabinet, but from every

Cabinet, both public and private, in France.&quot;
6

It has often been said that Mme. Du Barry s jewels were sold to provide
funds for the British government, who used the money to pay their secret

agents in France, but les agents de Pitt obtained no benefit from this sale;

the fate of the jewels was more prosaic.

The purchasers were mainly London jewelers. The largest buyer was the

court jeweler, Nathaniel Jefferys of Dover Street. He had already, at Mor-
land s request, examined and valued the diamonds; he knew what he was

buying, and his total purchases amounted to more than ,10,000. The most

expensive single item was an &quot;oval white brilliant&quot; for which he paid

^910. He also bought one single stone for ^580, two single stones for

,365 and ^355, and other single stones for lesser amounts. Other pur
chases were made up of several stones: nine brilliants, ^365; two drops,

^140; twenty-three brilliants, ^8.
7

Other jewelers bought smaller quantities, but Lyon De Symon was not
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among them. A neighbor of his, a Mr. Ellison of Lemon Street, Goodmans

Fields, acquired diamonds to a total of 1,764, among them a square

brilliant for which he paid 600. Leyon Levy of Haydon Square, Minories,

bought two lots of 212 pearls for 217. Maurice Lloyd, Esq., spent 749
on five lots containing 2 large and 907 small brilliants. Mr. Sharpe of the

Bank Coffee House (probably the same Sharpe who had examined the

cinders of the room in which the thieves had lodged in the Cross Keys Inn)

bought one pink brilliant for 168 and a parcel of diamonds for 27.

Rings and
&quot;toys&quot;

were bought by Markes Levy and by a Mr. Parker of

Princes Street, who acquired &quot;a cameo head in onyx set with diamonds,

a head of Louis XV, a Bacchanalian antique, and three more
rings.&quot;

Fi

nally, Forth bought for 11 &quot;a gold toothpick case and a watch move

ment,&quot; a reminder of the strange business in which he had been so much

concerned.

It would be interesting to identify the items sold with their description in

the advertisement of the stolen valuables, but this is possible only in one or

two instances. Forth
5

s gold toothpick case and watch movement is un

doubtedly &quot;a gold etui case enameled in green, at the end of which is a

little watch made by Romilly&quot; and engraved at one end with Mme. Du

Barry s coat of arms. Other possible identifications are among the pur

chases made by Mr. Parker of Princes Street. His cameo head in onyx, set

with diamonds, was in all probability one of the rings contained in a green

russet ring case, among them &quot;a Caesar in two colors surrounded by small

brilliants.&quot; There was also a portrait of Louis XIII on an onyx, &quot;the hair

and mustaches in sardonyx,&quot; which is almost certainly Mr. Parker s por

trait of &quot;Louis XV,&quot; and his Bacchanalian antique must be &quot;an antique

Bacchus engraved in relief on a burnt cornelian,&quot;

Identification of the single stones is almost impossible, since there is no

information about their weights. But the square brilliant for which Na
thaniel Jefferys paid 900 may originally have been set as a ring containing

&quot;a very fine, square, white brilliant on the long side, weighing about 35

grains.&quot; The pink brilliant bought by Mr. Sharpe for 168 might have been

&quot;a collar button made from a very large pink brilliant, weighing 36 to 40

grains&quot;
the only diamond specifically described as pink, either in the

advertisement or in the list of purchasers.

The proceeds of the sale of the jewels totaled 13,412. This was far

less than the 1,500,000 livres at which their owner had originally estimated

their value. Removing the stones from their settings undoubtedly affected
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their selling price, as did the fact that a number of precious stones were

sold on the market by other emigres at the same time. This was unfortu

nate for Mme. Du Barry s estate, the main assets of which were provided by
this sale. With the addition of the sum of ^f2,000 she had set aside to pay
the reward, the total assets were ^15,412.
With this sum in hand, the court dealt first with the two loans made to

Mme. Du Barry on the security of her jewels, by Forth and by Ransom,

Morland, and Hammersley s bank. The court recognized that these loans

were &quot;a specific charge and lien on the
jewels,&quot;

and the master of the rolls,

who presided, directed immediate repayment, with interest. It was left to

a chancery master to decide precisely what was due. His report was ready
on May 5, 1795, and the following day Forth and the bankers actually

received their money. Lyon De Symon was also paid his 700*
The master of the rolls dealt next with other claims against the estate.

The same chancery master was to make a report on the liabilities and

discover by advertising who were the creditors. They were to produce be

fore the master under oath the &quot;books, papers and writings&quot; proving their

claims.9

The first step was to settle the outstanding bills. William Morland, as

administrator of the estate, prepared an account that included such items

connected with the finding of the jewels and the arrest of the thieves as

payments to the city marshal, the London constables, the innkeeper of the

Cross Keys, and the keepers of the jails where the thieves were imprisoned
while awaiting trial. James Christie received a commission of ,559 for

auctioning the jewels, together with auction tax of 195. Other payments
were made to Mme. Du Barry s legal advisers: ^500 to William Sleigh
&quot;for his fees and disbursements in the various suits, actions and prosecu
tions during the lifetime of Madame Du

Barry&quot;; another attorney received

;i2o for the costs incurred in prosecuting the thief Harris for perjury; and
the estate also had to bear the cost of the recent suit in the prerogative
court concerning the issue of Letters of Administration. The total due from
the administrator was ^9,988.

Ascertaining who were the creditors of the estate was a much more
difficult task. The chancery master directed that advertisements in French
and English should be inserted in the London Gazette and in suitable En
glish and foreign newspapers. The notice appeared on June 13, 1795, and
fixed a time limit, July 13, by which all claims had to be made. After that

the claimants were to produce proof of the alleged debts and be examined
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about them before the master. It might be supposed there would have been

difficulties in arranging for such an advertisement to appear in a French

newspaper at a time when the two countries were at war. Not only did the

advertisement appear but it was seen by Mme. Du Barry s Graillet and

Neuville relatives, who had been released from prison by that time and

were extremely hard up. In later years they recalled how &quot;the newspapers
of the day published news of the jewels on deposit [in the bank], but

Madame Du Barry s heirs could not claim the diamonds because the

revolutionary government had confiscated their possessions and deprived

them of their right to inherit . . . .&quot;

10
They envied the relatives whose

presence in England gave them an unfair advantage.

But even those relatives did not have things all their own way, as it was

necessary for them to prove their claims. Boisseson, who had brought his

marriage contract with him, was able to do this easily, but not so Pleuvault,

who had considerable difficulty in proving the Mondragons claim. The

documents do not make it clear precisely why this was so, but presumably

the master needed a good deal of convincing before he would admit as

creditors parties so remotely connected with Mme. Du Barry. Pleuvault

eventually persuaded the master of the validity of his brother and sister-in-

law s claim, but found himself in a difficulty over Hargicourt s. Messrs. Le

Normand had given Hargicourt a receipt for the bill he had paid for Mme.

Du Barry, &quot;but the said receipt was left in his Hotel in Paris on his emigra

tion from France and he had never been able to procure the same from

thence.&quot;
n Pleuvault overcame this difficulty also, and Hargicourt was rec

ognized as a creditor.

The relatives were not the only creditors; several tradespeople were able to

produce bills Mme. Du Barry had not paid, among them two of her French

suppliers lucky enough to have London establishments: Messrs. Daguerre

and Lignereux and Rose Bertin. For some years Daguerre had owned a

warehouse in Sloane Street for the convenience of the considerable number

of the firm s English customers who had a taste for French furniture.

He now produced a note signed by Mme. Du Barry on March 24, 1791,

promising to pay 4,000 livres; its equivalent in English money, according

to the chancery master, a little more than 166. For her part, Rose Bertin

submitted two bills from an establishment in St. James s Street. She had had

rooms there since at least 1788, using them to maintain contact with her

clients in England and to collect outstanding accounts in that country. She

used this pied a terre during the Revolution, but because she regularly re-
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mitted money to France she was able to avoid being classified as an emigre.
The accounts she produced to the master were for 40,898 livres, 12 sous,

19 deniers (^1,789) and ^642 for &quot;wares and merchandise sold and de

livered ... to the Countess Du Barry at Paris in France, and for work and
labour done, and materials found and provided&quot; in both Paris and London.

She had received ^100 on account, leaving a total of ^2,331 outstanding.
12

Other tradesmen produced unpaid bills for purchases made by Mme. Du
Barry during her last visit to London. The proprietor of Grenier s hotel

claimed for the board of &quot;the Countess steward&quot; presumably Rouen, the

jeweler and for money paid for parcels and boxes received for Mme. Du
Barry, while the nurserymen and seedsmen Grimwood, Hudson, and Paint

of Piccadilly, and Lee and Kennedy of Hammersmith produced their ac

counts for plants supplied for the garden of Louveciennes.

The creditors demands reached the formidable total of ^24,055, having
a purchasing power seven times what it is today. When the administrator s

account was paid, the total assets of the estate were ^5,156. Obviously the

creditors could only receive a percentage of their claims. The later stages
of the lawsuit were concerned with the calculation and distribution of

this percentage.

The master s report setting out the assets, administrator s expenses, and
the creditor s claims was dated July 23, 1798. It was signed by John Ord,
a chancery master of some standing and chancelor of the duchy of Lan
caster. The work had been done by a salaried deputy whose name is not

mentioned in the documents; whoever he was, he must have found M. de
Pleuvault a redoubtable opponent. Pleuvault attended the passing of the

accounts; he argued about what should be included among the assets and
about the Mondragons claim. When Boisseson got into debt and asked for

an advance on what he might expect to receive when the estate was settled,
he was opposed by Pleuvault. Finally he petitioned to be allowed to repre
sent the interests of all the creditors on the grounds that Forth, the original

plaintiff, had no further interest in the cause, having been
&quot;paid

and satis

fied the principal and interest due to him . . . .&quot;

13

On August 7, 1798, the court sat to consider Pleuvault s petition and
decide what action was to be taken on the master s report. Pleuvault s peti
tion was granted; he was to act as plaintiff on behalf of the other creditors

and have &quot;the care and conduct of this cause&quot; from the date of that hearing,
with liberty to apply to the court if necessary, and he might also recover
his costs. Morland was ordered to pay into the court what remained of the
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assets of the estate after he had paid the expenses, and the master was to

decide how this sum of ,5,156 was to be apportioned among the credi

tors. He was also to calculate interest on any of the debts carrying interest,

take account of any further expenses due from the estate, and tax the costs

of all the parties.
14

It was not until April 18, 1799, that the master issued his report contain

ing proposals for the final distribution. No creditor was to receive anything
like the amount of his claim. Boisseson, whose claim the master assessed at

,6,667, would receive ,1,429, with interest amounting to ,535 ; 1,964

in all. The Marquis and Marquise de Mondragon on ^8,750 would receive

; 1,874; wftk interest, ,609 a total of ,2,483. Hargicourt would have

,89; Daguerre, ^37; and Rose Bertin, ^499. The other creditors were

also to receive a proportion of their demands.

There was not much satisfaction for any of the creditors in such a settle

ment, but even Pleuvault could not ask for more where no funds were

available. Even so, he had not shot his last bolt. The master s report was

confirmed by a session of the court on April 23, 1799; on May i the cause

was set down for hearing and further directions right at the end of the list,

&quot;after the causes already appointed.&quot; On May 27 Pleuvault, through his

counsel, moved the court to advance the hearing to the head of the list on

the grounds that the Marquis and Marquise de Mondragon &quot;now reside

abroad [in Dortmund] and are in extreme distress for want of money.&quot;

This argument carried sufficient weight for the hearing to be advanced, and

on June 3, 1799, eight years and four months since the day in February 1791

when Levet and his gang had first approached Lyon De Symon, the master

of the rolls sat to give his final directions about the settlement of Mme. Du

Barry s estate.15

At this final sitting the court ordered that &quot;out of the sum of ,5,156

cash in the bank standing to the credit of this cause, the several creditors

of the late Countess Du Barry . . . , or the representatives of such of them

as may be dead, be paid the several sums apportioned to be due to them in

the first schedule of the Master s Report of the i8th day of April 1799.

. . .&quot;

16 Directions were also given for taxing the costs a task for the

taxing master and the way in which the actual payments were to be made.

These payments were not altogether straightforward because, as the case

dragged on, some of the claimants were obliged to leave England for one

reason or another.

One of those who left the country was Rose Bertin. Soon after Robes-
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pierre s execution she began making efforts to return to France and even

tually did so in January 1795, to find a mountain of debts and her reputa

tion as a fashionable dressmaker greatly diminished. In her absence from

England the court arranged for the accountant general to lay out the ^499
due to her in the purchase of 3 per cent government securities, which were

to be held in trust on her behalf* Such an investment seems highly suitable

to a woman of her essentially prudent nature.

No problem arose over the payment to the Mondragons. M. de Pleuvault

had furnished himself with a proxy from his brother and sister-in-law,

giving him ample powers to &quot;ask demand and receive of and from the

Accountant General of this honourable Court and any other persons all

such sums of money as were then due to them and generally to act for

them . . . .&quot;

17 He was therefore able in due course to hand over to them

their ^1,964.

Nor does there seem to have been difficulty over Hargicourt s share. In

1799 he was no longer with Conde s army. In May 1795 he had been

appointed lieutenant colonel of a regiment that was being raised by Graf

von Waldstein-Dux to serve against the French in English pay. Sufficient

funds had not been forthcoming at once, and in order to ensure the troops

their pay, Hargicourt was said to have pledged his jewels. This generosity

had not prevented Waldstein from replacing Hargicourt when he wanted to

find a post for his own mistress brother.18 Hargicourt, left without employ

ment, eventually found his way to Altona, and from there either he or an

agent made arrangements to collect his ^89.

Payment to the Boisseson family was more complicated, partly because

the marquis had returned to Conde s army, but partly because of the money
he had borrowed to repay his debts in England. In August 1796 Danloux

saw Boisseson in his studio in the company of the Chouan leader, Louis de

Frotte, and was greatly irritated by Boisseson s criticism of an unfinished

portrait of the Marquis de Vaudreuil. A year later Danloux was told by
another emigre that &quot;Boissaison,&quot; as he called him, had been imprisoned for

debt in the Fleet at the suit of a French gentleman. This rumor seems to

have been correct. On July 5, 1797, the Fleet Prison commitment book

records that &quot;Albert de Buissaizon&quot; was committed for debts of ,68, ,50,
and ^30 to John Hearne, Charles de Folmont, and John Peter de Belly: It

was in all probability to meet these debts that in November 1797 he applied
for the loan of ^200 already mentioned. He was allowed a loan of ^150,
just sufficient to satisfy his creditors and obtain his release from the Fleet.
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But this sum, together with other sums borrowed earlier from Morland and

his banking partners, had to be repaid when the time came to receive his

final settlement. The total of his indebtedness, including interest and the

legal costs for drawing up the necessary instruments and referring to the

chancery court, was ^680. To provide funds for this, the court ordered that

the ^1,964 due to the Boissesons should be invested, like Rose Bertin s

share, in 3 per cent government stock. The interest accruing on this hold

ing was to be paid over to William Morland and his partners until the debt

was discharged, at which time the balance would be paid over to the

Boisseson family.
19

By the time the court issued these directions Boisseson was dead. In 1798

he was still serving with that remnant of Conde s army that had been taken

into the pay of the Russian emperor. He was given the rank of major

general and died on August 30, 1798, at Svinyukhy in the province of

Volhynia. It was many years before his family reclaimed its holding in

government stock.



*

XIV

The

Two

Spinsters

JL n 1814, when the Emperor Napoleon was in Elba and the allied

army in Paris, Mme. Du Barry s relatives again turned their thoughts to re

claiming an inheritance they had long been convinced was theirs by right.

Their efforts form an epilogue to the story of the jewels. If the principal

characters have left or are leaving the stage and the drama is over, this epi

sode nevertheless has a certain tragicomic interest, the kind of raw material

that provided Balzac with his scenes of provincial life.

The final attempt to obtain the Du Barry inheritance came from the

younger generation. Mme. Du Barry s contemporaries were getting old by
this time and had other, more absorbing interests. Of those who had shared

in the distribution of the estate in England, Boisseson was dead, and al

though Hargicourt and the Mondragons were in France, for the time being

they showed no interest in pursuing the remainder of their claims. Hargi
court returned from emigration in 1801, remarried in 1803, and entertained

some of the English officers in his house after Wellington s victory at Tou
louse in 1814. The Mondragons and their four children (two of them born

in emigration) settled temporarily in Versailles in a fine house (now called

the Hotel Lambinet) in the Boulevard de la Reine. At the restoration of

the monarchy the marquis was also restored to his post of maitre d hotel

ordinaire to the king and returned to Paris.

Nor were the Boisseson family likely to be interested in Mme. Du Barry s

estate, scattered as they were over Europe. One of the two children,

Euphrosine Delie, married Baron Franz Ludwig von Pillement, a soldier

of French descent in the service of the first king of Bavaria.1 She had a

court appointment in Munich, where her mother, Marie, also lived. Bois-

160
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seson s son, Joseph Hercule, was brought up in St. Petersburg in the corps

of cadets, entered the Russian army, and served in it with great distinction.

He married a French woman, Mile. Brun de Sainte Catherine, and when he

was killed in battle he was survived by a son, Constantin.

This younger generation, which had grown up in exile during the

revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, might not share the ideas that the

French armies had carried with them across Europe, but they had inevitably

been affected by them. A contemporary of Hercule de Boisseson described

how ideas of equality had even penetrated Conde s army, and he was as

shocked as any young product of revolutionary France by tales his supe

rior officers told about the ancien regime: &quot;. . . the constant subject of their

discussions was Versailles and its intrigues, long ago even at that time.

They described Madame de Pompadour and Madame Du Barry as the

mainsprings of the most important events. Even at that date, and young

as I was, this seemed to me deplorable . . . .&quot;

2 With the wind of public

opinion blowing from this quarter, it was unlikely that any of the younger

Boissesons would want to acknowledge a connection with so &quot;deplorable&quot;

a manifestation of the old order as a royal mistress.

Such feelings did not aflect Mimi Graillet or Aline de la Neuville, who

now took upon themselves the task of recovering their rich relative s prop

erty. It is true that Aline, perhaps swayed by the ideas of her contem

poraries and feeling that justification was needed, always maintained that

Mme. Du Barry had been in love with Louis XV when she became his

mistress,
3 but this did not prevent her attacking her cousin s reputation in

other ways when this was necessary to prove title to her property. Both

Aline and Mimi had been encouraged by their parents to count on subsi

dies from their aunt, with some justice in Mimi s case. In 1790 she had

been promised 24,000 livres, probably on the occasion of her marriage. But

there had been no wedding; the Revolution had intervened and brought

great hardship to Mimi and her mother. Imprisoned when Mme. Du Barry

was arrested, they were released in 1794 only to find themselves deprived

of the allowance they were paid for lodging old M. Rangon de Monrabe.

They continued to care for him at their own expense until his death in

1801, but they intended to reclaim their expenses when they could. For

many years this was impossible. A law of June 6 and 9, 1794, enabled

other families to recover the property of relatives who had been guillotined,

but the Bourbons and the Du Barry family were expressly excluded from

this benefit. Nor could they put themselves forward as creditors for Mme.
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Du Barry s English estate. During these years when communication be

tween France and England was cut, the jewels, which came to be known,

conveniently but inaccurately, as &quot;diamonds in England&quot; took on the

luster of possessions not only precious but unattainable.

Some time during the war, or perhaps during the Peace of Amiens, the

Graillets and Neuvilles managed to make contact with Forth. There is a

fragment in his writing among the Neuville papers setting out in plain

terms exactly what had happened. He mentioned the claims put forward by

Eoisseson, Mondragon, and the other creditors, and ended: &quot;Madame Du
Barry owed a great deal in London for money borrowed on the security of

her diamonds, and creditors came forward with demands amounting to

more than four times as much as the proceeds of the sale of the diamonds,
and the lawyers, solicitors and . . .&quot;

4 At this point the paper is torn, but

the meaning is sufficiently clear to show that there was nothing left for

further payments. Unfortunately, the Graillets and Neuvilles did not accept
this. In 1814 they prepared to make a fresh approach, only to find their

attempts were greatly hampered by the death of many of those who could

have given them firsthand information about the legal proceedings in Lon
don. Among these was Forth.

Although the Graillets and Neuvilles did not know it, Forth died in

France. He crossed the Channel in 1801 or 1802 with a very large number
of his compatriots, and never returned to England. Even while the case

of Forth v. Morland was proceeding, his affairs were not going smoothly.
His money transactions on behalf of Philippe figalite between 1790 and

*793 involving absences from England and contact with supporters of the

Revolution, roused suspicions about his loyalty. He tried to allay these in

May 1794 by a Ion& verbose letter to Pitt, appealing to the friendship that

had once existed between his father and Lord Chatham.5 His protestations
do not seem to have satisfied the ministers. His pension fell into arrears,
and in September 1796 Forth wrote asking if Pitt would give instructions

for payment: &quot;I took the liberty of writing two letters to Lord Grenville

[undersecretary of state] some months ago, but perhaps they were in

formal, as His Lordship did not condescend to take notice of them.&quot;
6

Poor Forth, in his anxiety to be useful to everyone, incurred the occupa
tional risk of all secret agents: he was suspected by his own side.

In these circumstances he welcomed the chance of visiting France when
the Channel was open once again. He let his house in Manchester Square
and allowed it to be known in Paris that he was returning to recover
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5,000 louis d or that he had concealed in his rooms in the Rue St. Honore.

But when Napoleon broke off the peace negotiations and France and Eng
land were again at war. Forth stayed on in Paris. On March 27, 1805,

one of Fouche s agents devoted a whole paragraph of his daily bulletin to

Forth. He was not on any list of prisoners, the agent said, and appeared

openly in society, although it was not known if he had obtained any

authority to do so. Well informed as always, Fouche s agent knew all about

Forth s career from 1776. He thought his visits to Paris at the beginning
of the Revolution were due more to his connection with Philippe figalite

than to any design of Pitt to subvert France with the help of British gold,

even if it were possible that the British government had taken advantage of

Forth s journeys to entrust him with a mission. He was aware of Forth s

liaison with Mme. de Gennetine, and summed up: &quot;. . . he is an arch in

triguer but painstaking and a great talker; his habit is to write down

every evening what he has done during the
day.&quot;

7

The agent does not seem to have taken Forth s activities very seriously,

but Fouche gave orders for him to be watched. Later he was apparently

sent to Verdun to join the large number of other British civilian detainees

in that city. A bulletin sent to Fouche on August 8, 1806, mentions that

Mesdames Pothro [sic], Brittain, Curll, and Fort, &quot;whose husbands are at

Verdun,&quot; left for England.
8 Mrs. Forth may have gone home to settle her

husband s affairs and dispose of the house in Manchester Square, as it

ceases to appear under Forth s name in the rate books in 1808. Unluckily,

not one of Forth s fellow detainees mentions him, but it can be imagined

that he was among those who turned for distraction to horse racing. He
died in Verdun in 1809. His widow took out Letters of Administration in

the prerogative court of Canterbury for an estate worth less than ^100 on

September 19, i8i6.9 By that time she had remarried and become Mme.

Rouen des Malets. Her second husband was one of Napoleon s prefects,

and in character he seems to have been remarkably similar to Forth. It

seems sad that Forth s varied life should not have been summed up by an

obituary in the Gentleman s Magazine, which found space for many far

duller lives, but it is fitting that he died in France, the country where most

of his life was spent and where for a short but triumphant spell he had

been His Britannic Majesty s special envoy.

The death of Forth removed the man who knew most about les diamants

d Angleterre, so the Graillets and Neuvilles turned instead to the Comte

de Juillac. He was anxious to help and he had been in England for the
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earlier proceedings in the case of Forth v. Morland. Unfortunately, his

knowledge stopped short of the final developments and he did not realize

how small a sum had been left for distribution, but he had learned his les

son about the disadvantages of going to law in England and tried to dis

suade his friends from legal action. He advised them instead to approach
Mme. de Boisseson. Her husband, he said, had had no right to claim any
arrears of his wife s marriage portion; he had obtained an advance on it

from Mme. Du Barry in 1790, and the wherewithal for the advance had

come out of the 24,000 livres that were intended for Mimi Graillet. Mme.
de Boisseson should be made to return what her husband had obtained

under fales pretenses; &quot;she s the one you should attack,&quot; urged Juillac.
10

But if his friends insisted on finding out about the jewels he could give

them an introduction to Colonel MacMahon.

MacMahon, of Irish descent, had served under the French in the Welsh

Brigade and was living near Toulouse when the British troops arrived

and decided to transfer his allegiance. He was described as &quot;a round

broken-backed country-squire volunteer sort of gentleman, on a high white

tumbledown French
nag,&quot;

but he made himself useful to Wellington s

staff, and in 1814 was at the duke s headquarters in Paris. Juillac wrote him
a letter of introduction on behalf of Mme. de la Neuville in the hope that

MacMahon would interest the duke in her case. Juillac advised her to take

Aline and Mimi to see the colonel; &quot;doubtless he will introduce you to the

Duke and you will be satisfied. He is affable, very easy to approach, anxious

lest his recent honour should have changed him.&quot;
n

Mme. de la Neuville did not take up this introduction, and Wellington s

name cannot be added to the list of those to whom Mimi and Aline applied
for help in the struggle for their inheritance. As time went on this list be

came a long one. Some were attracted by Mme. Du Barry s name, which
still held the power to cast a spell; others anticipated profit; and some were
moved by sympathy for Mimi and Aline. Among the latter was M. Vatel,
the father of one of Mme. Du Barry s first serious biographers. During
the Revolution he had been an employee of the Emigrants* Office in the

administration of the district of Versailles and all the papers concerning
her estate had passed through his hands; he also had a link with the Becu

family through a brother-in-law who came from their native town of

Vaucouleurs. Other helpers were M. de Cazotte, keeper of the library of

the palace of Versailles; and M. de Faucompret, the author of some enter

taining letters on life in England during the Regency.
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Successive French consuls in London also assisted. One of these, M. de

Nettement, managed to prove, with excellent logic but no relation to the

facts, that Mme. Du Barry s jewels could never have been deposited in

Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley s bank. &quot;... I have made some en

quiries but they have all been fruitless. I am the less surprised in that the

only foundation for the [heirs ] claim is the alleged judgment against the

thieves in London, and the confiscation of the stolen goods resulting from
this. Now a judgment of this kind cannot have taken place in England, be

cause the theft was committed in France, and English law can only take

cognizance of crimes committed on British soil. And if it is true that

there were no judicial proceedings against the holders of the stolen goods,
these can neither have been confiscated, nor can there have been any deposit
of the proceeds of a sale of the diamonds.&quot;

12

It is not very surprising that the efforts of all these helpers were fruitless.

One major difficulty lay in the fact that it was no longer possible to make a

direct approach to Ransom, Morland, and Hammersley because the original

partnership had been dissolved and succeeded by two separate partnerships,

Messrs. Hammersley, Montolieu, Brooksbank, Greenbank, and Drew; and

Messrs. Morland, Ransom and Company. It was the latter firm that had

taken over the account of Countess Du Barry, deceased. Mimi Graillet

eventually found this out for herself, only to discover that far from being
a credit account, a sum of ^1,035 was still owing to the bank. &quot;We are

sorry,&quot;
the bank politely concluded its letter, &quot;that we cannot give you a

more favorable
reply.&quot;

13 For some time Mimi and Aline refused to accept

this position. They were convinced that the bank had somehow embezzled

Mme. Du Barry s money, and they were not entirely satisfied when Baron

Seguier, French consul general in London, assured them that both Ransom,

Morland, and Hammersley and their successors had such a high reputation

for probity that a fraud was extremely unlikely. But they were guided by
his warning not to go to law without adequate proof of their allegation.

They continued to have inquiries made in London until at long last, in

1837, one of their advisers provided them with a copy of the master s

report showing the distribution of the assets of Mme. Du Barry s estate.

By that time Mimi and Aline had turned their attention to Mme. Du

Barry s possessions in France. They were still living in a tall, narrow house

that had belonged to their parents at 31 Rue Neuve de Notre Dame,

Versailles. A great contrast to the color and liveliness of Louveciennes,

this house was the center from which Aline for it was she who took the
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lead conducted her struggle for her inheritance. The difficulties she en

countered show why she first concentrated on les diamants d Angleterre

and only later concerned herself with the French part of the estate.

Some of the obstacles in her way resulted from Jeanne Becu s marriage

to Guillaume Du Barry and the false documents drawn up on that occasion.

In the first place, although the Letters of Administration issued to Bois-

seson and all the documents relating to Mme. Du Barry s estate in England

described her as a widow, in fact her husband survived her. There is no

reason to suppose that Boisseson, if it were he who first so used this legal

description, knew Guillaume was still alive in 1794; indeed, there was

every reason to suppose he had been guillotined as his brother, the Roue,

had been. But although Guillaume had been imprisoned at Toulouse, he

was eventually released, married his mistress (since he was now free to do

so), and died in 1811. Any claim he had to his first wife s estate passed

to his widow, whose intentions Aline de la Neuville had to ascertain

before she could put forward a claim on behalf of Mimi Graillet and her

self. This point was satisfactorily settled when Mme. la Veuve Du Barry

waived her claim, but there was another more awkward obstacle.

Jeanne Becu s marriage documents had described her as the legitimate

daughter of Jean Jacques Gomard, although she had been born out of

wedlock. On paper, therefore, her father s relatives had a claim to inherit

her estate. Some of the surviving Gomards took advantage of this oppor

tunity and managed to convince the prefect of the Seine-et-Oise department

that their claim was valid. He even handed over her papers to them. The

pretensions of these faux heritiers, as they were called, could only be put

aside by proving that Jeanne was illegitimate. Aline set to work to do this

by legal proceedings in the civil tribunal of Paris and later in the court

of appeal.
14

Even when these rival claimants were out of the running, Aline and

Mimi were a long way from entering into possession of their cousin s

estate. The assets, according to Aline, fell into seven categories: money
and valuables deposited in the treasury; the pavilion of Louveciennes; waste

land, booths, and stalls at Nantes; 220,000 livres lent to the Due de Rohan-

Chabot; works of art, pictures, statues, and vases confiscated by the state,

some of which were used to furnish Malmaison; and income secured to

Mme. Du Barry from the product of certain royal revenues. Not one of

these assets yielded so much as a sou, as all the available cash had long

ago been put at the disposal of the administrators of the Domaines Na-
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tionaux to pay the wages of Mme. Du Barry s servants and the most press

ing of her debts. The pavilion of Louveciennes and the land at Nantes were

Crown lands that could not be alienated; the income on the aides and

gabelles had been commuted by Calonne to an annuity that ended with

the death of the beneficiary; the Due de Rohan-Chabot managed to prove
the discharge of his debt. As to the furniture and works of art, those con

fiscated by the state remained state property by the law of June 6 and 9,

1794, while Prince Eugene s heirs, who had inherited the contents of

Malmaison, were equally determined to retain possession.
15

Before achieving even these negative results Aline wrote letter after

letter to the authorities at Versailles, the royal archives, the ministries of

finance and of the interior, and the executors of Prince Eugene. She visited

local and royal officials and had endless discussions with her legal advisers,

all at considerable expense. Yet her determination never failed, even when

the government ceased to pay Mimi Graillet the pension she had been

receiving in recognition of Colonel Graillet s military services.

Aline had one trump card. This was her knowledge of the Due de

Brissac s will and the bequest he had made to Mme. Du Barry. She also

knew the name of the lawyer with whom the will was deposited. This

bequest was her last hope, but she had to go to law with Brissac s heirs

to obtain it. M. de Mortemart, who might have been willing to carry out

his father-in-law s wishes for the benefit of Mme. Du Barry, needed con

vincing before handing over money to her first cousins once removed.

Seven lawsuits followed. Finally, in 1834, Brissac s heirs agreed to set aside

a sum sufficient to bring in a yearly income of 9,000 francs.*

Needless to say, as soon as there was a prospect of settling Mme. Du

Barry s estate, all her creditors or, in many cases, their descendants came

forward once again. Among them were some of those who had been dis

satisfied with the distribution in England: the Mondragon family, Marie

de Boisseson, and Rose Bertin s nephew, Charlemagne. When it looked as

if Aline would be comfortably off, even the Comte de Juillac began to ask

for money on behalf of his sons, now budding cavalry officers: &quot;. . . since

you are in funds, this trifling sum is very little to
you.&quot;

16
It was a phrase

that had been only too familiar to Mme. Du Barry.

It is perhaps hardly surprising to learn that Aline de la Neuville never

became rich. She shared the meager fruits of her victory with Mimi Graillet

*
Taking the franc at its pre-1914 value, this would give Aline de la Neuville about

355 Per annum. This would be worth considerably more today.
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and one or two of her other relatives, and continued to live in the Rue

Neuve de Notre Dame. Charles Vatel, Mme. Du Barry s biographer, knew

her well and remembered that even in old age she retained traces of great

beauty. She died at Versailles on Christmas Day 1862. M. Vatel was her

residuary legatee, but all he inherited was a mass of documents.

Perhaps it would have satisfied Grieve and his fellow revolutionaries

to know that the greater portion of Mme. Du Barry s immense riches was

ultimately absorbed by the nation. Her greedy relatives would have re

ceived nothing if it had not been for the theft of the jewels. The only parts

of her wealth from which they derived any benefit were the proceeds of

the sale of the stolen jewels in London and the bequest by Brissac, that

generous token of his feelings and his gratitude, which he left to his

mistress because he believed himself indirectly responsible for the loss

of her diamonds.
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oX_Ln interesting story about Grieve comes from an unexpected

quarter, the Recollections of James Henry Duveen,* a cousin of Lord

Duveen, whose younger sister he married. Both men had a common an

cestor, Joel Joseph, an art dealer, living in Paris in the mid-eighteenth

century. In 1789 Joel Joseph s great-grandson, Cos, ran away from The

Hague, where his parents lived, and went to Paris. There he made the

acquaintance of Grieve and was associated with him in a deal over Mme.
Du Barry s jewels. Many years later Cos Joseph told the story to his nephew,

who, in his turn, related it to his grandson, James Henry Duveen. The

story in Duveen s final version may have been altered somewhat during
transmission from one person to another and cannot be considered first

hand evidence, but nevertheless it comes from someone who knew and

worked with Grieve,

At the age of fifteen, so the story goes, Cos Joseph arrived in Paris. He
had planned to join relatives, who, like his own parents in The Hague,
were dealers in jewels and antiques. But the Revolution had begun, and

his relatives had gone. Living on his own resources, he came into contact

with Mme. Du Barry s bankers, the Vandenyvers, who used him as an

agent in the many undercover sales of jewels and valuables taking place at

that time. Cos prospered in this business, and eventually, it is said, was

asked by the Vandenyvers to examine some of Mme. Du Barry s jewels.

He was escorted to Louveciennes by Denis Morin and Zamor, and saw the

jewels, which were taken, with many precautions, from the chest of

drawers and the writing desk (although, according to Cos, the jewels were

in two commodes). The date was early in 1791.

Cos made no offer for the jewels, as the price Mme. Du Barry asked was

ridiculously high. A few days later he heard the jewels had been stolen.

Soon afterward the advertisement about the stolen jewels appeared, and

almost at once there were rumors that the theft was a hoax and that a

Dutchman was offering some of the listed jewels for sale in the secret

jeweler s market. One of those who insisted that the theft was a fake was a

man whom Cos knew well; he was giving English lessons to Cos and

* James Henry Duveen: Collections & Recollections, a Century and a half of Art

Deals (Jarrolds, London, 1935).
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others, and his name was Grieve. Cos described him as small, misshapen,

and immensely strong. It was Cos s conviction that Grieve had instigated

the burglary at Louveciennes; a conviction based on the fact that when the

thieves were caught in London and their names published, he remembered

that he had seen three of those named in company with Grieve and

Zamor.

Two years later, the story continues, Cos was again asked to go to

Louveciennes. It was August 1793, and Mme. Du Barry was in desperate

need of money. She agreed to sell Cos a rock-crystal ewer and basin for

^500 sterling and some uncut diamonds for 5,000 English guineas. She

offered him some uncut rubies and emeralds too, but he did not have

sufficient funds to purchase them. Cos took the diamonds, promising to

return to Louveciennes the following day with the English guineas. He
set out in the carriage of the Chevalier d Escourre (Cos calls him Count),
but as they approached Louveciennes they heard that Mme. Du Barry had

been arrested. Cos fled, but d Escourre went on to the chateau and was

himself arrested.

Soon afterward, it is alleged, Grieve brought Cos some uncut rubies and

emeralds, which the latter recognized as those Mme. Du Barry had shown

him. Grieve said he had gotten them from a soldier, and asked Cos to

appraise them for him. Cos agreed to this, concealing them meanwhile in

his own quarters. Grieve spent much time there, keeping an eye on his

jewels and adding to his hoard from time to time. One day he brought the

English guineas, which Cos had left in d Escourre s carriage when he

heard of Mme. Du Barry s arrest. Cos concealed these also, and noticed

Grieve s extreme agitation when, just before Mme. Du Barry s execution,

she made a list to show the locations of all her valuables. Cos himself

witnessed Mme. Du Barry s execution, saw her lying as if lifeless in the

tumbril, and heard her cry from the scaffold.

During the following year Cos and Grieve, linked by the knowledge
that each was aware of many of the other s secrets, saw a great deal of each

other. As soon as Robespierre was executed, Grieve made preparations to

leave Paris with Cos, who, according to Cos s story, was to help him sell

his loot in Holland. Cos, who had kept his own collection of jewels secret

from Grieve, agreed but planned to leave Grieve as soon as he could. He
contrived to do this, returned to Paris to retrieve his hoard, and started off

again. At Amiens he found Grieve waiting for him. After a street fight in

which Cos got the better of Grieve, Cos managed to escape with Grieve s
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rubies and emeralds as well as the greater part of his own valuables. Grieve

was arrested and sent back to Louveciennes. Cos went to Holland and,

when the Revolution was over, sold the jewels, which were the foundation

of his fortune.
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tive Wills, Ireland (Dublin, 1897). Forth s introduction to Chatham by
General Parker is described by Forth in a letter to Pitt, May 20, 1794,

Chatham Papers 30/8, Vol. 136, ff. 236-37.

5. Horace Walpole to Rev. William Cole, February 28, 1766; to Miss Anne Pitt,

March i and 7, 1766; to John Crawford, March 6, 1766; and to Augustus

Selwyn, March 7, 1766, M. Toynbee, ed., Letters of Horace Walpole (Oxford,
I

9&amp;lt;&amp;gt;3-5) J
Vol. VI, pp. 419, 427, 430, 435, 438. See also A. Britsch, Le Cor-

rcspondant, &quot;Les courses de chevaux sous Louis XVI,&quot; Vol. 255, p. 1178.

6. Separate and private instructions to Stormont, December 10, 1772, S.P.

78/286, ff. 209-10.

7. Stormont to Weymouth, March u, 1778, S.P. 78/306, f. 331.

8. Same to same, April 9, 1777, S.P. 78/302, f. 43; September 24, 1777, S.P.

78/304, f. 105; January 25, 1778, S.P. 78/307, 124; and August 6, 1777,
S.P. 78/303, ff. 324-25.

9. Same to same, April 9, 1777, S.P. 78/302, f. 37; and August 27, 1777, S.P.

78/303, & 443-44-

lo. The date of Forth s appointment is given in Britsch, p. 396; for the ex

change of letters between George III and North, see the king s letters to

North, March 21, 1777, and March 29, 1777, and North s letter of the same
date, Fortescue, Vol. Ill, pp. 432, 434-35.

u. Stormont to Weymouth, June 23, 1777, S.P. 78/302, f. 403.

12. Same to same, April 25, 1777, S.P. 78/302, f. 114; November 5, 1777, S.P.

78/305, f. 5-
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13. Same to same, July 23, 1777, S.P. 78/303, ff. 233-34; August 6, 1777, S.P.

78/303, ff. 324-25.

14. Same to same, August 9, 1777, S.P. 78/303, ff. 356-69; North to George III

and George III to North, August 22, 1777, Fortescue, Vol. Ill, pp. 470-

7i-

15. Stormont to Weymouth, October 8, 1777, S.P. 78/304, ff. 182-23; same to

same, October 15, 1777, S.P. 78/304, f. 195; Weymouth to Stormont, October

17, 1777, S.P. 78/304. f. 229.

16. Britsch, p. 397; Stormont to Weymouth, December 24, 1777, S.P. 78/305,
f. 248; Auckland MSS, Add MSS. 34, 415, ff. 55-6.

17. Stormont to Weymouth, March 16, 1778, S.P. 78/306, f. 365. Britsch, p. 298.

1 8. George III to North, November 26, 1778, Fortescue, Vol. IV, p. 224.

19. North to George III, July 29, 1780, and George III to North, July 30, 1780,

Fortescue, Vol. V, pp. 103, 105.

20. For Perth s visit to Paris in April 1782, see A. d Arneth and J. Flammermont,

eds., Correspondance secrete du Comte Mercy-Argenteau avec I empereur

Joseph II et le prince Kaunitz (Paris, 1889), Vol. I, pp. 92-3, 96.

21. Shelburne to George III, April 6, 1783, containing account of money ex

pended for Foreign Secret Service by Lord Grantham, Fortescue, Vol. VI,

p. 344.

22. Britsch t pp. 399-400.

23. The main sources of this account of the adoption of Pamela are Britsch,

&quot;Lettres de Louis-Philippe-Joseph d Orleans et Nathaniel Parker Forth,&quot; in

Revue d histoire diplomatique, Vol. XL, and the same author s article, &quot;Ma-

dame Lafarge et Louis Philippe, avec des lettres inedits de Louis-Philippe-

Joseph d Orleans et Madame de Genlis&quot; in Le correspondant, Vol. 251;

together with Britsch s summary of these two articles in La jeunesse de

Philippe galite. I have also relied on J. G. Alger s article on Lady Pamela

Fitzgerald in the Dictionary of National Biography. Other documentary

material is quoted in Lucy Ellis and Joseph Turquan, La belle Pamela

(London, 1924). Doubt will probably always exist as to Pamela s parentage,

but I believe the facts to be as I have presented them because (i) the letters

discovered by Britsch and quoted in the Revue d histoire diplomatique are

in my opinion too numerous to have been invented, as some biographers

have suggested, by Mme. de Genlis. Moreover, the letters concerning Pamela

form part of a series covering eight years, many dealing with matters in

which Mme. de Genlis had no interest. They remained among Forth s papers

until Britsch found them, whereas if they had really been meant to deceive,

it would have been to Mme. de Genlis s interest if they had been made
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public. (2) Mme. de Genlis s anxiety to prevent any claim being made by

Mary Syms seems to me to be genuine, and based on her knowledge that

Mary Syms was Pamela s mother. (3) In 1800 when Pamela was about to

marry the American consul in Hamburg, Mr. Pitcairn, Mme. de Genlis

solemnly declared to her relatives, after confession and communion, that

Pamela was not her daughter. Mme. de Genlis often arranged truth to suit

herself, but I do not believe she would so solemnly have perjured herself.

(4) The facts discovered by J. G. Alger s correspondent in Newfoundland

about Mary Syms seem to me to fit in with the situation disclosed in the

correspondence between d Orleans and Forth.

24. February 12, 1780, Letter 6, Revue d histoire diplomatique, Vol. XL.

25. For Mme. de Genlis s efforts to prevent Mary Syms s reclaiming her daughter,

see Britsch s article in Le correspondant, Vol. 251, and Lucy Ellis and Joseph

Turquan, La belle Pamela.

26. The arrangements for the adoption of Hermione Compton are referred to

in letters from d Orleans and Mme. de Genlis to Forth, Letters 15, 23, and

25, Revue d histoire diplomatique, Vol. XL, and also in Le correspondant,

Vol. 251.

27. A. Aspinall, ed., Correspondence of George, Prince of Wales, 1770-1812

(London, 1964), pp. 95-7, 148-49.

28. Justices Oaths, January 15, 1785, Middlesex County Record Office; Maryle-

bone Rate Boo%s, Westminster Local History Collection, St. Marylebone

Town Hall; PFD 1/7 (a), Spencer Bernard MSS; Bulletin du 6 germinal,

an 13, Ernest d Hauterive, La police secrete du premier Empire (Paris,

1908), Vol. I, p. 350.

29. Pierre d Espezel, Le Pedals-royal (Paris, 1936), Chap. 8, p. 174.

30. Dorset to Leeds, July 27, 1789, F.O. 27/32, No. 44; and July 28, 1789, F.O.

27/32, No. 45.

31. For d Orleans s mission to London, see Emile Dard, Le general Choderlos

de Laclos, auteur des Liaisons dangereuses, 1741-1803 (Paris, 1936), chapters

on &quot;La fuite a Londres&quot; and &quot;Le precurseur de Talleyrand.&quot;

32. Versailles, Bibl. Mun. F. 308/73, f. 149. In his Answer to De Symon, C.

12/1398, Forth says that &quot;in consequence of his residence and employment
at the Court of Versailles&quot; he had been known to Mme. Du Barry &quot;for

some time
past.&quot;

But it seems to me probable that the commission to sell

her jewels was his first effective contact.
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Chapter V

The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Archives Departemen-
tales Seine-et-Oise at Versailles unless otherwise indicated.

1. The account of Louveciennes in January 1791 and o Badou s duties is

based on statements made during the legal proceedings at Versailles, see

Chapter VIII below. See also a letter from the Comte de Juillac to Denis

Morin, Vatel, Vol. Ill, Epilogue, pp. 326-27.

2. Interrogatoire, Badou, October 18, 1791, i F 87/22 (ist folder).

3. Leon Kahn, Les juifs de Paris pendant la Revolution (Paris, 1898), Part

II, Chap. 3, p. 163.

4. For a description of the Quartier St. Martin, see M. Piganiol de la Force

(Paris, 1765), Vol. Ill, pp. 444-79, and Vol. IV, pp. 1-88, and J.A. Leleux,

Dictionnaire Historique et topographique de Paris (Paris, 1838), pp. 260-

61. The household at 10 Rue Jean Robert is described by Sipora Joseph

and Godel, Interrogators, October 16, 1791, i F 87/17-18 (ist folder). I

have not identified either &quot;Niederhofen,&quot; near Frankfurt, or &quot;Sacer,&quot; near

Mannheim.

5. Information, Moyse Abraham, October 12, 1791, I F. 87/11 (ist folder), and

his Deposition, April 30, 1791, i F 87/3 (3rd folder). In the text I have

referred to Moyse Abraham as **Moyse.&quot;

6. The account of the theft and its preliminaries is based on the French

translation of Joseph Harris
1

Examination on oath before the Lord Mayor,

February 15, 1791, i F 87/1 (3rd folder). The full names of the thieves

are Joseph Harris, otherwise Abrahams; Jean Baptiste Levet; Simon Joseph;

Jacob Moyse; and Joseph Abrahams. To keep them distinct in the text, I have

throughout referred to Joseph Harris as &quot;Harris,&quot; Jean Baptiste Levet as

&quot;Levet,&quot; Simon Joseph as &quot;Simon,&quot; Jacob Moyse as
&quot;Jacob,&quot;

and Joseph

Abrahams as &quot;Abrahams.&quot;

7. Informations and Depositions, Moyse Abraham and Michel Anspach, see

note 5 above.

8. Examination, Joseph Harris, cit. sup.

9. Interrogatoire, Badou, cit. sup.

ro. Proces verbal, Marechal des logis, Nanterre, January u, 1791, i F 87 (2nd

folder),

u. Liquidation pour le Citoyen Rouen, Contentieux No. 565, 19 prairial, An 2

IV Q 37- F r ^ text * tk6 longer advertisement, see Emile Campardon,
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Le tribunal rcvolutionnaire (Paris, 1866), Vol. I, Pieces justificatives, pp.

453-57-

12. Versailles, Bibl. Mun. F. 265/1 and 2.

Chapter VI

The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Public Record Office

unless otherwise indicated.

1. The narrative in this chapter is based mainly on the statements made in the

Bill of Complaint and the Answers in the chancery suit, Lyon De Symon
v. Du Barry, C. 12/1398. What the thieves did on arrival in London is

described by Harris in his Examination, Versailles, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O.,

i F 87/1 (srd folder).

2. Bill of Lyon De Symon, May 24, 1791, supplemented by Answer of Edward

Allen, December 8, 1791, C. 12/1398.

3. Bill of Lyon De Symon, cit. sup.

4. Answer of Nathaniel Parker Forth, July 13, 1791, C. 12/1398.

5. Ibid.

6. Ibid.

7. The quotations in this and the following four paragraphs are from Forth s

Answer, cit. sup.

8. Answer of J. B. Levet, June 24, 1791, C. 12/1398.

9. Forth s Answer describes the men smoking their pipes, De Symon s Bill

mentions the table set for dinner.

10. Forth s Answer, cit. sup.

n. Levet s Answer, cit. sup.

12. Allen s Answer, cit. sup.

13. Answer of Simon Joseph, Jacob Moses, and Moses Abrahams, June 21, 1791,

C. 12/1398.

14. For a description of the Wood Street and Poultry compters (prisons) see

H. B. Wheatley, London Past and Present (London, 1891), Vol. II, pp.

JI
7&amp;gt; 53- This also contains a description of the Cross Keys Inn, Vol. II,

pp. 135-36; the gallery is mentioned in Allen s Answer.

15. &quot;Account of several sums paid and disbursed by William Morland,&quot; C.

38/841, 2nd schedule. Mme. Du Barry s estate was also liable for the cost

of the thieves board and lodging in the Wood Street and Poultry compters.
At that date such payments were the liability of whoever instituted legal
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proceedings, a fact that influenced many victims of thefts to drop proceed

ings if the stolen property was recovered.

16. For the form of receipt, see De Symon s Bill, cit. sup.

Chapter VII

The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Public Record Office
unless otherwise indicated.

1. Answer of N. P. Forth, July 13, 1791, C. 12/1398, and Information, N. P.

Forth, October 8, 1791, Versailles, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O. i F 87/8 (ist folder).

2. Juillac to Morin, &quot;ce 15 au soir,&quot; Vatel, Vol. Ill, Epilogue, p. 325.

3. Answer of Edward Allen, December 8, 1791, C. 12/1398.

4. Forth s Diary, quoted C. St. Andre, Madame Du Barry (Paris, 1909), p.

355. The quotation on p. 94 is from the same source.

5. Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England, 1501 ed. (London,

1809), Book IV, Chap. 23, p. 308.

6. A sale catalogue of 1822 describes the furniture of Messrs. Auriol, Morland
& Company at 50, Pall Mall, Spencer Bernard MSS, A 9/19. I am assuming
that this was the same as that used by Messrs. Ransom, Morland, and Ham-

mersley in 1791.

7. Liquidation pour le Citoyen Rouen, Contentieux No. 565, 19 prairial An 2

Versailles, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O. IV Q. 37.

8. Answer of Mme. Du Barry, July 13, 1791, C. 12/1398.

9. Liquidation pour le Citoyen Rouen, cit. sup.

10. Petition supplemental, Sipora Joseph and Godel, n.d., Versailles, Arch.

Dep. S.-et-O. i F 87/18 (2nd folder).

i|. Accountf Daguerre et Lignereux, August 6, 1792, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O. IV

Q36.

12. Forth s Answer, cit. sup.

13. London Chronicle, August 4-7, 1792, No. 5611, p. 123.

14. Forth s Answert cit. sup.

15. Allen s Answer, cit. sup.

16. Ibid.

17. Bill of Lyon De Symon, May 24, 1791, C. 12/1398.

1 8. Forth s Answert cit. sup.
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19. De Symon s Bill, at. sup. This Bill also contains De Symon s opinion about

the &quot;unlearned and improper person&quot; who advised Mme. Du Barry.

20. Ibid.

21. K.B. 122/600, f. 1323.

22. For the proceedings on June 6 and 10, 1791, see C. 33/475/336 and C.

33/475/405-406.

23- C. 33/475/402.

24. Du Barry v. Livette, July 27, 1791, i Peake N.P. 108 (3rd edition), and
K.B. 122/600, f. 1323. I am grateful to Mr. P. W. E. Taylor for the reference

to Peake.

Chapter VIII

The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Archives Departe-
mentales, Seine-et-Oise, at Versailles, unless otherwise indicated.

1. Deposition, Moyse Abraham, April 30, 1791, i F 87/2 (3rd folder); Inter-

rogatoires, Madeleine Foucault and Pierre Thian, i F 87/1 (2nd folder);

Petition, Sipora Joseph and Godel, n.d., i F 87/18 (2nd folder) ; Interpella

tion, May 10, 1791, i F 87/4 (3rd folder).

2. Interpellation, May 10, 1791, cit. sup; Proces verbal, May 17, 1791, i F 87/7
(3rd folder); Interrogators, Sipora Joseph and Godel, May 12 and 13,

1791, i F 87/5-6 (3rd folder).

3. Translation of message, i F 87/8-9 (3rd folder) and Interrogatoires, Sipora
Joseph and Godel, May 12 and 13, 1791, cit. sup.

4. Interrogatoire, Badou, October 18, 1791, F. 87/22 (ist folder).

5. Quoted C. St. Andre, Madame Du Barry (Paris, 1909), p. 361.

6. Inventaire, i F 87/36 (ist folder).

7. Mme. Du Barry to President La Salle, October 6, 1791, i F 87/6 (2nd
folder); Proces verbal, October 8, 1791, i F 87/7 (ist folder).

8. Most of the documents relating to procedure, summons of witnesses, etc.,
are in i F 87 (2nd folder); the interpreter is described in the Recollement,
N.P. Forth, October 18, 1791, i F 87/23 (rst folder).

9. Information, N.P. Forth, October 8, 1791, F 87/8 (ist folder); Interroga*
toires, Sipora Joseph and Godel, October 16, 1791, i F 87/18 (ist folder).

10. Interrogatoire, Badou, October 18, 1791, i F 87/22 (ist folder); Confronta
tion, Badou and Forth, October 18, 1791, ! F 87/24 (ist folder).
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11. Petition, Sipora Joseph and Godel, October 31, 1791, i F 87/27 (ist folder);

Petition, Philippe Joseph, i F 87/16 (2nd folder); Petition supplemental,

Sipora Joseph and Godel, n.d., i F 87/18 (2nd folder).

12. Assignation, November 22, 1791, i F 87/28-9 (ist folder).

13. Surgeon s examination, December 19, 1791, i F 87/20 (2nd folder) ; Petition,

Sipora Joseph and Godel, n.d., and Petition supplementaire, n.d., i F

87/17-18 (2nd folder).

14. Depositions, Abraham Prusse, August 7, 1791, and Gotchot Sigel, August 12,

1791, i F 87 (501 folder); Depositions Prusse and Sigel, January 21 and

February 6, 1792, i F 87/32-3 (ist folder).

15. Conclusions, Accusateur Public and Commissaire du Roi, February 6, 1792,

i F 87/33-34 (ist folder); Jugement definittf, February 6, 1792, I F 87/35

(ist folder); Keiser to President La Salle, June 26, 1792, enclosing judgment

on Badou, i F 87 (4th folder).

16. For inquiries made among Jews at the time of the theft from the Garde

Meuble and the fate of those imprisoned at that time, see Leon Kahn, Les

jutfs de Paris pendant la Revolution, pp. 200-7.

Chapter IX

1. K.B. 21/27; K.B. 21/45, PP- 54&amp;gt; 5, 5^&amp;gt; 55*&amp;gt; 555-

2. Account, Daguerre et Lignereux, August 6, 1792, Versailles, Arch. Dep.

S.-et-O. IV Q 36; the repair is the last item in an account beginning October

29, 1777.

3. Quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill, Chap. 13, p. 161.

4. P. and M. Pradel de Lamase, Nouvelles notes intimes d un emigre, le

Chevalier Pradel de Lamase (Paris, 1914-20), pp. 116-20; Vatel, Vol. Ill,

Chap. 13, p. 164, 167. Vatel heard the family tradition that Mme. Du Barry

had visited Orleans from her cousin Mile, de la Neuville.

5. Quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill, Chap. 13, p. 165.

6. Pradel de Lamase, op. cit. loc. cit.

7. Brissac s will, quoted Levron, p. 173.

8. Brissac to Mme. Du Barry, August 11, 1792, quoted Levron, pp. I73~74-

9. Vatel, Vol. Ill, Chap. 13, p. 170.

10. The fullest account of the arrival of the Orleans prisoners at Versailles is

in J.A. Leroi, Histoire de Versailles (Versailles, 1868), Vol. II, pp. 250-95.

I have also used the accounts in Vatel and Levron.
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u. &quot;Notoriete du deces de M. de Brissac,&quot; Vatel, Vol. Ill, Piece justificative 15,

pp. 426-27. See also Vatel, Vol. Ill, Chap. 13, 178-80.

12. &quot;tat des effets trouves dans les poches de M. Debrisac,&quot; Vatel, Vol. Ill,

Piece justificative 4, p. 407.

Chapter X
The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Public Record Office

unless otherwise indicated.

1. C. 33/478/510.

2. Forth to Mme. Du Barry, July 31, 1792, quoted Henri Welschinger, Les

bijoux de Madame Du Barry (Paris, 1881).

3. Danloux, p. 113. He also relates the incident with the Prince de Poix (p.

156), and St. Par s report that Mme. Du Barry was continually in tears

(p. 113).

4. For Mme. Du Barry s purchases, see &quot;An Account of the debts of Countess

Du Barry . . .&quot; C. 38/841. Danloux, p. 64, describes his attempts to persuade
the countess to sit for her portrait.

5. London Chronicle, January 24-26, 1793, No. 5685, p. 96.

6. Joseph Farington, Diary, ed. James Grieg (London, 1923), p. 16, entry
for November 15, 1793.

7. Forth to Mme. Du Barry, February 3, 1793, quoted C. St. Andre, Madame
Du Barry (Paris, 1909), p. 389.

8. Liquidation pour le Citoyen Rouen, Contentieux No. 565, 19 prairial, An 2,

Versailles, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O. IV Q 36. Rouen reproduced Forth s certificate,

which forms part of this document.

9. Forth v. Morland, Bill of Complaint, N.P. Forth, February 17, 1795, C.

12/205/19.

10. Forth s Bill, cit. sup.

Chapter XI

i. The sources for Grieve s biography, apart from J. G. Alger s article in the

Dictionary of National Biography, are R. A. Austen-Leigh, ed., Eton College

Register, 1753-90 (1921); George Tate, History of the Borough, Castle and

Barony of Alnwic^ (Alnwick, 1865); G. Lenotre, Vieilles Maisons, vieux

papiersr 2nd series, &quot;Un brelan: Grieve, Blache et Rotondo&quot;; and finally the

footnotes to Grieve s translation of Marquis de Chastellux, Travels in North
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America, with Notes by the Translator (London, 1787), cited as Chastettux.

For a description o Alnwick in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries, see Charles Hindley, Life and Times of James Catnach (London,
1878). In France Grieve spelled his name

&quot;Greive&quot;; I have used the English

spelling throughout.

2. Chastellux, Vol. I, pp. i5n, 2in, 294-95^ soin; Vol. II, pp. i2-i3n.

3. Chastellux, Vol. II, p. 355n.

4. I am grateful to Mr. John Brooke for this information about Grieve s con

nection with John Wilkes and Andrew Stoney Bowes, and for allowing me
to use it.

5. Chastellux, Vol. I, p. I42n.

6. &quot;Notice sur Grieve extrait des deliberations de la commune de Louve-

tienne . . .&quot; Vatel, Vol. Ill, Piece justificative 37, p. 469.

7. Interrogatoire, Badou, October 18, 1791, Versailles, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O. i F

87/22 (ist folder).

8. Grieve a Fouquier-Tinville, 13 nivose, an 2, quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill, Epilogue,

Zamor, p. 363.

9. Ibid., loc. cit.

10. Lettres de Lebrun, Vatel, Vol. Ill, Piece justificative 20, pp. 432-33.

11. &quot;Proces verbal . . . denonciation faite de Tincivisme de la Citoyenne Du

Barry et autres,&quot; July 3, 1793, Versailles, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O. IV Q 36.

12. Tetition en faveur de Madame Du Barry,&quot; July 7, 1793, quoted Vatel, Vol.

Ill, Piece justificative 26, pp. 441-42.

13. For a description of the functions of the revolutionary committees, see J. M.

Thompson, The French Revolution (Blackwell, Oxford, 1959), PP- 383-89,

and diagram, p. 377.

14. Quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill, Chap. 15, p. 2Oon.

15. &quot;Notice sur Grieve . . .&quot; see note 6 sup.; and &quot;Citoyen Grieve a Luciennes,&quot;

Vatel, Vol. Ill, Piece justificative 31, p. 451.

16. &quot;Copie des observations qui ont ete presente par le Citoyenne Du Barry

aux representants du peuple frangais composant la Comite de Surete

Generate de la Convention,&quot; Versailles, Arch. Dep. S.-et-O. IV Q 36 (folder

&quot;Seconde arrestation de Mme Du Barry&quot;).

17. lbid. t loc. cit.; see also &quot;Notice sur Grieve . . .&quot; note 6 sup.

18. E. Goncourt, Journal, annexe 1880 (Paris, 1892), p. 123, entry for Friday,

November 19. The discrepancies between the various accounts of Mme.
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Du Barry s imprisonment and execution are discussed at length by her

biographers, C. St. Andre, R. B. Douglas, and Vatel.

19. &quot;A la Citoyenne Henriette a Lucienne,
*

endorsed by Grieve, &quot;Cette lettre

est de la Du Barry le lendemain de sa detention,&quot; Versailles, Arch. Dep.
S.-et-O. IV Q 36.

20. &quot;Copies des observations . . .&quot; see note 15 sup.

21. &quot;Chefs d accusation contre la Du Barry,&quot; quoted St. Andre Luxe, pp. 277-81.

22. &quot;Interrogatoire de Madame Du Barry, du 9 du 2me mois de Tan 2, Con
vention Nationale, Comite de Surete Generate,&quot; quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill,

Chap. 15, pp. 221-31.

23. Mme. Du Barry to Public Prosecutor, n.d., quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill, pp. 242-43.

24. For Fouquier-Tinville s exordium and peroration, see Vatel, Chap. 15, pp.

273-74, quoting from a document in the Archives Nationales, W. 16. Topino

Lebrun, one of the jury, made notes which included Fouquier-Tinville s

definition of a revolutionary jury, Vatel, Vol. Ill, p. 280.

25. &quot;Declaration de Madame Du
Barry,&quot; quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill, p. 282-86.

26. Dr. Poumies de la Siboutie, Recollections of a Parisian under six Sovereigns,

Lady Davidson, trans. (London, 1911), pp. 25-6.

Chapter XII

The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Archives Departe-

mentales, Seine-et-Oise, Versailles, unless otherwise indicated.

1. Administrates provisoire des Domaines nationaux to Administrateur com-

posant le Directoire du Departement Seine-et-Oise, 19 frimaire, an 2, IV

Q 36. For a general description of the administration of the Domaines

nationaux, see A. Vialay, La vente des biens nationaux (Paris, 1908).

2. Proces verbal, October 8, 1793, IV Q 36.

3. &quot;Notice sur Grieve . . .&quot; Vatel, Vol. Ill, Piece justificative 37, p. 472. See

also &quot;Minute du Greffe du Tribunal de Marly,&quot; 13 frimaire, an 2, IV Q 36.

4. &quot;Les membres composant la commission envoyee a Louveciennes pour la

recherche des effets de la Du Barry aux citoyens Lacroix et Musset represen-
tants du peuple en mission^ Versailles,&quot; 28 frimaire, an 2, quoted Lenotre,
Vieilles Maisons, vieux papiers, 2nd series, &quot;Un brelan . . .&quot; p. 119. When
Lenotre saw it this document was in the Cabinet d autographes of Victorien

Sardou; it is a letter which apparently once formed the covering note to a

Proces verbal, presumably that referred to in note 5 below. If this is so,
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the letter must at some time have strayed from the Archives Departe-
mentales.

5. &quot;Proces verbal, Femme Deliant,&quot; 26 frimaire, an 2, IV Q 36.

6. &quot;Note de Grieve a Fouquier-Tinville,&quot; 26, quoted Vatel, Vol. Ill, Epilogue,

Morin, p. 330.

7. Grieve to Directoire, Versailles, 4 pluviose, an 2, IV Q 36.

8. Grieve to District, Versailles, 7 floreal [Pan 2], IV Q 36.

9. Commissaire, District of Louveciennes, to Administrates, Versailles, 23

germinal, an 2, IV Q 36. The various inventories are in the cartons contain

ing the series IV Q 36.

10. Survey, 26 brumaire, an 3, IV Q 36.

11. Joseph Aulneau, La Comtesse Du Barry et la fin de I Ancien regime (Paris,

T
937)&amp;gt; P- 326- For the furniture at Malmaison, see Serge Grandjean, ed.,

Inventaire apres deces de I lmperatrice Josephine a Malmaison (Paris,

Reunion des Musees nationaux, Ministere d fitat, Affaires culturelles).

12. &quot;Liquidation pour le Citoyen Rouen,&quot; 19 prairial, an 2, IV Q 37. Numerous

other claims on Mme. Du Barry s estate are included in the series IV Q 37.

13. Chastellux, Vol. I, p. 99.

14. &quot;Acte de deces de Georges Grieve, render . . .&quot; quoted Lenotre, Vieilles

maisons, vieux papiers, 2nd series, &quot;Un brelan . . .&quot; p. 125.

Chapter XIII

The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Public Record Office

unless otherwise indicated.

1. Prerogative Court, Admons, AA 1794.

2. Juillac to Aline de la Neuville, October 27, 1817, Versailles, Bibl. Mun.

F 308, 3.

3. &quot;An account of the several sums paid and disbursed by William Mor-

land . . .&quot; Forth v. Morland, C. 38/841. Since two chancery suits are

mentioned in this chapter, De Symon v. Du Barry and Forth v. Morland,

in giving references I have named the parties as well as the number of

the document.

4. Lyon De Symon s case against Mme. Du Barry in the chancery court was

still unsettled at the time of her death. It was brought forward by a Bill

of Revivor, when De Symon heard that William Morland was acting as
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administrator of Mme. Du Barry s estate. This bill is filed among the

Chancery Proceedings as De Symon v. Morland, C. 12/1398.

5. De Symon v. Du Barry, Order, January 14, 1795, referred to in Forth v.

Morland, Decrees and Orders, March 5, 1795, C. 33/488/271.

6. William Roberts, Memorials of Christies (London, 1897), Vol. I, p. 44.

7. Forth v. Morland, &quot;An account of the money received by William Morland

the administrator of Countess Du Barry . . .&quot; ist Schedule, C. 38/841.

8. Forth v. Morland, &quot;An account of the several sums paid and disbursed by

William Morland . . .&quot; 2nd Schedule, C. 38/841.

9. The expenses, debts, and unpaid creditors are set out in the second and

third Schedules of the Master s Report, C. 38/841.

10. Versailles, BibL Mun. F. 308, f. 107. 3rd Schedule, C, 38/841.

n. Forth v. Morland, Master s Report.

12. IKd.

13. Pleuvault s Petition is summarized in Forth v. Morland, Decrees and Or-

derst June 3, 1799, C. 33/5^5/^3-

14. Forth v. Morland, Decrees and Orders, August 7, 1798, C. 33/501/714.

15. Forth v. Morland, Decrees and Orders, June 3, 1799, C. 33/505/812-15.

16. The Court s directions begin on f. 814 of C. 33/505.

17. Forth v. Morland, Affidavits, C. 31/292/256-57.

18. For Hargicourt s career in the Waldstein regiment, see Vicomte de Grouvel,

Les corps de troupe de I emigration jran$aise (Paris, 1957), Vol. I, p. 164.

19. Danloux (p. 328) mentions Boisseson s comments on the portrait of Vau-

dreuil under the entry for August n, 1796. On August 18, 1797 (p. 385)

he reports his imprisonment. See also Fleet Commitment Boo\, July 5,

1797, Pris. 1/17. Details of Boisseson s borrowings are in Decrees and Or

ders, C. 33/501/801 and C. 33/501/714. The place and date of his death

are given in the Dictionnaire de biographie jrangaise, see note 19 to Chap.

II sup.

Chapter XIV

The documents referred to in this chapter are in the Bibliotheque Municipale

at Versailles unless otherwise indicated.

i. Staatsarchiv, Munich, Reichs Heroldenamt Archiven, under von Pillement in

Lit. P. Adeliche Act. Nro. 5441, f. 34 (a) and (b). I am indebted to Dr.

John Bourke for his help in finding and enabling me to have access to
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these records. Mme. de Pillement lived near the Residenz, in the Schwab-

ingerstrasse.

2. Comte Alexandre de Puymaigre, Souvenirs sur Immigration, I empire et la

restauration (Paris, 1884), Chap. 2, pp. 18-20.

3. Information given to Vatel by Aline de la Neuville, Vol. I, Chap. 12, p. 123.

4. &quot;Note envoye par Mr. Forth pendant la guerre avec 1 Angleterre,&quot; F 288/4.

5. &quot;It was a glorious epoch for me to be protected by the son of my father s

friend .... As to me, the love of my King and Country have always dic

tated my duty, and my conscience to whom [sic] I have never lied, has

most imperiously commanded it ... .&quot; Forth to Pitt, May 20, 1794, Chatham

Papers, 30/8, Vol. 136, ff. 236-37.

6. Same to same, September i, 1796, ibid. L 238.

7. Bulletin, March 27, 1805, Ernest d Hauterive, La police secrete du Premier

Empire, Vol. I, p. 350.

8. Bulletin, August 8, 1808, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 457. According to the Maryle-

bone Rate Books Forth s house in Manchester Square was let to tenants

from 1803 to 1807; it was taken over by John Royd in 1808. But another

possible reason for Mrs. Forth s journey to England is suggested by an

entry in the Returns of Services, 1829, W.O. 25/799. *n tnat Year Frederick

Alexander Forth was promoted captain in the 75th Regiment. His place

and date of birth are entered as &quot;Paris, n Feb. 1808.&quot; The only English

in France at that time were either detenus or prisoners, so it is likely that

this child was born to Forth and his wife while they were at Verdun. Mrs.

Forth may have been permitted to visit England in order to install the

child there. I am indebted to my brother, S. G.P. Ward, for telling me

about this entry.

9. Prerogative Court, Admons, AA 1816.

10. Juillac to Aline de la Neuville, October 27, 1817, F 308/3.

n. Same to Mme. de la Neuville, September 19, 1814, F 288, f. i; F. S. Larpent,

Private Journal, Sir G. Larpent, ed. (London, 1853), entry for April i, 1814.

I owe this identification of Colonel MacMahon to S. G. P. Ward.

12. Nettement, Consul de France, to M. d Espivent, Conseiller a la Cour Royale,

July 24, 1829, F 308/34, f. 73. Arguments on these lines, and particularly

the fact that proceedings could not be taken in English courts for crimes

committed on foreign soil, have misled several writers who have investigated

the fate of Mme. Du Barry s jewels. For the various people who helped

Mimi and Aline, see particularly F 308, &quot;Dossiers concernant le vol des

diamants de Mme Du Barry et les depots d argent faites par elle en Angle-

terre.&quot;
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13. Messrs. Morland, Auriol and Company to M. Schwertzer, October 15, 1822;

F 308/70.

14. For a summary of the difficulties with the faux heritiers, see F 288/14-15.

15. &quot;Void quelles etaient les valeurs de la succession . . .&quot; F 288/16-17.

16. Juillac to Aline de la Neuville, September 26, 1834, F 345/9.
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This story of Madame Du Barry s life begins
with the strange circumstances that led her to

King Louis court and ends with her death on the

guillotine. Her unconventional marriage, her col

orful friendships, the endless battles over her

fortune, the dealings with the Paris thieves who
stole her jewels, and the complicated lawsuits and

relationships that followed, are all woven into the

tale. Marion Ward rescues from oblivion such

characters as the remarkable English secret agent
Nathaniel Parker Forth; Phillippe and Sipora

Joseph whose cabaret was the meeting pkce for

international bandits; and the Due de Brissac,

Madame Du Barry s faithful and ill-fated lover.

THE Du BARRY INHERITANCE is an intrigu

ing account of what became of Madame Du Bar

ry s fortune and to the people connected with it.

It is at one and the same time a biography that

illuminates the political and social atmosphere of

eighteenth-century France and England and a

vivid tapestry of court life, with its intrigues and

treacheries, its affairs of heart and affairs of state.

Marion Ward is on the staff of the Historical

Manuscripts Commission and has been working
on documents for most of her life. A native Lon

doner, she has traveled a great deal throughout

Europe, and particularly in France.
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